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 A multi-billion dollar industry based in Mumbai, Bollywood—the world-

renowned Indian equivalent of Hollywood—is a force to be reckoned with. For decades its 

dramatic plotlines, colorful cinematography and intricately choreographed dance numbers 

have provided the Hindi-speaking population of India with its primary cinematic 

entertainment. In addition to stunning visual and musical elements, however, an 

increasingly common linguistic trend has been observed in many recent Bollywood films. 

Within the scripts of modern Indian cinema, code-switching, or the alternation between 

multiple language systems within discourse, showcases the fascinating present-day 

relationship between Hindi and English, providing insight into the unique cultural and 

linguistic positioning of millions of Indians in the twenty-first century. This thesis explores 

the phenomenon of code-switching by examining excerpts from the 2009 blockbuster 3 

Idiots in light of past research from the fields of syntax, pragmatics, and sociolinguistics. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Introduction 

 

 

 

 “My movies are in Hinglish because I think in English but curse in Hindi. That 

means my mind is English, my heart is Indian.” These words by Indian director Kaizad 

Gustad as quoted in Neelakantan (2003) represent the linguistic plight of millions of native 

Hindi speakers living in an increasingly westernized India. “Hinglish,” a combination of 

Hindi and English, represents the unique cultural positioning of millions of inhabitants of 

the Indian subcontinent, as well as their struggles for self-representation through language.  

Since the early twentieth century, India’s film industry has been producing films 

that have come to delight audiences worldwide with their characteristic elements—colorful 

cinematography combined with intricately choreographed item songs and a masala style, 

taking its name from the Indian word for “spice” and referring to the variety of stylistic 

elements that may be found in a single film. Many Indian films combine such genres as 

musical, action, romance, comedy, thriller, and drama. This mixture of qualities, combined 

with typically lengthy runtimes of approximately three hours, has won over many fans, 

both in the Indian subcontinent and abroad.  

The hodgepodge of stylistic qualities is not the only mixture found in Bollywood 

films. India’s blossoming Hindi film industry is representative of the increasingly common 

phenomenon of code-switching (hereafter CS), loosely defined as “the juxtaposition of two 

languages perceived and interpreted as locally meaningful by participants” (Auer, 1999). 

Even the titles of Bollywood films demonstrate this juxtaposition, as exemplified by 2011’s 
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Mere Brother Ki Dulhan, 2012’s English Vinglish, 2014’s Shaadi Ke Side Effects, and 

countless others. Titles aside, the language in these films, as in real life, is a mixture of 

Hindi, English, and sometimes other languages such as Punjabi or Urdu.  

Despite the above-given definition of CS, it is difficult to explicitly describe this 

phenomenon due to the variety of angles from which it can be approached. However, 

information can be gained by dissecting the term “code-switching” itself. “Code” initially 

referred to a system (originating from the field of communication technology), but has 

since expanded semantically to refer to “languages, dialects, styles/registers, etc., and 

partly usurps the place of the more common ‘catch-all’ term variety to cover the different 

sub-divisions of ‘language’” (Gardner-Chloros, 2009). Thus, the switching of codes can 

also refer to a monolingual speech event in which a speaker may alternate between different 

styles of the same language. “Switching” is simpler to define in that it refers to an 

alternation or transition, but Gardner-Chloros (2009) points out that these transitions may 

be complex and are not always clear-cut. 

Despite its unclear definition, CS has become a popular area of research among 

linguists since John Gumperz brought the phenomenon to light in the 1960s. Multiple 

approaches exist to the study of CS, several of which will be discussed in more detail in 

the following chapters. The first and most prevalent of these approaches is from a 

sociolinguistic viewpoint, as per the early research by Gumperz, Auer, and others. Another 

approach examines CS from a structural perspective and analyzes grammatical patterns 

and constraints found within mixed speech. Poplack (1980) and Myers-Scotton (1993b) 

have both taken this approach in their respective analyses of code-switching. CS can also 

be examined psycholinguistically, focusing on the cognitive processes involved. Another 
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approach is from a pragmatic perspective, with CS serving as a tool to accomplish specific 

functions. 

The following study will utilize existing approaches to CS in an analysis of data 

from the 2009 film 3 Idiots, one of the most successful Indian cinematic productions to 

date. Many of the existing theories concerning CS will be relevant in the examination of 

data from the film, but some aspects of Hindi-English CS supersede previously posited 

theories (e.g. the violation of the free morpheme constraint as a result of combining an 

English word and a bound Hindi suffix). I will also discuss these types of examples in 

regards to what they can reveal about the inner workings of the mind of a speaker using 

multiple languages in alternation.  

This thesis will look at relevant background information that is essential to 

understanding the role of English in Indian society, especially Hindi-speaking regions of 

India. In the following chapter, current language policies and attitudes will be considered, 

such as the Three-Language Formula (TLF) and the phenomenon of a social third space 

created by Indians switching between Hindi and English. The demographic and historical 

information related to Indian languages and the introduction of English to the subcontinent 

will also be briefly touched upon, as well as the current description and status of Indian 

English. 

The third chapter will summarize relevant research on CS, touching on important 

ideas and findings of linguists who have studied this phenomenon. Research from three 

approaches to CS (i.e. sociolinguistic, pragmatic, and syntactic) will be identified and 

described. This section will include early ideas concerning CS as well as more 

contemporary and India-specific CS research, such as that of Si (2010), which explores a 
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similar topic to this thesis, using Bollywood film scripts to investigate Hindi-English CS. 

Important theories will be described, including the free morpheme constraint and 

equivalence constraint (Poplack, 1980), the Markedness Model (Myers-Scotton, 1993a), 

the Matrix Language Frame model (Myers-Scotton, 1993b), the famous “crossing” case 

studies by Rampton (1995), and more. 

The fourth chapter will describe the methodology used to examine the data and the 

procedures by which this analysis will be accomplished. Essentially, instances of CS from 

the data will be held up against both structural and sociolinguistic theories, including the 

equivalence constraint and the Markedness Model. Attention will also be given to the 

criteria examined by Sailaja (2011) in an analysis of dialogue from the Hindi film Jab We 

Met, in which several instances of CS are briefly described in terms of vocabulary, set 

utterances, phrasal and clausal CS, discourse features, and pronunciation.  

The fifth chapter will be an analysis of excerpts of the data from 3 Idiots, utilizing 

the methodology from the fourth chapter, drawing on the research detailed in the third 

chapter, and giving consideration to the India-specific background information from the 

second chapter. It will be followed by a conclusion summarizing the findings of the study 

and arguing the necessity of a synthesized approach to CS study as well as the capability 

of the examination of the CS phenomenon in northern Indian society to provide important 

insight into the linguistic positioning of modern Indian citizens as they combine their native 

Hindi with English in order to create personal identities as individuals who respect their 

language, heritage, and traditions, but also look to the future and desire to progress in a 

rapidly globalizing environment.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

Background—The Role of English in India 

 

 

 Insight into the relationship between Hindi and English warrants knowledge of 

speakers’ linguistic attitudes as well as historical background information. Before any 

linguistic analyses can be made, attention must be given to the unique linguistic dynamics 

of India. This in turn necessitates a brief look at the demographics, language policies and 

attitudes, and the relevant historical events in India that tie a language from Southeast Asia 

to one from Northern Europe. 

 

Language in India 

India is geographically the seventh largest country in the world, with the second 

largest population (the 2011 census estimated the population to stand slightly over 1.2 

billion). This vast and populous country is divided into twenty-eight states and seven 

territories, in which the Indian Constitution recognizes twenty-two scheduled and one 

hundred non-scheduled languages (including English) as established by the amended 

Eighth Schedule to the Constitution. All 122 are official languages of India, but the 

constitution gives higher status to the scheduled languages, which represent the most 

widely-spoken tongues in the subcontinent. The linguistic diversity of this country is not 

limited to many mutually intelligible dialects, as languages spoken in India belong 

primarily to four different language families—Indo-Aryan, Tibeto-Burman, Austro-

Asiatic, and Dravidian. Hindi, a member of the Indo-Aryan family, is the most widely 
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spoken language in India with an estimated 422 million mother-tongue speakers (according 

to the 2001 census), and is primarily found in the northern part of the country.  

 

English: Enter, Stage Left 

 The English influence on India began in the early 1600s, when the East India 

Company set up trade routes at several of India’s ports. The company’s power slowly 

increased over the next century and a half as the company formed a monopoly on trade 

with India and consequently gained political and military power in the country, effectively 

governing India from the mid eighteenth to mid nineteenth centuries. However, its reign 

came to a violent end with an Indian revolt in 1857. The following year, the British 

government effectively took control of the country by means of the Government of India 

Act 1858 and ruled for most of the following century in what is known as the British Raj.  

India finally gained its independence from Britain in 1947. The language of the 

colonizer, however, remained behind and thus English came to be recognized as one of 

India’s official (yet non-scheduled) languages. Over the past seventy-five years, the status 

of English has risen in that it is now associated with power and economic opportunity as 

opposed to the language of an oppressor. There are currently an estimated 350 million 

English speakers in India, of whom less than 250,000 claim to be native speakers 

(according to the 2001 census). The striking contrast between these two figures shows the 

effectiveness of the government’s implementation of English in the educational sector, as 

well as the personal drive of millions of Indians to acquire the language.  

 The role of English in Indian society was dictated by the 1950 Indian Constitution. 

Although English is a non-scheduled language, it is used in a variety of official settings, 
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such as government, education, and other domains related to, as Sailaja (2009) states, 

“intellect and formality,” demonstrated by the fact that the Indian Constitution was first 

written in English and later translated into Hindi. Despite the fact that English is regarded 

as an “auntie tongue,” marking its rank and otherness through the metaphor of an Indian 

“auntie” who is given respect but not considered to be an intimate family member 

(Dasgupta, 1993), both the Indian government and general society place high importance 

on English and give it an elevated status in the country. 

 

Three-Language Formula 

 In the realm of education, India has elected a language policy that desires to 

preserve the linguistic diversity of the country by ensuring that children become 

multilingual by learning three different languages in grade school. According to the Three-

Language Formula, or TLF, schoolchildren will be taught three languages, one being 

English, another Hindi, and the third typically a native (non-Hindi) or regional language. 

Unfortunately, this fornula, while well-intended, is often not practiced in Indian schools 

due to language attitudes in India. For example, some north Indian schools have difficulty 

motivating students to learn southern Indian languages due to the common nationalistic 

ideology that Hindi should subsume all other Indian languages as a “pan-India lingua 

franca.”  

Although the TLF is generally unsuccessful, English is commonly taught in schools 

spanning the entire subcontinent (Chand, 2011). English medium schools (in which the 

primary language of instruction is English) are more desirable and therefore selective, even 

at the primary school level, than their Hindi counterparts, showcasing the desire of many 
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Indian parents for their children to gain proficiency in English. Although English medium 

schools may be public, they are not able to accommodate all students who wish to attend, 

and many families are unable to gain admission for their children in the more prestigious 

English medium schools. With this competitive view of English as a commodity, the 

resulting effect is that less-privileged, lower-income students receive less access to English 

and therefore find themselves on the other side of the widening gap from more “elite” 

children who receive English education. This situation is more common in Hindi-speaking 

regions of India because southern Indian states emphasize English over Hindi as a pan-

Indian language (since, to them, it represents a more neutral linguistic middle ground), 

whereas in the northern states Hindi is more often considered to be a lingua franca. 

 

Contemporary Language Attitudes 

Now that the importance of both Hindi and English in India’s linguistic landscape 

have been described, the question remains: why would native speakers of Indian languages, 

specifically Hindi, choose to use English in everyday discourse? Bhatt (2008) proposes the 

concept of a “third space,” in which speakers create “a semiotic space between competing 

cultural collectives.” India as a nation is progressing from a tradition-governed society to 

a more modern one, and the use of both English, the language of progress, and Hindi, the 

mother tongue of millions, can help to shape a new identity for speakers somewhere 

between India’s past and future. This sociolinguistic concept will be discussed in more 

detail in following sections. 

In India, English is regarded as a language of international opportunity, spoken by 

such thriving world powers as the UK and the USA. The knowledge of English can make 
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one appear more powerful and educated, and in developing countries such as India the 

language is often associated with financial success—English speakers are more likely to 

be hired than non-English speakers, even in monolingual working environments within 

India. According to Vaish (2011), who described the use of English as a symbol of 

westernization in Bollywood, “Borrowing from English depicts middle-class NRIs [non-

resident Indians] who are out of touch with Indian values. At the same time English is not 

shown as a colonial imposition; it is very much part of the identity of upper-class Indians.” 

 Chand (2008) also examines the attitudes of several “elite Delhiites” in regards to 

Hindi, and discovers that many of New Delhi’s upper class citizens do not consider 

themselves to be fluent in Hindi, but rather claim English as their native language. 

Therefore, English gains desirability and status as it is framed as the language choice of 

the wealthy and powerful, and CS for this elite group occurs more out of necessity to 

communicate with those of lower status, rather than a mechanism used for the creation of 

a new identity. Additionally, it positions the members of this elite societal group as 

inhabitants of “an alternative linguistic marketplace,” which paints a picture of their 

sociolinguistic perspective toward their own country—they have chosen the language of 

the colonizer over Hindi, ultimately demonstrating their disregard for and lack of value 

toward Hindi as a potential Indian lingua franca. 

 

Indian English 

 The final element to consider in the relationship between English and the Indian 

subcontinent is the variety of English being used in the Hindi-English alternations of 

Indians. Indian English is, numerically, a more widely-spoken variety of English than 

American English and has certain unique qualities that make it unique. These contrasts 
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were examined in great detail by Sailaja (2009) and span every aspect of the language. 

Indian English, for example, has different phonological qualities from other varieties of 

English (although it is more similar to British than American English). Dental and retroflex 

consonants occur in Indian English as a result of interference from Hindi pronunciation.  

 Indian English also differs from American and British English in other domains, 

including syntax, morphology, and the lexicon. Although Indian English generally shares 

more features with the English variety of the colonizer (i.e. British English) than other 

varieties, in some cases Indian English identifies more closely with American English, such 

as the preference of words such as “stove” and “pharmacy”  over the British equivalents 

“cooker” and “chemist.” In other cases, however, Indian English exemplifies divergence 

from both British and American English—another example drawn from the lexicon is the 

Indian English “lady’s finger,” referring to what is known in most other varieties as “okra.” 

 Although the term “Indian English” itself is a source of indignation to some (as it 

implies a potentially substandard variety of English), many features have achieved a high 

degree of regularity, supporting the argument for Indian English as a standardized English 

variety, which be said to consist of two registers—standard and non-standard. The 

distinction between these two registers is not always clear, however, due to regional 

variation (although some non-standard forms are pan-Indian) and differing opinions on 

acceptability. The standard variety, however, presents the strongest argument for the still 

tentative status of Indian English as a separate English variety. In the education system, 

some children are taught to speak American English, especially in recent years as 

relationships between America and India have grown stronger and the potential economic 

profitability of American English has become a major drawing point for language learners.   
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

Code-Switching—An Overview 

 

 There have been a variety of approaches to the study of CS over the years—here, 

important ideas in the realms of two of the main types of approaches (sociolinguistic and 

structural) will be described in some detail, with pragmatic approaches falling into the 

realm of sociolinguistics. Firstly, however, a working definition of CS is in order, along 

with a disambiguation of potentially confusing terminology within the field of study (e.g. 

the distinction between CS and “code-mixing”). Earlier approaches to CS as well as the 

dominant modern theories in the field will be described in order to paint the clearest 

possible picture of the spectrum of CS research. Studies focusing on CS in Indian media 

will be briefly examined as well in order to set the stage for the following data analysis. 

 

Definition 

 As touched upon in the introduction, “code-switching” is not an easy phenomenon 

to define. This is largely due to the fact that discussion on the topic is fairly recent, with 

the limited quantity of research causing many different types of contact phenomena to fall 

under the general umbrella of CS. As study in this field continues to broaden, the defining 

parameters of CS will undoubtedly become clearer. For the present however, one must look 

at reasons why pinpointing an exact definition is impossible in order to get a better idea of 

what CS actually is.  
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 The first source of confusion is the amount of “code” that undergoes the 

“switching” in question. In the eyes of some, CS may consist of single words of one 

language inserted into another, but for others only longer utterances are valid. Among these 

longer utterances are intersentential switches, where switching occurs at clause boundaries, 

and intrasentential switches, where two codes exist within one clause. Research on the 

structural aspects of CS focuses on intrasentential switching, where the grammars of two 

languages are forced to coexist within a single clause. The use of a single code-switched 

word within a clause is known as insertion, and regarded as a distinct form from 

intrasentential switching. 

Another source of confusion regarding CS is that of who code-switches. The 

accepted consensus is that only bilinguals can code-switch, but the definition of “bilingual” 

is also somewhat murky. Not all bilinguals have native-like proficiency in all languages 

they speak and thus cannot be called “true bilinguals,” due to the varying conditions under 

which languages are learned. For example, some bilinguals learn two or more languages 

simultaneously from birth, while others acquire a second language as adults in a classroom, 

workplace, or other environment. This wide range of bilinguals contributes to a wide 

variety of usages of CS. Early scholarship considered CS to be a sign of a speaker’s 

deficiency in a language, in which the speaker would fall back on the language in which 

he or she was most comfortable. However, this early idea about CS has, for the most part, 

been discounted, as CS has come to represent not linguistic weakness but strength—“an 

additional communication resource available to bilinguals” (Bullock & Toribio, 2009). 

The scope of CS can be problematic as well—there are different approaches used 

to examine these different methods of switching employed by different types of bilinguals. 
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Firstly, a structural approach attempts to discover the underlying syntactic rules of CS in a 

search for structural universals. This type of research focuses on intrasentential switching 

and attempts to identify patterns which occur in code-switched speech. Secondly, the 

psycholinguistic approach deals with identifying and analyzing cognitive processes that 

are associated with CS (this is an important area of research, but will not be examined in 

detail in this thesis). A third approach focuses on the pragmatic usages of CS, and is 

concerned with how speakers negotiate language in the attempt to achieve a certain goal. 

The fourth and final main approach is a sociolinguistic one, in which social factors such as 

age, gender and language attitudes are examined in regard to their effects on CS. Each of 

these main approaches seek to explain CS from different angles, but often approaches may 

overlap—for example, in some cultures, the interaction between older and younger 

speakers is carefully determined by society, which may affect the ways in which different 

speakers use CS for pragmatic purposes. The interaction between facets of these 

approaches requires an in-depth look into the language community in question. 

 

Disambiguation of Terminology 

 In addition to the ambiguity surrounding CS, there are a variety of other terms 

which provide even more confusion by conveying similar meanings. The first and most 

well-known of these is “code-mixing.” Code-mixing has an equally fuzzy definition as CS, 

but generally implies some convergence of grammatical systems or a loss of linguistic 

characteristics created by the combination of languages (as opposed to CS, in which 

systems simply alternate and do not “mix” or influence each other). However, CS has 

essentially subsumed all other definitions and, for the purposes of this thesis, will be the 
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term of reference for all instances of language alternation, even those in which the two 

languages affect each other, with the exception of borrowing. One further distinction that 

can be made is the distinction between CS and pidginization or creolization—although 

similar concepts, these two latter terms refer to the formation and nativization 

(respectively) of a language in a mixed community of two or more linguistically exclusive 

groups (Wardhaugh, 2002). CS, on the other hand, occurs in multilingual settings, and its 

primary concerns lie beyond bridging language gaps between groups. 

  “Borrowing” is a distinct phenomenon from CS in that it involves the integration 

of a phoneme, morpheme, lexical item, or phrase from one language into another. 

Generally, these borrowings are a result of the absence or deficiency of a suitable 

equivalent in the receiving language, with “nonce borrowings” being an exception. Nonce 

borrowings refer to borrowings that occur for no various reasons at any point within a 

clause, despite the fact that a suitable equivalent exists in the language into which the 

borrowing is embedded. These types of borrowings are often difficult to distinguish from 

CS, and will be examined in the following data analysis. 

 

 

Sociolinguistic Approaches 

CS was first recognized in the 1950s by linguists such as Uriel Weinreich and Einar 

Haugen, who for the most part discounted its significance, generally describing CS as a 

substandard usage of language. However, in the 1960s Gumperz took a sociolinguistic 

approach to CS, and the phenomenon rose to a state of high interest among linguists. 

Sociolinguistic analyses of CS have remained the most popular, and this section will focus 

on important ideas to this approach. Although some of this research is somewhat dated and 
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newer findings have expanded on these early ideas to more accurately explain CS 

phenomena, these early studies represent important advances in the field over the past fifty 

years and deserve to be briefly examined. 

 

Gumperz 

 John Gumperz, a sociolinguist who began working with CS in the 1960s, can be 

credited with drawing CS out into the light, thereby sparking the interest of many linguists 

and paving the way for countless research into CS, which even today continues to grow as 

an area of study. Gumperz conducted CS research in a wide variety of settings, including 

India, Norway, and others. In India, the CS research conducted by Gumperz focused on 

alternations between Hindi and Punjabi, leading to the discovery that different lexical items 

had been retained in each language for specific functional purposes, whereas the 

grammatical systems had converged (Gumperz, 1964).The Norwegian research is a CS 

milestone, in which Gumperz (along with Jon-Petter Blom) documented alternation 

between two varieties of Norwegian, a “higher” and a “lower” variety, with CS between 

them serving to fulfill specific functions as well as demonstrate societal ideologies (Blom 

& Gumperz, 1972).  

Two of Gumperz’ most influential ideas about CS are discussed in the 1982 work 

Discourse Strategies (a summation of much of Gumperz’ research and sociolinguistic 

assertions from the prior several decades). These two concepts are the distinction between 

we-code and they-code and the division of CS into situational and conversational 

categories. Firstly, we-code usually refers to the language of a minority or specific ethnic 

group, whereas they-code is associated with a majority language. In general, we-code is 

used for informal interactions, while they-code is used in more formal settings (Gumperz, 
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1982). In CS speakers alternate between these codes in conversation, but are able to make 

independent choices on where to code-switch (or even on which language they consider to 

be a we-code or a they-code). 

The second of Gumperz’ primary proposals is the distinction between situational 

and conversational types of CS. “Situational” CS occurs in an externally-determined 

environment, such as a change of topic (from a formal to an informal one, or vice versa), 

or a change of context. “Conversational” CS, however, can be found when a speaker 

switches languages for a seemingly unidentifiable reason—it is independent of any external 

influences. Originally, these two types were termed “situational” and “metaphorical,” in 

the sense that the purpose of non-situational CS is to “evoke the connotations, the 

metaphorical ‘world’ of that variety” (Gardner-Chloros, 2009).  

 

Auer 

 Peter Auer is most well-known as a proponent of the conversation analysis (CA) 

model, an approach to the study of social interaction, a method of analyzing speech based 

on sequential organization, turn-taking, and other elements involved in conversation. Auer 

has also been heavily involved in CS research, and asserts that the study of CS should be 

tied in with CA due to his belief that a conversational element is currently missing from 

current approaches to CS. According to Auer, neither a purely structural nor purely 

sociolinguistic approach will be able to completely capture the nature of CS, which can be 

affected and even caused by various conversational structures. Auer argues that a systemic 

analysis of CS in conversation is the best method to gain accurate insight into the meanings 

of CS (Auer, 1998). 
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 Auer criticizes other linguists who approach CS from a strictly “macroscopic” 

perspective and give primary focus to conversation-external social variables, such as the 

idea of markedness in Myers-Scotton’s Markedness Model (1993a), which will later be 

described in some detail. The “microscopic” approaches which focus on internal structure 

are also insufficient according to Auer, because they fail to consider intersentential CS. 

Auer’s approach rather centers on the sequential analysis of data, which gives attention to 

both social and structural elements but primarily approaches CS from within the context of 

a conversation.  CS can be viewed as a conversational factor, which can determine future 

conversational structure, or it can be a phenomenon explainable by other determining 

factors within the conversation. 

Auer has also proposed the principle of “preference for same language talk” (Auer 

1984, 1988, 1995). This principle provides the background for all CS choices in speech 

with the claim that monolingual conversation is preferred, and that speakers must make 

choices accordingly at each conversational juncture. Each decision made, either to continue 

with the same language or to shift to another, can be explained in terms of the CA 

framework and provide further insight into CS. This ties in with Auer’s claim that CS is a 

functional device within the CA model—an example is taken from the data of Myers-

Scotton (1993a) in which an instance of CS is preceded by two monolingual request/decline 

sequences, suggesting that the place of CS in conversation has been conditioned by 

sequential factors (Auer, 1998). While Auer’s use of the model does not attempt to 

determine the exact points at which CS may occur, it seeks out CS patterns and then 

examines the conversational structure in terms of the convergence and divergence 

facilitated by CS—as per the above-described example given by Auer, the speaker’s use of 
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CS in the third refusal of a request represents a divergence (since the speaker made a switch 

from a local language to the marked choice, English). This conversational examination of 

CS within the sociolinguistic approach is an important development with the potential to 

fill gaps in understanding left by purely social or structural approaches and provides a 

promising area of study for future researchers.  

Rampton 

 In 1995, Ben Rampton published findings from a case study in a British middle 

school located in a multicultural urban community. This school’s student population was 

comprised of three primary ethnic groups posited by Rampton: Anglo, Afro-Caribbean, 

and Southeast Asian. In their interactions with each other, these students displayed a CS-

like phenomenon which Rampton calls “crossing.” Crossing is said to be distinct from CS 

in that it only occurs when a speaker shifts into the language of a community to which he 

or she does not belong and thus in a sense “crosses” linguistic borders. In this study, 

Rampton also introduces the concepts of “passing,” in which a language outsider pretends 

to be an insider, and “refusal,” in which a speaker pretends to be incompetent in a language 

(Rampton, 1995).  

The students observed by Rampton employed crossing, passing, refusal, and other 

phenomena in their interactions in the school environment. The manifestations of these 

phenomena included the use of Punjabi by students of multiple language backgrounds in 

order to express solidarity and cultural pluralism among peers, as well as the unspoken 

rules governing the allowed usages of Stylized Asian English (SAE)—as a rule, the use of 

SAE was restricted to Asian students (i.e. Indian, Pakistani, etc.) during in-group 

interactions, but could occasionally be spoken by those of other races in the playground 
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context when used with a positive connotation (any other usage would be interpreted as 

offensive). The popular use of Creole by all three ethnic groups is also observed. 

 This well-known study is significant because it explores how CS (although here 

called crossing) can contribute to both alliances and divisions between individuals in a 

mixed community. Rampton focused on crossing’s pragmatic functions, as well as the 

social factors which motivate it. Studies of this nature are relatively typical of a 

sociolinguistic approach to CS. Over the course of the data collection period, Rampton 

spent extended time within the community, receiving student input to contextualize 

different instances of crossing. In this way, Rampton was able to more fully understand the 

intricate system of social dynamics within the environment and gain valuable insight into 

crossing’s true functions. Studies such as these are important in that they all center on 

instances of CS that occur within the context of popular culture and will set the stage for 

the following analysis of the 3 Idiots data.  

 

Myers-Scotton (1993a) 

After extensive CS research with bilingual communities in Africa, Myers-Scotton 

(1993a) proposed the Markedness Model (MM), a new method of analysis for CS that gives 

weight to social variables and is pragmatically motivated. Its basic premise is that speakers 

employ negotiation in speech by choosing the appropriate form to signify a certain 

relationship between the speaker and the addressee. In this model “markedness” is used to 

compare the effect of one word choice with that of an alternative—in every speech act, 

there exists a marked and an unmarked option. For example, the use of an in-group 

language to discuss an emotional topic is an unmarked choice, whereas the use of any other 

language in the same context would be considered marked. Unmarked speech represents a 
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rights and obligations (RO) set, which is the expected choice for participants to make in 

interactions within their communities. 

Three primary maxims exist within MM to guide CS choices in speech: the 

unmarked choice maxim (one must choose the unmarked code to uphold the RO set), the 

marked choice maxim (one must choose the marked code to establish a new RO set for an 

interaction), and the exploratory choice maxim (one must use CS to decide on an RO set if 

the unmarked choice is unclear). As demonstrated by these maxims, MM does not predict 

which choices will be made in speech, but provides tools to determine the results of these 

choices (e.g. the fact that making an unmarked choice will uphold the RO set in the 

interaction). This theory has received substantial criticism due to the fact that it does not 

place any emphasis on internal values, such as the individual speakers or the contexts of 

specific conversations (Gardner-Chloros, 2009). 

 

Structural Approaches 

 Until the 1970s, the grammatical aspects of CS were for the most part ignored. 

However, over the following two decades, three different structural approaches appeared: 

variationist approaches, generativist approaches, and production approaches (Gardner-

Chloros, 2009). The variationist approaches were the first to appear, and focused on 

universal constraints that govern the use of CS. The research of Poplack (1980) is a famous 

variationist approach and will be discussed in more detail shortly. Generativist approaches 

attempt to analyze CS in terms of generative grammar, such as the Government-Binding 

Theory and Minimalism. Generativist approaches, although significant, will not be 

discussed here. The final approach, production, can be represented by the Matrix-Language 
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Frame model (MLF) of Myers-Scotton (1993b). Production approaches such as this one 

build frameworks to explain how CS is produced, and many of these theories include 

psycholinguistic components. All three types of approaches, however, are historically 

significant to the development of CS research and provide unique insight into the structural 

aspects of CS.  

 

Poplack 

Poplack (1980) was one of the first linguists to examine CS from a structural 

perspective, and discovered what were claimed to be universal constraints on CS based on 

an analysis of the speech of bilingual Puerto Ricans in New York. The two resulting 

universal constraints are the free morpheme and equivalence constraints. In this new 

approach to the structure of CS, Poplack’s innovation set the stage for other variationist 

approaches, which sought other universal constraints on CS. However, since the Puerto 

Rican research, many instances of CS which appear to violate these constraints have been 

posited and Poplack’s constraints have been widely criticized (Gardner-Chloros, 2009). 

Nonetheless, these two constraints are important to the early structural approaches towards 

CS and I would be remiss to fail to mention them here. 

 

Free morpheme constraint. The first of Poplack’s constraints is the free morpheme 

constraint, which asserts that “codes may be switched after any constituent in discourse 

provided that constituent is not a bound morpheme” (Poplack, 1980). All levels of 

linguistics are subjected to this constraint except the phonological, in which a variety of 

phonological patterns within a word are possible due to speaker error. At the morphological 
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level, however, Poplack asserts that this constraint holds universally true. To illustrate this, 

Poplack provides as an example the impossible word:  

*EAT-iendo 

‘eating’ 

This word combines the English root eat with the bound Spanish progressive suffix –iendo, 

and is a violation of the free morpheme constraint. According to Poplack, CS will never 

allow words such as this to occur in speech. This constraint additionally accounts for 

idiomatic expressions, which behave in the same way as bound morphemes and do not 

allow CS to affect them. An additional note is that even though the constraint specifies that 

CS cannot occur after a bound morpheme, due to the example chosen by Poplack we can 

assume that no CS may occur between two morphemes within one word if either of them 

is bound. 

Equivalence constraint. The second and more detailed of Poplack’s constraints is 

the equivalence constraint, which extends to the syntactic level and has a more obvious 

effect on language than the free morpheme constraint. According to the equivalence 

constraint, CS can only occur at a point where no grammatical rules of either language will 

be broken by the switch. Therefore, a sentence such as the following example is impossible 

because it violates the equivalence constraint in several places: 

El man que came ayer wants John comprar a car nuevo. 

“The man who came yesterday wants John to buy a new car.” 

(Gingras, 1974) 

 

Firstly, the sequence “wants John comprar” (“wants John to buy”) applies an English 

infinitive complementizer rule on Spanish at the point of CS. This form could not have 
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appeared in monolingual Spanish and is thus considered ungrammatical. Additionally, the 

difference in adjective movement of English and Spanish is in conflict, as adjectives appear 

before nouns as a general rule of English, while the reverse is true of Spanish.  

This constraint greatly affects CS in that it seems to prevent speakers from 

switching at any given moment—in order to retain grammaticality, the speaker must 

alternate strategically at points and in ways acceptable to both languages. However, in later 

research by other linguists, many examples have been reported of speech that is deemed 

grammatical by speakers but directly violates the equivalence constraint. Poplack has since 

offered revisions of her idea, positing that in these counterexamples, the phenomenon at 

work was “borrowing” and not CS (Poplack & Sankoff, 1984). These ideas have been 

largely dismissed in light of newer theories, but are still important as a look back to the 

beginning of structural approaches to CS. 

Myers-Scotton (1993b) 

Currently, the dominant model in the structural approach to CS is undoubtedly the 

Matrix Language Frame model (MLF) from Myers-Scotton (1993b). This model was 

proposed after extended fieldwork collected by Myers-Scotton in Kenya, but is designed 

to provide a universal explanation for the structure of CS, no matter how typologically 

distinct the languages involved. Earlier linguists such as Joshi (1985) and Klavans (1985) 

had proposed a frame or matrix structure inherent to CS, and Myers-Scotton’s grammatical 

system is an elaborate continuation of this idea. 

According to the MLF model, the two languages involved in CS are the Matrix 

Language (ML) and Embedded Language (EL). The ML is the base language into which 

the EL is inserted during the CS process. Myers-Scotton states that the ML is generally the 
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language in which speakers are most fluent and is used to a greater extent than the EL (in 

order to be explained by the MLF model, languages may not play equal roles and CS must 

be asymmetrical). At times, the ML may be difficult to pinpoint, as it is not always the first 

language of speakers and has the ability to change within the course of a conversation due 

to circumstance, but ultimately the ML is the language which sets the morphosyntactic 

frame for the speech, as Myers-Scotton establishes with the Morpheme Order Principle1 

and System Morpheme Principle2. 

Morphemes are important to the MLF model, which divides them into two basic 

types: content and system morphemes, each of which play a different role in CS. Content 

morphemes are those which assign or receive thematic roles within a sentence, with all 

other morphemes being classified as system morphemes. This distinction should not be 

confused with functional/lexical or open/closed classes, although these groupings share 

many similarities. According to the MLF model, the ML and EL are not able to use 

different morpheme types equally—the EL is restricted to providing content morphemes 

or what is known as an “EL island,” a well-formed structure in the EL that is inserted into 

the ML, which would not otherwise allow such a structure. The confusion surrounding 

morphemes and their appropriate classifications within the MLF model has led to the 

creation of a new “submodel,” the 4-M model (Myers-Scotton & Jake, 2000), which groups 

morphemes into several basic categories. 

Four important hypotheses exist within the MLF model. The first of these is the 

Matrix Language Hypothesis, which posits that the ML provides the entire frame for code-

switched speech. The second is the Blocking Hypothesis, which blocks EL content 

                                                        
1 According to the Morpheme Order Principle, morpheme order is determined by the ML. 
2 The System Morpheme Principle asserts that system morphemes must come from the ML. 
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morphemes that do not agree with grammatical conditions of the ML. Thirdly, the 

Embedded Language Island Trigger Hypothesis claims that a morpheme not permitted by 

either the ML hypothesis or blocking hypothesis must be inserted as an EL island. Finally, 

the Embedded Language Implicational Hierarchy Hypothesis asserts that items farther 

from main arguments and formulaic expressions such as idioms are freer to be spoken in 

the EL and may be optional EL islands.  

The MLF model is generally successful and is often used to analyze large data sets. 

However, this model is not completely accurate, and over the years Myers-Scotton has 

made many revisions. The model is also limited in its sole focus on intrasentential CS, but 

is valuable as a whole in that it is one of few models that approach CS from a grammatical 

perspective anchored in sociolinguistics. Further advancements will undoubtedly be made 

as new findings are made in CS research, and the MLF model will continue to be one of 

the primary structural models of analysis in the future. 

 

India-Specific Studies 

 In addition to the many important aspects of CS described above, relevant studies 

have also emerged which focus specifically on CS in Hindi-speaking India. Although CS 

research in India has been ongoing since essentially the beginning of the study of CS itself 

(i.e. Gumperz, 1964), new and innovative studies have been conducted in India within the 

past decade, including examinations of Hindi-English CS in the media (i.e. films, 

newspapers, music, and advertisements). The following studies all center around instances 

of CS that occur within the context of popular culture and will set the stage for the 

following analysis of the 3 Idiots data.  
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“Third Space” 

The sociolinguistic concept of CS as a third space was first proposed by Bhabha 

(1994), and later expounded upon by Bhatt (2008) in an analysis of code-switching in 

English-medium Indian newspapers. This third space represents a sphere of identity 

between that of a speaker’s native language and his or her second language. Bhatt defines 

third space as “a semiotic space between competing cultural collectives,” or the negotiation 

of new identity in an environment with two cultural groups, including those such as the 

transitioning culture of India as it undergoes modernization. Bhatt references class, gender 

roles, and cultural values as the three main criteria that affect the environment in which 

third space is negotiated. Bhatt additionally posits that third space in northern India 

“shapes, and is shaped by, synthesis of the global (English) and the local (Hindi)” (Bhatt, 

2008). The ultimate effect of this synthesis is the creation of a new identity, which utilizes 

its own hybridized variety of language and serves as a middle ground between competing 

cultures. 

In Bhatt’s study, two English-medium Indian newspapers were examined over a 

period of five years for instances of code-switching between Hindi and English. The 

findings indicated that over the five year period, a total of 1627 switches appeared in 289 

different newspapers. These switches occurred for several different purposes—for 

instance, “vernacularization”, or the process of departing linguistically from the language 

of the colonizer, appears when religious or cultural symbols are mentioned with no context 

for non-speakers of Hindi. One excerpt from Bhatt includes a line from an article in The 

Times of India: “The saat pheraas around the agni serves as a lakshman rekha.” (Das, 

2001, p. 14). The italicized Hindi words here represent specific cultural and religious 
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concepts, which the cited newspaper article assumes will be understood by readers. 

Additionally, traditional Indian gender roles are conveyed through the use of Hindi, the 

subtleties of which could not be expressed in English. CS also occurs in different genres 

such as advertisements, editorials, etc. Ultimately, Bhatt demonstrates that all of these 

code-switches work to create a third space by embedding local meaning within a global 

context.  

Kachru 

  

 Kachru (2006) studied CS in Hindi popular (i.e. pop) music. Kachru asserted that 

English has been largely “nativized” into Hindi and is no longer regarded as an unfamiliar 

or exotic language. With Hindi having undergone “Englishization” (a process which has 

followed in the footsteps of “Sanskritization” and “Persianization”), speakers now all have 

familiarity with and access to English as a device to express ordinary meanings. Kachru 

suggests alternative “playful” usages of Hindi-English CS that are specific to pop music, 

such as conveying humor and providing social commentary. CS in pop songs can also have 

a poetic effect, helping to form rhymes and in some cases to exploit double meanings. 

Although the use of CS in pop songs is not of direct relevance since I argue that language 

in films parallels that of real speech and not of the artificial, carefully chosen language in 

songs and advertisements, Kachru’s claim that Hindi-English CS is so prevalent because 

English is “on par” with other Indian languages is a bold one. This is however an important 

viewpoint to consider—the integrated role of English has come to play a large part in “life 

in the ‘global village’ with multiple languages functioning in various contexts” (Kachru, 

2006).  
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Si 

The 2010 study conducted by Si on Hindi-English CS in Bollywood films 

quantitatively observes changes in CS patterns over time. Seven films released between 

1982 and 2004 were selected, and all instances of CS were recorded and grouped into two 

categories proposed by Muysken (2000)—“insertions” and “alternations.” Insertions were 

described as single-word or utterance constituents from one language found within another, 

and Si made no distinction between these insertions and instances of borrowing, where 

Hindi alternatives did not exist for English lexical items. Alternations, on the other hand, 

were more complex constituents, occurring in more specific structural positions (similar to 

the traditional definition of CS).  

 Si discovered that over the three decades studied, patterns formed in the usages of 

CS, especially among young speakers of upper-middle-class groups. Insertions, which had 

been common in films from the 1980s, decreased as the number of alternations rose. This 

illustrates that the role of English in India is changing, and that as it becomes more 

integrated into Indian society, daily language is affected in the process. Si acknowledges 

that the use of Bollywood scripts to accurately represent this language may lead to 

inaccurate conclusions. Si summarizes this potential problem below: 

“[…]The output of professional scriptwriters could deviate from the ‘normal’ speech of the types 

of characters portrayed in the movies, by being overly well-crafted, ornate or stereotyped, or by 

over- or underrepresenting the amount of CS that such characters might engage in” (Si, 2010) 

Si accounted for this potential problem with an examination of several data sets—in side-

by-side comparisons of the transcribed films, different types of CS (i.e. one-word 

alternations, intrasentential switches, etc.) are in almost equal proportions within films 
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from each decade, despite the fact that each script was created by a different writer. Si thus 

concludes that “such similarities could only have arisen if the scriptwriters were mindful 

of contemporary speech patterns … and were consciously trying to reproduce them” (Si, 

2010).  Si does point out, however, that language in Indian commercial films may be 

affected by a desire to cater linguistically to the “largely Hindi-speaking domestic 

audience,” and as a result, less CS may occur in these films than in real life. Si’s defense 

of Bollywood scripts as a suitable data source is potentially equally significant as the 

findings of the study itself, proving that a quantitative assessment of CS can be valuable in 

multiple ways. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Methodology 

 

 

Film Choice 

 The following data are comprised of over thirty excerpts from the script of the 2009 

Bollywood blockbuster 3 Idiots, which reigned for almost four years as the highest-

grossing Indian film of all time. The film stars Aamir Khan, Kareena Kapoor, Sharman 

Joshi, R. Madhavan, Boman Irani, and Omi Vaidya. It was directed by Rajkumar Hirani, 

and has a respectable running time of 171 minutes (average by Bollywood standards). Both 

in India and abroad, 3 Idiots has won many awards and received overwhelmingly positive 

critical reviews. 

The film is set primarily in New Delhi and chronicles the story of three friends, 

Rancho (Khan), Farhan (Madhavan), and Raju (Joshi) as they discover during their time 

as roommates at an engineering college that the key to happiness is to follow one’s heart 

rather than to chase success. The film explores the dark side of succumbing to the 

pressure of the rat race and the expectations of others, which can lead to unhappiness, 

extreme stress, and ultimately even suicide. However, the film maintains a comical and 

positive overtone, and the primary message imparted to the viewers is that true success 

and fulfillment can be found in doing what one loves. Kareena Kapoor plays the role of 

Pia, Rancho’s love interest and the daughter of Dr. Viru Sahastrabuddhe (Irani), the strict 

and overly competitive director of the university and embodiment of a traditional 

bureaucratic system challenged by the three protagonists.  
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 3 Idiots was selected for analysis because, in addition to its star-studded cast and 

inspirational message, it also provides hundreds of examples of CS. Although these 

examples are scripted and thus not completely natural, the language use in the film paints 

an accurate picture of many different types of CS and provides a valuable approximation 

of spoken discourse in India. Additionally, the northern Indian setting in which the film 

primarily takes place, coupled with the identities and language backgrounds of the main 

characters (i.e. college students from the northern, Hindi-speaking region of India), creates 

an ideal environment for CS to naturally occur, a fact reflected in the film’s script. 

 As suggested by Si (2010), “the fact that most, if not all private school and 

university education in India is carried out in English suggests that such centres of 

education might be fertile breeding grounds for novel and innovative (and often deliberate) 

code-switching phenomena.” The fictional Imperial College of Engineering at which 3 

Idiots is set is a prime example of this type of environment. As stated in the Indian 

Constitution, one of the official uses of English is the educational sector, and the university 

in 3 Idiots is no exception (although instances of Hindi in the classroom also exist, English 

is the primary language of instruction). This university setting therefore provides the ideal 

environment for identifying and analyzing instances of CS which are more likely to be 

accurate examples of speech that would happen in a similar real-world environment as well 

as the speech of the future, as an increasing number of young Indians pursue higher 

education and become more competent in English. 
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Transcription 

All data samples contain instances of CS, with preference given to cases of CS at 

the phrasal level rather than to borrowed words. Although English words borrowed into 

Hindi are present in the data, they will not be the primary focus of the following analysis 

since research has indicated that in the minds of speakers these words are not even 

considered to be English anymore. Within the selected transcribed samples are instances 

of English to Hindi CS, Hindi to English CS, and “nonce borrowings” (borrowings that do 

not fill a lexical gap but serve a secondary purpose). Set expressions are also included in 

the data, but not all have been included in the transcription in order to eliminate redundancy 

due to the repetition of several of these expressions throughout the film (e.g. the recurring 

mantra “all is well”).  

I have transcribed all samples were transcribed into the Latin alphabet with the aid 

of the film’s official script (written in the Devanagari script) as well as aural observation 

of the film itself, as there were occasional discrepancies between the two sources due to 

creative liberties taken by the actors during filming. In these cases the actual speech of the 

actors was generally transcribed, since these instances of speech can be considered more 

natural and spontaneous than their scripted counterparts. The complete data transcript is 

available in the appendix, and includes English translations alongside the Hindi 

transcription for ease of understanding. Due to the lack of regulation in protocol for 

transliteration from the Devanagari to the Latin alphabet, I chose to reflect Hindi 

pronunciation as closely as possible through orthography. Unfortunately, a completely 

accurate transliteration was impossible due to lack of fluency in Hindi, and the data may 
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contain some errors such as failture to distinguish between certain Hindi sounds (e.g. 

aspirated and unaspirated [tʃ]). 

Procedures 

 The following data analysis will be divided into a structural and a sociolinguistic 

component in the attempt to examine the relationships (or lack thereof) between different 

theories in the study of CS. The structural component will be divided into two subsections, 

with the first examining morphological considerations and the second examining syntactic 

considerations. The morphological subsection will examine relevant data in terms of 

Poplack’s free morpheme constraint and Myers-Scotton’s MLF model. The syntactic 

subsection will consider Poplack’s equivalence constraint and again the MLF model, which 

accounts for both morphological and grammatical aspects of CS. 

 The second section, focusing on sociolinguistic approaches, will also be divided 

into two subsections—lexical and pragmatic considerations. The lexical subsection will 

focus on the three types of borrowing proposed by Sailaja (2011) in a similar analysis of 

the script of the 2007 Hindi film Jab We Met, and these different categories of borrowing 

will be examined in the light of Myers-Scotton’s Markedness Model, John Gumperz’ 

proposal of we-code vs. they-code, and Bhatt’s third space. The final subsection will 

consider several different ways that intrasentential and intersentential CS is used 

pragmatically in four different situations, and will draw from the ideas of Auer, Myers-

Scotton, Gumperz, Bhatt, and more. 

 In each section, relevant data sets are presented according to the different aspects 

of CS exemplified by each group. Contextualization and translations will be provided as 

necessary, and then the excerpts are analyzed in accordance with the traits they possess. In 
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some cases, flaws will be highlighted in the models and constraints used for analysis during 

the course of the methodical investigation of the data. These counterexamples, which 

demonstrate the weaknesses of these theories, will also be examined in this section.  

 This two-sided approach, considering structural and social components, is 

necessary for analysis of the data because one single methodology is insufficient for a 

complete analysis, and will fail to account for important components of CS. Some aspects 

of different approaches will show themselves to be integrated, such as the appearance of 

third space in an examination of morphological variables in CS. Although I by no means 

claim that structural and social aspects of language interact in every instance of CS, many 

examples in the data support the idea that these two aspects can and do sometimes interact. 

Ultimately, this thesis will demonstrate the need for a multidimensional method of CS 

analysis, one which is able to take both structural and sociolinguistic factors into account 

in order to explain various phenomena that repeatedly occur throughout the data.  

 All of the following procedures will operate under the assumption that the dialogue 

in the film is an accurate approximation of Hindi-English CS in the real world. However, 

an argument can easily be made that speech in films is incomparable to natural speech in 

that it is artificial and therefore unacceptable in a CS analysis. The counterclaim to this 

argument can be found in the discovery of Si (2010) in the quantitative analysis of CS in 

Bollywood films over several decades. The films of each respective decade studied by Si 

contained a strikingly similar ratio of insertions to alternations, despite the fact that these 

ratios changed over time (as the role of English in India also changed). This suggests that 

Bollywood film scripts either generally follow the linguistic trends of the society or that 

they follow the patterns of a “film language” unique to cinema, one which has evolved, at 
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least lexically, in a parallel manner to that of real Hindi-English code-switched speech. For 

the purposes of this thesis, I claim that the first case (i.e. that proposed by Si) is mostly 

true, although speech in films also undoubtedly contains stylized constructions uncommon 

to real world speech. Despite the fact that 3 Idiots was not one of the films analyzed in Si’s 

study, Si’s generalizations support the probability that this film holds true to the norm. 

There is no reason to assume that this film deviates from the Bollywood standard and thus 

the speech provided, although technically artificial, can provide a valuable approximation 

of real world language use. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Data Analysis 

 

Now that I have briefly presented background information on both CS and the 

linguistic situation of India, enough context has now been given to conduct an analysis of 

the excerpts taken from 3 Idiots in light of past CS research. The following two sections 

will focus on the two approach types described in the overview of CS: structural and 

sociolinguistic. The structural approach will be broken down into two sections addressing 

morphological and syntactic observations from the data, and the sociolinguistic approach 

will be concerned with lexical and pragmatic considerations. At times, these two 

approaches will unavoidably overlap, demonstrating the complexity of the CS 

phenomenon and the need for (at least) a two-pronged approach. 

 

 Structural Analysis  

 

 This section examines several excerpts from 3 Idiots which can be analyzed from a 

structural perspective. Both morphological and syntactic aspects of language will come 

into play, and different methods will be tested against data from the film. Poplack’s free 

morpheme and equivalence constraints and Myers-Scotton’s Matrix Language Frame 

model will all feature in the analyses of this section. In some cases, the data will highlight 

shortcomings of the constraints and models. Firstly, the data will be approached from a 

morphological standpoint, since morphology is important to both the free morpheme 

constraint and the MLF model. The second half of the data will examine excerpts from a 

syntactic perspective, looking at Poplack’s equivalent constraint and, again, the MFL 
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model. From this methodical examination of the data, the leading theories of structural CS 

analysis will be put to the test. 

 

Morphological Considerations 

 

 The free morpheme constraint of Poplack (1980) has been challenged in several 

cases, and multiple examples of this can also be found in the data from 3 Idiots. As dictated 

by the free morpheme constraint, CS cannot occur when one of the constituents is a bound 

morpheme. However, in the four excerpts transcribed below, bound Hindi affixes are 

attached to English morphemes inserted into Hindi speech. Generally, these bound 

morphemes appear as suffixes, a nasalized back vowel either denoting a plural noun within 

a postpositional phrase (the equivalent of the English prepositional phrase) or, less 

commonly, nominative plurality. These vocalic Hindi suffixes appear in boldface below, 

within brackets containing the code-switched nouns, which in turn appear between brackets 

denoting the postpositional phrases in which the words are found, if applicable. 

 
1 Rancho  Sir, actually ham [[machino] se] ghire hue hain sir. 

Sir, actually we are surrounded by machines sir. 

 

2 

 

 

3 

 

 

4 

Pia 

 

 

Pia 

 

 

V.S.3 

 

 

 

 

 Ese sirf [[filmo] me] hota hai, real life me nahi 

This only happens in films, not in real life. 

 

Ye Hippocrates ki to me… sale ne laga di [[doctoro] ki]. 

This Hippocrates has really done us doctors in. 

 

Do mehine ke baad, chabbis [[companyan]] is campus me 

ayengi, aapka jobs offer karne ke liye. 

In two months, twenty-six companies will come to this campus 

to offer you jobs. 

 

                                                        
3 Henceforth, “V.S.” will refer to the character of Viru Sahastrabuddhe, the director of the university and 
Pia’s father. 
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The argument can be made that these examples do not represent CS, but rather 

borrowing. Although “machine,” “film,” “doctor,” and “company” are English words, they 

have all been borrowed into Hindi since the modern concepts associated with these words 

were not present in India prior to the introduction of Western culture, and suitable Hindi 

equivalents do not exist. The underlying issue would then be whether or not the above 

words can now be considered to be unmarked lexical items Hindi. In each of the above 

examples, it would have been possible to change each noun to its plural English form (i.e. 

ending with the plural suffix –s), without violating structural rules of either language. The 

examples below illustrates this concept by the insertion of morphologically complex 

English words into Hindi speech. 

 

  5 

 

 

6 

Pia 

 

 

Raju 

 Me hu, yahaa doctors hain, tin gunte ki to baat hai. 

I’m here, doctors are here, it’s a matter of three hours. 
 

Sir, aapka per plate cost kitna tha sir? Ham logue bhar denge 

sir, installments me sir. 

Sir, what was the cost per plate, sir? We will reimburse you, 

sir, in installments, sir. 

 

 

  The fact that Pia chose the English plural form “doctors” over the Hindi “doctoran,” 

demonstrates that even borrowed words may warrant CS, depending on speaker perception. 

Pia is the speaker in examples 2, 3, and 5, and in examples 3 and 5, she alternates between 

the use of “doctor” with a Hindi suffix and “doctor” with an English suffix, respectively. 

This alternation strongly supports the hypothesis that the character of Pia, a Hindi speaker 

with strong demonstrated English proficiency, is at some level conscious of the fact that 

“doctor” is not a Hindi word and therefore uses the English plural form “doctors” in 

example 5. This contrasts with the speech of her father (i.e. V.S.) in example 4, when the 
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plural of the English word “company” is “companyan,” the form that one would expect 

from a native Hindi speaker if the word “company” had been borrowed into Hindi.  

  Similarly, Raju’s use of “installments” in example 6, an inserted word containing 

an English suffix within a postpositional phrase, upholds the free morpheme constraint but 

demonstrates an irregular form in Hindi-English CS. Although it is possible that this word 

may have been borrowed in its plural form due to the fact that “installments” are often 

discussed as a plural entity, this would not explain the absence of the Hindi suffix given to 

plural nouns within postpositional phrases, nor the fact that this type of construction occurs 

on multiple occasions throughout the data. 

  Why does this discrepancy occur in the use of the plural forms? Raju, Pia and her 

father all demonstrate mastery of the English language, yet in an almost identical speech 

situation, they differ in language choice to express plurality. Poplack’s constraints fail to 

explain (or even allow) this, and here a brief sociolinguistic detour is necessary. The 

concept of third space may provide key insight here—since Pia represents a younger 

generation, it is possible that the third space she is creating for herself represents a closer 

tie to English than that of her father. 

  In addition to processes of inflecting nouns in Hindi-English CS, there is also a 

process that allows for incorporation of English verbs into code-switched Hindi-English 

speech—uninflected English verbs are placed in front of the Hindi verb karna (“to do”), 

which is then inflected for tense as necessary. This process is highly productive (Agnihotri, 

1998), and serves to make English verbs available in Hindi. “Karna-ization” can be 

observed many times throughout the data, but unlike with nouns (i.e. examples 1-4), bound 

Hindi affixes never attach to English verbs. To account for this, the use of karna provides 
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a versatile outlet for verb creation and inflection, as evidenced by the bracketed examples 

below: 

 
  7 

 

 

8 

 

 

 

9 

 

 

10 

 

 

11 

 

 

 

Mona 

 

 

Farhan 

 

Farhan 

Chatur 

 

 

V.S. 

 Pia, isse [kiss karke] bata ki nakh beech me nahi aati hai!  

Pia, kiss him to show that the noses don’t collide! 
 

Raju, [tension mat karo] yaar. Ham logue [top karenge] na 

yaar. 

Raju, don’t stress man. We will top [the class] man. 
 

Eh ab tu [line cross kar rahe hai]. 

Hey now you’re crossing the line. 
 

[Sign kar] yahaa. [Accept kar], ke tu hara, me jita.  

Sign here. Accept it, that you lost, I won. 

 

Aur jis din tumhare jesa koi extraordinary student mile, to ye 

pen usse [pass on kar dena]. 

And on the day you find an extraordinary student, then pass on 

this pen to him. 

   

  As these five examples illustrate, Hindi is able to create verbal phrases by joining 

an uninflected English verb or noun with an inflected form of the infinitive karna. This 

process creates an avoidance of a sticky situation in which speakers would either have to 

attach a Hindi suffix to an English root or incorporate morphologically complex English 

forms into their speech. With karna, Hindi speakers are given free rein to construct English 

verbs in any way they choose, which can be manifested as relatively simple forms such as 

“accept kar” in example 10, where a bare English verb is combined with the command 

form of karna to create a command literally translating as “do accept.” However, karna 

can also be combined with phrasal verbs to create utterances such as “pass on kar dena” in 

example 10, or with a more complex noun-verb combination such as “line cross kar rahe 

ho” in example 9.  
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  Myers-Scotton’s MLF model focuses heavily on the role of morphemes in CS, so 

any attention given to morphological considerations should not fail to address the ideas in 

this model. One of Myers-Scotton’s claims is that the EL (i.e. embedded language, in this 

case English) is restricted to providing either content morphemes or EL islands. In 

examples 2-11, this claim remains true as all English words consist of content morphemes 

with the exception of the adverb “actually” in example 1 and plural English suffixes in 

examples 4, 5 and 6 (in “jobs,” “doctors,” and “installments,” respectively). These are all 

system morphemes and neither assign nor receive thematic roles. However, within the 

MLF model these problems are easily solved by the EL Island Trigger Hypothesis, which 

states that morphemes which do not comply with ML grammar but are not blocked from 

insertion into the utterance appear as EL islands. These islands are well-formed in the EL, 

and are not subject to obey ML grammar rules. Barring the possibility that all exceptions 

mentioned here were borrowed into Hindi as single-morpheme lexical entries, this EL 

island explanation seems to sufficiently account for the possibility that words such as 

“doctors” and “companyan” are both allowed within the parameters of Hindi-English CS. 

  Morphological variation in Hindi-English CS requires examination beyond 

Poplack’s free morpheme constraint, since it is obviously not the case that bound 

morphemes from one language are exclusively prohibited from attaching to morphemes of 

another. Myers-Scotton’s MLF model is more all-encompassing and able to grasp these 

morphological variations more completely by dividing morphemes into system and content 

morphemes (as opposed to bound and free morphemes) and then further dividing code-

switched utterances into content morphemes and EL islands. 
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  Although Myers-Scotton’s model is able to account for the grammaticality of all 

the insertions above, no consideration is given to motivations behind the choice of 

insertion. Some characters seem to insert content morphemes more than EL islands, and 

vice versa for other characters, suggesting a sociolinguistic process occurring below the 

surface and affecting CS choices on an individual level. Despite the fact that either possible 

choice can be accounted for by the MLF model, the fact is that differences in lexical choice 

can be explained by taking a sociolinguistic approach to CS in addition to a structural one. 

This issue will be discussed in more detail in the sections that follow. 

Syntactic Considerations 

  In terms of typology, Hindi and English differ in several key ways, due to the fact 

that Hindi is an SOV language (sentences are ordered: subject, object, verb) and English is 

an SVO language (subject, verb, object). Although many structural similarities do exist 

within the grammars of Hindi and English, such as the positioning of adjectives before 

nouns they modify, the key differences between word order in these languages can greatly 

affect the intrasentential CS that can occur. Differences in typology prevent the 

acceptability of sentences such as the invented ones below: 

 
1   *Ladki jaa rahi hai to the store. 

The girl is going to the store. 

 

2 

 

  *Tum chai are making. 

You are making tea. 

 

  

  In example 1, the grammar of Hindi is violated in that the verbal construction jaa 

rahi hai (“is going,” fem.) is followed by the English prepositional phrase “to the store.” 

Despite the fact that the sentence “the girl is going to the store” is grammatically acceptable 
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in English, its Hindi equivalent “ladki dukkan jaa rahi hai” dictates that the locative 

“dukkan” (i.e. “store”) be positioned before the final verb. Example 2 illustrates the reverse 

side of the problem in example 1 in that here the grammaticality of English is compromised 

through the word order of the sentence. Disregarding the position of the auxiliary “be,” the 

SOV word order of example 2 works in Hindi (“tum chai bana rahe ho”), but the English 

“you tea are making” is grammatically unacceptable.  

  Reasoning behind these judgments of ungrammaticality can be found in both the 

equivalence constraint and the MLF model. Firstly, the equivalence constraint states that 

CS can only occur at a point which is grammatical for both languages. As discussed above, 

example 1 violates Hindi grammar and example 2 violates English grammar at the point of 

CS. The MLF model, on the other hand, asserts that the grammar of the ML will be imposed 

on the entire utterance (with the exception of EL islands), and in each of the sentences 

above, not only is the ML unidentifiable due to the mixture of system and content 

morphemes in both Hindi and English, but no one language is providing a morphosyntactic 

frame for either entire utterance. 

  In the data, many different instances of CS can be examined against the equivalence 

constraint and MLF model to aid in explaining why CS occurs in the places it does. The 

following five examples show different contexts in which Hindi-English CS can be found 

at clausal boundaries, and in turn the explanations offered for these switches by the 

equivalence constraint and MLF model: 

 
3 Mona  Papa ne jyotish se puccha tha. He wanted to know ki ghar me 

engineer aa raha hai, ya doctor. 

Papa asked the astrologer. He wanted to know if an engineer 

or a doctor is coming into the house. 
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4 

 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

6 

 

 

 

 

7 

 

 

 

 

V.S. 

 

 

 

 

Rancho 

 

 

 

 

Pia 

 

 

 

 

Examiner 

 Me dusre colleges ke bare me nahi bata sakta, but this is one 

of the finest colleges in the country. 

I can’t speak about other colleges, but this is one of the finest 
colleges in the country. 

 

Aur, aur usko aapka nam dounga sir. Kyunki, after all, 

aapki beti ke shaadi me invent hue, to it’ll be an honor… 

And, and I will name it after you sir. Because, after all, it was 

invented at your daughter’s wedding, so it’ll be an honor… 

 

Everything’s fair in love and war. Accha ek baat batao. Do 

you really feel kiss karne me nakh beech me aati hai? 

Everything’s fair in love and war. Tell me one thing. Do you 
really feel that the noses get in the way while kissing? 

 

Prime Minister ka bete ho to bhi, I will not accept your paper. 

Even if you are the Prime Minister’s son, I will not accept your 

paper. 

   Example 3 shows CS occurring at the point of a complementizer (“ki,” or “if”), 

marking the boundary between a dependent and independent clause. Examples 4 and 5, on 

the other hand, demonstrate a conjunction facilitating CS at the boundary between two 

independent clauses. As shown above, these conjunctions can come from either language 

without causing ungrammaticality. Finally, examples 6 and 7 show CS occurring at a 

clausal boundary with no introductory complementizer or conjunction. These utterances 

would also be possible monolingually, but here CS seems to mark speakers’ innate 

knowledge of grammar as well as express a potential sociolinguistic motivation—for 

example, the examiner’s switch to English in line 7 could have been an attempt to make 

his “I will not accept your paper” a more marked utterance, using CS to provide emphasis. 

This possibility will be discussed in more detail in the following section.  

  In terms of the equivalence constraint, a clausal boundary is the ideal place to 

switch codes, as it marks the structural separation of two constituents which are unlikely 

to interfere grammatically with each other. This is the most straightforward and predictable 

scenario in which phrasal CS can occur within the boundaries of the equivalence constraint 
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in that it is intrasentential yet structurally separated from other constituents. The MLF 

model can easily account for this data as well by claiming all English clauses here to be 

EL islands, since each consists of both content and system morphemes and is well-formed 

according to English structural rules. 

In addition to the novel phrases above, idiomatic and set expressions also play a 

role in CS. Poplack and Myers-Scotton each account for these types of utterances in a 

different way than the explanations given for other phrasal switches. Poplack subsumes 

idiomatic expressions in the free morpheme constraint, positing that these types of 

utterances function as a single unit and are comparable to a morpheme, thus preventing the 

speakers’ other languages from affecting these expressions in any way. Myers-Scotton 

groups these types of utterances in the category of EL islands, which are accounted for in 

the EL Island Implicational Hypothesis, which states that optional EL islands may occur 

as idiomatic expressions. Below are three examples which show the usage of several 

different English idiomatic expressions incorporated into Hindi. 

 
8 

 

 

 

 

Rancho  Lekin tu vohi banana jo tera dil bole. Zyada darayega, na, 

apne dil pe rakhna, aur bola, “all is well.”  

But you should do exactly what your heart says. When you are 

very afraid, cover your heart and say, “all is well.” 

9 

 

 

10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Real Rancho 

 

 

Chatur 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Nahi! Nahi, nahi, hands up. 

No! No, no, hands up. 

 

Namaste, Master ji, aap kahao punch gaye, gaon me teacher 

ban gaye huh? ‘A for apple, B for ball.’ Ham dono ek saath 

train pakarte the na? Par tere train reverse me chali gayi, 

engineer se siddha primary teacher. 

Hello, Teacher, look where you ended up, you became a 

teacher in a village, huh? ‘A for apple, B for ball.’ We both 
took our trains, right? But your train went in reverse, from an 

engineer straight to a primary teacher. 
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  These examples show different usages of idiomatic and set expressions. Example 

8, the famous saying “all is well,” is presented as a mantra and appears dozens of times 

throughout the film. It is never affected by any component of the language other than the 

phonological (hence the orthographical representation of the song “Aal Izz Well”). Any 

attempt to alter this phrase and create a mixed utterance such as “all well hai,” which would 

still translate to “all is well” but would violate both the free morpheme constraint and the 

hypotheses proposed in the MLF model. “Hands up” in example 9 represents a similar case.  

  However, “A for apple, B for ball” from example 10 can be affected by Hindi (“A 

se apple, B se ball”) and thus poses a potential problem. Despite the fact that this is a well-

known quip learned by children studying the alphabet in English, the free morpheme 

constraint would be unable to explain how the Hindi morpheme “se” (“from,” with the 

utterance translating as “from A, apple, from B, ball”) could infiltrate this set expression, 

which should be acting as an impenetrable morpheme. The MLF model is again easily able 

to explain this problem under its condition that idioms may appear as optional EL islands. 

In this case, the MLF model would simply claim that in this case, the phrase is governed 

by the grammar of the ML and that the inserted elements are simply morphemes (and not 

an island as before). 

  Up to this point, the MLF model has risen to meet all of the morphological and 

syntactic challenges set before it. However, some data from the movie presents examples 

of Hindi-English CS that even the MLF model is unable to account for. Indian English, as 

described by Sailaja (2009), is a unique variety of English that is affected in many ways by 

Indian languages. The following excerpt demonstrates the use of Indian English within 

Hindi-English CS, which the MLF model cannot explain: 
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11 Rancho  Ye chole bahut acche lag rahe hain yaar. Smelling very good. 

 

 

  These chickpeas seem very good man. They smell very good. 

 

  This utterance, although structurally possible, violates English grammar in a subtle 

way. English does not allow intransitive sensory verbs (e.g. “look,” “hear,” “taste”) to be 

expressed in the continuous tense. Hindi, on the other hand, has no problem licensing this, 

as demonstrated by the first sentence of example 11, “ye chole bahut acche lag rahe hain” 

(literally “these chickpeas are seeming very good”). This trait of Hindi and other Indian 

languages has been imposed onto Indian English and utterances of this type are not 

uncommon. This may suggest that the CS occurring in all of these utterances is actually 

between Hindi and Indian English. However, Indian English is not a sufficiently 

standardized form of English, and some speakers may use intransitive sensory verbs in the 

continuous aspect while others would find this ungrammatical. 

   This utterance does not fall into the realm of the equivalence constraint since the 

problem has nothing to do with retention of grammaticality at the point of CS. However, 

disregarding the ambiguous nature of Indian English and focusing on standardized English 

varieties, the MLF model would try (and fail) to explain the CS in this example. Firstly, 

the ML hypothesis, which states that the ML grammar should be applied to the whole 

utterance, fails because not only are the system morphemes in English, but the word order 

is also incorrect because the verb “smelling” is not in the sentence-final position. The only 

explanation would then be to deem this utterance an EL island. Unfortunately, this is also 

impossible, due to the fact that the phrase is grammatically incorrect because of the 

restrictions on the intransitive verb “to smell.” This instance of CS would then be deemed 

impossible by the MLF model, which is obviously not the case since it exists here in the 

data as well as in real world speech.  
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  Having examined these twenty-two excerpts from 3 Idiots from a structural angle, 

it is clear to see that a structural approach, while it can account for and judge a wide range 

of possibilities of CS, cannot entirely encapsulate all of the vital information. In the 

previous section dealing with morphological considerations, the necessity for 

sociolinguistic background to explain structural elements was demonstrated, and in this 

syntactically-focused section, the failure of the equivalence constraint and MLF model to 

account for structures in the data suggests that the approach needs to be widened to account 

for these idiosyncrasies. Additionally, although the what, the where and the how have been 

identified and for the most part described, the why is an important aspect of CS, which a 

purely grammatical approach will never be able to explain. We now turn to examine the 

data through the looking glass of sociolinguistics in order to better understand the why of 

CS and whether or not it can be integrated with the other aspects. 

 

Sociolinguistic Analysis 

  This section will look at more data from 3 Idiots held up against research from the 

field of sociolinguistics. In addition to the structural factors at play in CS, many social 

factors also influence decisions made in code-switched speech. These include markedness, 

third space, we-code/they-code, and the sequential conversational elements posited by the 

CA model. All of these components can be identified in relation to the two categories that 

will be examined in this section—different lexical choices in CS (including borrowings 

and nonce borrowings) and the pragmatic usage of CS to accomplish a variety of different 

tasks, such as creating distance or asking for favors. Structural aspects of CS may be 

mentioned where relevant, but will not receive primary focus in this section. 
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Lexical Considerations 

  The nature of vocabulary in CS is an important point of consideration from a 

sociolinguistic standpoint. Sailaja (2011) analyzes excerpts from the 2007 Hindi film Jab 

We Met and divides CS vocabulary into three subcategories: borrowings (which have no 

suitable equivalent), nonce borrowings (which have a suitable equivalent but are borrowed 

for a specific occasion), and special borrowings. These first two categories will be 

examined in more detail here, but the third will only be briefly addressed.  

  The first lexical category, borrowed words, abound in the 3 Idiots data set. As stated 

by Sailaja, no acceptable modern Hindi equivalents exists for these words. Many of them 

are concepts introduced during or after the time of the British colonization of India and, as 

a result, the borrowing of English words occurred more frequently than the creation of new 

Hindi words. In the university setting of 3 Idiots, countless examples of borrowing occur, 

consisting of words and phrases such as “machine,” “college,” “exam,” “student,” “campus 

interview,” and many more which are scattered throughout the film. Although these 

concepts could all be expressed without the use of English, an attempt at describing them 

in pure Hindi may sound unnatural. Additionally, all these English words have been 

phonetically adapted into Hindi and are now part of the lexicon. 

  As demonstrated by the examples below, borrowing often occurs in isolation (i.e. 

as a single inserted morpheme), since the speaker is essentially speaking his or her first 

language and the second language vocabulary is so unmarked that speakers are unaware 

that they are speaking in a different language. This questions the legitimacy of calling this 

process “code-switching,” but is still relevant to the discussion at this point due to the 

previously mentioned issue of borrowed words treated differently by different speakers. 
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1 Rancho  Ey Raju, Farhan tujhse kuch bolna chata hai, webcam par, 

live. Hostel se. 

Hey Raju, Farhan has something to tell you, on the webcam, 

live, from the hostel. 

 

2 

 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

 

 

4 

V.S. 

 

 

 

Pia 

 

 

 

 

 

Raju’s 
Mother 

 Tum sirf bevokuf bana sakte ho. Inverter nahi. 

You can only invent stories. Not an inverter. 

 

Virus ki office ki duplicate chabi! Lal seal ke envelope me 

question papers hain. Jo Dad ne khud set kiya hai, Raju ko 

fail karne ke liye. Nikal lao! 

The duplicate key to Virus’s office! The exam is in the 
envelope with a red seal. Dad set it, to fail Raju. Go get it! 

 

Ambulance ko do gunte pehele phone kiya tha. Aajib desh 

hai hamara, pizza this minute me ponch me guarantee hai. 

Lekin ambulance? 

He called the ambulance two hours ago. In this country of ours, 

pizza is guaranteed to arrive in thirty minutes. But an 

ambulance? 

 

  In the above examples, the speakers had little lexical choice in their utterances. The 

English words used have all been adopted into Hindi since they represent relatively new 

concepts for which original Hindi equivalents were never coined. An important aspect of 

borrowed words is that they are used by both bilingual and monolingual speakers of 

Hindi—in example 4, Raju’s mother, a presumably monolingual speaker who never 

employs other forms of CS, uses six borrowed English words within the course of a single 

speech turn. To Raju’s mother, the insertion of so many borrowed words doesn’t 

complicate the utterance by creating multiple cases of code-switching. Instead, this 

example (in addition to examples 1, 2, 3, and countless other cases throughout the data) 

can be deemed monolingual and free of code-switching, as all the borrowed words here are 

now elements of the we-code (Gumperz, 1982) and represent the unmarked speech choice 

of the Hindi-speaking in-group (Myers-Scotton, 1993a). 

    The afore-mentioned situation concerning the word “doctor”, however, represents 

a flaw within the ideology that borrowing does not constitute CS in that individual 
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perception concerning the language of a commonly used word, such as “doctor” or 

“student,” may differ. Again, third space provides insight into this issue, as this 

sociolinguistic realm may differ from individual to individual, based on the nature of the 

third space the speaker is trying to create—for some, this third space may be a closer 

alignment to pure English speech, which can cause borrowed words such as “doctor” to 

remain unaffected by Hindi processes. This choice can assign markedness to a previously 

unmarked word, thus establishing the speaker’s position in a third space.  

  “Nonce borrowings” are the second lexical category briefly examined by Sailaja, 

These occur when speakers code-switch at unnecessary times, when direct and appropriate 

Hindi equivalents exist for the English words used by the speaker. Nonce borrowings 

abound in Indian society, and the data from 3 Idiots demonstrates many instances of these 

borrowings as well. The following four examples from the data all illustrate the use of 

nonce borrowings: 

 
5 

 

 

Mona    Pia, vapas rakh de vo [letter], please! 

  Pia, put away that letter, please! 

 

6 

 

 

7 

 

 

8 

 

Pia 

 

 

Chatur 

 

 

Rancho 

 Dekha, nakh beech me nahi aate hain, [stupid]! 

Look, the noses don’t get in the way, stupid!  
 

You want [mar], huh? 

You want a slap, huh? 

 

Tumhare saath scooter pe bitaiye vo bais 

minute… Meri zindagi ke sabse khubsurat bais 
minute the. Me apni puri [life] tumhare saath 

scooter pe bita sakta hu. 

Those twenty-two minutes on the scooter with 

you… They were the most enchanting twenty-two 

minutes of my life. I could spend my whole life 

with you on the scooter. 

 

   Mona’s use of the word “letter” in example 5 seems nonsensical—the Hindi word 

“chitti” entails exactly the same meaning. Likewise, “stupid” in example 6 has several 
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suitable Hindi equivalents. The choice of an English word over a Hindi one demonstrates 

that, in these utterances, Mona and Pia were choosing the marked forms of these words in 

order to briefly break the rights and obligations (RO) set and draw attention to the word on 

which they wish to place the most emphasis. It is important to note that this process is not 

occurring with “please” in example 5, as this word falls into the category of special 

borrowings, which will be discussed shortly. 

  The guiding principle behind example 7 is the same as those in examples 5 and 6, 

with the exception that in this case, CS is occurring from English into Hindi. The character 

of Chatur is a non-native Hindi speaker, a trait that causes him to become the brunt of jokes 

throughout the film. For Chatur, English is generally the in-group language (and ML), and 

he commonly embeds Hindi words and phrases into English sentences, such as example 7, 

in which he threatens two children with a slap if they do not allow him to urinate in peace. 

Since Chatur is speaking to children, it is possible that he chose English as the ML in order 

to position himself as superior to these children, a pragmatic strategy which will be 

discussed in the following section. The switch to Hindi would then be a reversal to the in-

group language in order to ensure that his utterance is understood as well as a mechanism 

for marking this word and drawing the children’s focus to the key element of his threat, the 

“mar,” or “slap.” 

  Rancho’s word choice in example 8 is the clearest illustration of why these are 

called “nonce” borrowings—in the same utterance, he cryptically uses both the Hindi and 

English form of the same word (“zindagi” and “life,” respectively). As he confesses his 

love to Pia in this short monologue, he places stress on the English “life,” provides further 

evidence that this process is identical to that of the previous three examples and may have 
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been an attempt to choose the more marked form of the word in order to break the 

established RO set of Hindi and draw focus to the concept of “life” and contrasting it with 

the “bais minute” (“twenty-two minutes”) of Rancho’s scooter ride with Pia. The other 

English words in this utterance (“scooter” and “minute”) are unmarked, because these do 

not have Hindi equivalents and fall into the category of borrowed words. 

  The third and final category of vocabulary in CS consists of special borrowings 

such as “uncle,” “please” and “sir.” These words have suitable equivalents but have 

achieved special status in Hindi, and the definitions have been altered from the original 

English meanings—for example, the word “sir” has come to be used much more frequently 

in situations when respect is required. Below is an example of an utterance in which “sir” 

is used four times, when in American or British English, the word would naturally appear 

only once: 

 
9 Raju  Sir, aapka per plate cost kitna tha sir? Ham logue bhar denge 

sir, installments me sir. 

Sir, what was the cost per plate, sir? We will reimburse you, 

sir, in installments, sir. 

 

  This example, which appears in a previous section due to its treatment of the 

English plural morpheme, also demonstrates a somewhat excessive use of “sir” on the part 

of Raju. In this scene in the film, Raju and Farhan were in the office of the director, begging 

forgiveness for sneaking into his daughter Mona’s wedding party uninvited and stealing 

food. Here, “sir” seems to be a buffer as it is used as an opener and then follows each clause 

in the utterance, simply as an optional unit that can be used as many times as the speaker 

likes in order to attain the desired level of respect. Words such as this and “uncle” to  
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describe all older males (as opposed to a parent’s male sibling) demonstrate a distinct level 

of borrowing and adaptation of lexical items to fit into Indian society. 

  These three types of lexical borrowings in CS demonstrate that, with a single word, 

markedness, third space, and in-group identity can be expressed. CS can be a device used 

to give emphasis to a particular word, or alternatively to demonstrate one’s positioning 

within a third space. The use of borrowed words may constitute CS for some speakers, but 

not for others, as demonstrated by the case of “doctor,” ultimately proving the necessity 

and validity of an approach that considers sociolinguistic factors in the attempt to 

understand the inner workings of CS. In order to further understand how sociolinguistic 

approaches can be applied to CS, the examination of cases of borrowing is insufficient—

intrasentential and intersentential switches must also be examined. The following section 

will look into these types of switches and how they are pragmatically motivated within the 

boundaries of CS. 

 

Pragmatic Considerations 

 Within the sociolinguistic realm of CS study lies the motivation that drives speakers 

to switch codes pragmatically, in order to accomplish a purpose. The excerpts here will 

generally be longer than the excerpts of past sections in order to demonstrate the 

negotiation of language for a pragmatic purpose over several speech turns. The three 

situations that will be examined here are the uses of CS to: create distance, give emphasis, 

and ask for favors. The analysis of these excerpts will require a wider selection of ideas 

than previous sections—conversation analysis (CA) and other socially-motivated 

interpretations such as Markedness Model and third space will also contribute to an 

interpretation of the data. Although a structural approach can easily be applied to the 
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excerpts that will be examined in this section and will be referenced at times, the vast 

majority of this analysis will be devoted to various social factors motivating the pragmatic 

usages of CS. 

  English to create distance. At several points in the data, English is used as a tool to 

widen the interpersonal gap between two speakers. Some speakers use English to cut 

personal ties and remain emotionally distanced in conversation, while others use it in more 

aggressive ways. The use of English to “speak down” to others is relatively common, with 

the implication being that the speaker is in some way superior because he or she is able to 

use the more formal and intellectual language and thus position him or herself as more 

closely aligned with the elite. The following two excerpts demonstrate two pragmatic uses 

of English (i.e. to remain emotionally distant in conversation and to imply superiority): 

  Excerpt 1 

 
1 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

V.S. 

 

 

Joy’s Father 
 

V.S. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mister Lobo, is sal aapka beta graduate nahi ho 

gaya. 

Mister Lobo, your son won’t graduate this year. 
Kya hua, sir? 

What happened, sir? 

He has violated all the deadlines. Unrealistic, Mr. 

Lobo, Mr. Lobo, unealistic project hai, hamne 

pata hai kya, he is making some nonsense 

helicopter. Meri recommendation ye hai ki aap 

train ki reservation mat kijiye, I’m so sorry.  
He has violated all the deadlines. Mr. Lobo, Mr. 

Lobo, it’s an unrealistic project, do you know, he 

is making some nonsense helicopter. My 

recommendation is that you don’t make your 
train reservations, I’m so sorry. 

   

  In this excerpt, V.S. has just asked to speak on the phone with the father of Joy, a 

student at the college who has just asked about the dates of graduation. V.S. then proceeds 

to inform Joy’s father that Joy will not be graduating due to his failure to complete an 
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assignment by its deadline. V.S. begins the conversation in Hindi, delivering a shocking 

statement to Joy’s father, who naturally questions him further. At this point, in line 4, V.S. 

makes the switch to English, the marked language in this exchange, effectively taking on 

a more formal air and cutting any potential emotional or social ties with Joy’s father by 

choosing the more formal English, which fills the role of the they-code. 

  Excerpt 2 

 
1 

2 

3 

 

 

 

4 

Rancho 

 

 

 

 

 

Pia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kyunki vo college nahi, factory chala raha hai. 

Jisse her sal ghade manufacture hote hai. Vo 

dekho, vo tumhara ghada. 

Because it’s not a college, he’s running a 
factory. Every year he manufactures asses. Look 

at that, it’s your ass [Suhas]. 
How dare you call him a ghada! 

How dare you call him an ass! 

 

 

 This excerpt is taken from a scene in which Pia sees Rancho on the street and 

approaches him to accuse him of altering a speech given by one of his classmates. He turns 

the tables on this accusation by warning her about the unsavory character of Suhas, her 

fiancé, and insulting her father, V.S., by asserting that the college he runs is a “factory” 

that manufactures “asses.” Pia is taken aback by these statements and responds 

authoritatively in English, claiming the moral high ground and conveying an air of 

superiority, as evidenced not only by her choice of the English language, but also of her 

word choice of “how dare you.” 

In both of these excerpts, English is used as a marked alternative to Hindi in order 

to express negative sentiments. Within the constraints of the Markedness Model (MM), 

V.S. is causing a very obvious restructuring of the RO set in excerpt 1 by choosing English 

in his shift away from the in-group language (i.e. Hindi). This directs the conversation 

away from a potentially emotional level and, had the conversation continued past this 
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speech turn, would have forced Joy’s father to decide whether to uphold the newly 

established RO set of English, or to reestablish the original Hindi RO set. Pia’s marked use 

of English establishes a new RO set as well, but the motivation behind her switch is less 

clear than that of her father. Pia is reacting emotionally to a Hindi utterance from Rancho, 

so the natural reaction would have been an unmarked Hindi response. However, she makes 

the marked choice, abandoning the in-group language in order to distance herself from 

Rancho and, through the use of English, to claim the moral high ground that places her in 

a superior position to Rancho. 

 

  English to give emphasis. In these types of utterances, speakers do not use English 

to position themselves in a different way, but rather to draw attention to the focal point of 

an utterance. CS for this reason can appear at several different points in an utterance, either 

as a storytelling mechanism or as the introduction of an important point. In each case, CS 

is used to highlight part of an utterance by choosing its marked form and contrasting it 

against the remainder of the utterance. The Markedness Model explains this establishment 

of a new, marked RO set in these cases as an aesthetic effect imposed upon the conversation 

by the speaker. The following two excerpts exhibit two different ways CS is used to create 

a point of specific emphasis within a narrative: 

  Excerpt 3 

 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

V.S. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Let me tell you a very interesting story. Ye 

astronaut’s pen hai. Space me, fountain pen, ball 

pen, kuch nahi chalta. To lakho dollar kharch 

karne ke baad, scientist ne esa pen izad kiya—
jisse koi bhi angle, koi bhi temperature, zero 

gravity me, hum likh sakte hain. One day when 

I was a student, the director of our institute called 

me. He said, ‘Viru Sahastrabuddhe!’ I said, ‘Yes 
sir.’ ‘Come here!’ Me dar gaya. He showed me 

this pen. He said, ‘This is a symbol of excellence. 
I give it to you. Aur jis din tumhare jesa koi 
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12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

 

 

 

 

extraordinary student mile, to ye pen usse pass 

on kar dena.’ Battis sal se Viru Sahastrabuddhe 

is waiting for the next Viru Sahastrabuddhe. But 

no luck. Anyone here who’ll strive to win this 
pen? 

Let me tell you a very interesting story. This is an 

astronaut’s pen. In space, fountain pens, 
ballpoint pens, nothing works. So after millions 

of dollars of research, scientists invented this 

pen—with this, at any angle, any temperature, in 

zero gravity, we can write. One day when I was 

a student, the director of our institute called me. 

He said, ‘Viru Sahastrabuddhe!’ I said, ‘Yes sir,’ 
‘Come here!’ I was scared. He showed me this 
pen. He said, ‘This is a symbol of excellence. I 
give it to you. And on the day you find an 

extraordinary student, then pass on this pen to 

him.’ For thirty-two years, Viru Sahastrabuddhe 

is waiting for the next Viru Sahastrabuddhe. But 

no luck. Anyone here who’ll strive to win this 

pen? 

   

  This excerpt is taken from a speech V.S. gives to incoming students at his university 

near the beginning of the film, in which he challenges them to excel academically by giving 

them the incentive of winning an astronaut’s pen. The anecdote he gives detailing how he 

came into possession of the pen is a comparatively informal section of his speech and the 

use of English is unnecessary to the tone of the story. However, English is used at several 

crucial points in this short monologue—the sentences beginning in lines 1, 6, 9, and 13—

which serve to add emphasis to different parts of the story and structure his anecdote in 

such a way that it makes the story clearer and more easy to follow for the students in the 

audience. Although English is present throughout the monologue, in these lines the ML is 

shifted from Hindi to English in order to establish a new RO set and demonstrate V.S.’s 

creative command of language, which he is able to unsystematically manipulate for 

aesthetic effect. He could have chosen to switch languages at any number of points in the 

monologue, but his alternation between the we-code and the they-code serves to 

simultaneously entertain and engage his students as he presents them with this anecdote. 
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  Excerpt 4 

 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Chatur 

 

 

 

 These ideals don’t work in the real world, 
Chanchad. Tu teri train pakard, me meri train 

pakardta hu. Das sal ke baad isi station pe 

vapas ayenge. Aaj hi ke din. Dekhenge, kon 

zyada successful hu. Tum ya me.  

These ideals don’t work in the real world, 
[Rancho] Chanchad. You take your train, I’ll 
take my train. In ten years we’ll come back to 
this station. On this very day. We will see, who 

is more successful. You or me. 

 

 

 In this excerpt, Chatur is angry at Rancho for altering words in a speech he had 

memorized and recited at a university ceremony. Rancho tries to convince Chatur that, in 

order to be successful, he should study for the joy of learning instead of blindly memorizing 

facts. In a fit of rage, Chatur disagrees with this philosophy and refutes it in the statement 

above. Although up to this point, the conversation had been in Hindi, Chatur switches to 

English to pack the punch of his insult to Rancho’s ideology. He then completes his 

utterance in unmarked Hindi.  

 This use of CS to frame a story or argument can also be observed with 

borrowings—the switch from unmarked Hindi to marked English draws the hearer’s 

attention to a specific focal point in the utterance. As a result of markedness, CS is easily 

able to contrast constituents in an utterance and allow speakers to construct subtle 

variations within speech. One of the most obvious ways to use this markedness to give 

emphasis is repetition. In several cases, characters in the film make a statement in Hindi, 

and then emphasize it by repeating the same statement in English. 

1 

 

 

2 

Farhan 

 

 

Pia 

 Par Abba, me kush rahounga, I will be really happy. 

But Dad, I will be happy, I will be really happy. 

 

Dad, beech me mat aao. Please stay out of this, ok? 

Dad, don’t get in the way. Please stay out of this, ok?  
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 In these utterances, Farhan and Pia wish to emphasize an important point—Farhan 

is explaining his passion for wildlife photography to his strict father, and Pia is trying to 

keep her father calm as she instructs Rancho, via webcam, how to deliver a baby. Due to 

the fact that no new content is being introduced in either case, the only explanation for the 

CS to English is that the alternation is a functional one, and that the marked choice gives 

these utterances their desired emphasis without creating the redundancy that would have 

occurred had they been repeated in Hindi. The use of repetition in CS for emphasis presents 

a compelling argument for the singular purpose of this function, since there is little to no 

variance in the semantic content of the constituents in each language. 

 This particular pragmatic usage of CS is closely related to ideas found within the 

Markedness Model and can be related to the lexical concept of nonce borrowings in the 

sense that CS is not occurring due to a deficiency in the ML. Each time a speaker wishes 

to place emphasis on speech through CS, he or she can strategically alternate between 

marked and unmarked codes, choosing focal points in an utterances as places to employ 

CS. These switches can take place in the structuring and segmentation of a narrative, such 

as the one told by V.S. in excerpt 3, or alternatively, it can deliver the central point of an 

utterance, as in excerpt 4. Finally, echoic usages of CS can alternatively give emphasis by 

packaging an identical utterance in two different codes—one marked, one unmarked. 

 

Asking for favors. The final section of data analysis will focus on the use of CS in 

asking for favors. The examination of this usage will highlight different features of 

language than those in previous sections since, in this case, the tables have turned and the 

CS explored here consists of repeated attempts to set Hindi as the ML in order to appeal to 

the emotional side of the hearer in the in-group code. Essentially, this process is the 
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opposite of the earlier-described use of CS to create distance, where English is used as an 

expression of superiority—in this case, the switch to Hindi is an appeal by the speaker, 

who is in a position of vulnerability, to minimize the distance between speakers as he or 

she requests a favor. 

  The conversational analysis (CA) model promoted by Auer as a tool for analyzing 

CS will be useful in this section due to the fact that the model identifies several different 

conversational sequences, including adjacency pairs. The request and acceptance/refusal 

of a favor constitutes an adjacency pair, and a sequential examination of the excerpts will 

shed additional light on CS by taking note of the points at which it occurs in conversation. 

Up to this point, CA has not been relevant since primarily one-turn excerpts have been 

examined. The two following excerpts, however, consist of conversations between V.S. 

and two different students (Raju and Joy, respectively). The way the speakers work 

together to negotiate the conversation can be clarified by a CA explanation, as well as the 

other sociolinguistic phenomenon such as markedness and third space that have been 

consistently valuable throughout the analysis. 

  In the following two examples, Raju and Joy each switch into Hindi when asking 

for favors, yet V.S. continues to speak in English for multiple turns after the other speaker 

has switched to Hindi. He thus exemplifies the previously-mentioned use of English to 

create distance, showing his control over the situation and his refusal to acquiesce to the 

students’ requests and close the conversational distance between them and himself. 

  Excerpt 5 

 
1 

 

2 

3 

V.S. 

 

Raju 

V.S. 

 

 

 

 

Mere liye letter type karoge? 

Will you type a letter for me? 

Definitely, sir. 

Come sit. 
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4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

 

17 

18 

Raju 

V.S. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Raju 

 

V.S. 

Raju 

V.S. 

Raju 

 

 

V.S. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Sir, I’m sorry, sir. 
Please type. Dear sir, it is my painful duty to 

inform you that your son is rusticated… No, no, 
sorry, delete karo. Go back, go back. Your son, 

Mister Raju Rastogi, is rusticated from the 

Imperial College of Engineering. Come on, type, 

type, come on, go on. 

…No, no, sorry, delete. Go back, go back…  
Papa mar jayenge, sir. 

It will kill Papa, sir. 

Please type! 

Sir, please, sir. 

My decision is final and irrevocable. 

Vo zinda sirf isliye hai ki mujhe engineer 

banta dekh saken, sir. 

He lives only to see me become an engineer, sir. 

Ye baat meri darvaze pe susu karne se pehele 

sochne chahiye the. 

You should have thought of that before peeing on 

my door. 

 

  In this excerpt, Raju has been summoned to the office of V.S. after having been 

caught urinating on his door while drunk the previous night. When Raju arrives in the 

office, he has no idea what awaits him—the conversation begins in unmarked Hindi with 

V.S. calmly requesting Raju to type a letter for him, and then shifts into English as V.S. 

begins dictating a formal letter and the ML of the interaction is changed to Hindi. V.S. 

switches codes once in line 7, telling Raju to delete what he has just typed, adding an 

informal and personable element to the conversation. Then he drops a conversational 

bomb, setting off Raju’s pleas for mercy by indirectly informing Raju of his “rustication” 

(i.e. “expulsion”). 

  Upon hearing that he has been expelled from the college, Raju immediately 

switches to Hindi in line 11 in an appeal to V.S.’s emotional side, but he is met with an 

English refusal in the following line. In line 13, Raju again attempts to request a favor, by 

using the words “sir” and “please,” which, as discussed in the previous section, are special 

borrowings into Hindi. Again he is met with a refusal from V.S., and consequently offers 
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a longer, more heartfelt Hindi request. The other half of the adjacency pair is again 

provided by V.S. in lines 17-18, and is still a refusal but this time is given in Hindi. 

Although Raju is ultimately unsuccessful in convincing V.S. to be lenient (leading to 

Raju’s attempted suicide shortly after this conversation), Raju is finally successful in 

enacting the RO set of Hindi for the conversation, and receives an emotional, unmarked 

response from V.S., albeit not the one he has been hoping for. 

  The following excerpt is taken from the scene following V.S.’s phone conversation 

with Joy’s father. After the phone call, Joy employs CS and tries to plead with V.S. to give 

him an extension on his final project, which will ultimately allow him to graduate. V.S. 

again rejects this request, although the structure of the conversation in terms of CS is 

different from that of the previous excerpt: 

  Excerpt 6 

 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

 

6 

 

7 

 

8 

9 

10 

 

 

 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Joy 

V.S. 

Joy 

V.S. 

Joy 

 

V.S. 

 

Joy 

 

V.S. 

Joy 

 

 

 

 

V.S. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Sir, I’m this close, sir. 
Is your project ready? 

I… 

Is your project ready? 

Sir, aap ek dapha dekh lijiye, sir. Please. 

Sir, look at it once sir. Please. 

Submit kar lo, to ham consider karenge. 

Submit, and we’ll consider. 
Sir, mujhe thora sa extension de dijiye. 

Sir, please give me a small extension.  

Why? Why should I give you an extension? 

Sir, Dad ke stroke ke baad, me do mehine 

concentrate nahi kar paya, sir. Please. 

Sir, after Dad’s stroke, I couldn’t concentrate 
for two months, sir. Please. 

Mister Lobo, Sunday afternoon ko mera beta 

train me se ghir ke mar gaya tha. Monday 

morning ko Viru Sahastrabuddhe ne issi college 

me lecture diya tha. So don’t give me that 
nonsense. Me aapko sympathy de sakta hu, 

extension nahi. I am sorry. 

Mister Lobo, on a Sunday afternoon my son fell 

off a train and died. On a Monday morning, Viru 

Sahastrabuddhe gave a lecture in this college. So 

don’t give me that nonsense. I can give you 
sympathy, not an extension. I am sorry. 
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  Initially, Joy attempts to use English but is rejected by V.S., who cuts him off in 

line 3 as he tries to articulate his request. He then switches to Hindi, which he uses in his 

next three speech turns as he pleads with V.S. After the initial switch to Hindi in line 5, 

V.S. responds accordingly, also using Hindi. However, after Joy’s request for an extension 

in line 7, V.S. makes the marked switch back to English, cutting any emotional ties or 

leniency he had shown to Joy up to this point. In lines 9-10, however, Joy brings up his 

father’s health, which appears to be a difficult topic for him and this adjacency pair is 

completed in Hindi by V.S. In a similar situation to that of the first excerpt, the result is 

unsatisfactory in every way except the mutual negotiation of Hindi by the end of the 

interaction.  

  As evidenced by these two excerpts, a broader approach should be taken to a 

sociolinguistic interpretation of CS than simply an examination of the role of markedness 

within a code-switched interaction or an individual’s creation of a third space. A sequential 

analysis, rooted in a sociolinguistic framework, can also be valuable in the analysis of data, 

despite the fact that Myers-Scotton (1998) has claimed that the CA model is deficient and 

unable to work with the MM model in the analysis of data. However, a look into the 

patterns of CS that seem to exist within adjacency pairs can highlight utterances which are 

marked or establish new RO sets, with these two models seemingly working together to 

provide a more complete explanation of CS. 

 As the wide variety of data in this analysis has demonstrated, neither a purely 

structural nor strictly social approach is sufficient for a satisfactory analysis of CS. The 

assumption that these approaches operate separately of each other has been proven false 

by examples such as the combination of the MLF model and the concept of third space 
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working together to explain the difference between plural forms such as “doctors” and 

“companyan.” Additionally, although the sociolinguistic approaches in the second half of 

the analysis were able to answer many questions related to motivation and provide clues to 

the why behind CS, the incorporation of structural components into the analysis could 

prove to be an enlightening decision, as was the use of CA in the analysis of the final data 

in conjunction with the MM. Although an approach subsuming all ideas considered in this 

analysis (i.e. the many approaches such as the sequential analysis of CA, the allowed 

morphological alternations in CS, etc.) would obviously be excessive and impractical, at 

the very least an attempt should be made to bridge the gap between the social and the 

structural, especially in a context full of complexities and subtleties such as that of Indian 

society.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

Concluding Remarks 

 

  
 

 

Chatur 

 

 

 

 You got me Rancho—I mean Mister Wangdu. Totally floored 

me, good one. I hope hamare personal problem is deal ko 

kuch faraq nahi parega. 

You got me Rancho—I mean Mister Wangdu. Totally floored 

me, good one. I hope our personal problems won’t affect this 
deal. 

 

 

  This statement, made by Chatur at the end of the film upon his discovery that 

Rancho has become a world-famous scientist and millionaire, exemplifies both structural 

and sociolinguistic aspects of CS. The alternation in the second sentence occurs at a clausal 

boundary and its grammaticality can be explained by the MLF model as well as the 

equivalence constraint. However, this utterance also represents the use of a pragmatic 

strategy by Chatur, as he switches from a they-code to a we-code in an attempt to align 

himself with Rancho and ultimately gain his forgiveness (and a business partnership). 

These two aspects of Chatur’s speech work together to provide the form and function of 

the utterance and to explain the methods by which he enacts his pragmatically motivated 

decision to switch codes. 

  The interaction between different approaches to CS is an important discovery and 

this analysis has hopefully demonstrated the necessity of a multifaceted approach to CS, 

one which synthesizes elements of existing models in an attempt to explain CS in the most 

complete way possible. To the best of my knowledge, such an approach has not yet been 

proposed—rather, the opposite more often seems to be the case, as demonstrated by Myers-

Scotton’s distinction between the Markedness Model and Matrix Language Frame model, 
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which were both proposed in the same year (i.e. 1993) but ultimately kept separate and 

consigned to, respectively, sociolinguistic and structural approaches to CS. However, 

without a synthesis of approaches, the significance of CS in utterances such as the example 

above would be impossible to fully grasp.   

  Along with the proposal of a synthesis in order to create a wider-reaching approach 

to CS, several potential problems may inevitably arise. Depth of analysis may be sacrificed 

in the quest for a model that can simultaneously consider many different aspects of CS. 

Despite the conclusion that some factors affecting CS are inextricably bound together (e.g. 

“doctors” vs. “companyan,” where social roles have a direct bearing on morpheme choice), 

an approach which combines different methods of analysis may attempt to draw 

connections between approaches that do not exist at all. For example, while third space 

may occasionally play a role in morphological decisions in speech, in other cases this 

interaction may not occur or provide any information relevant to the understanding of CS. 

Further studies should seek to determine the nature of these connections with more 

certainty before the specifics of a synthesized approach can be proposed. Another potential 

problem which should be taken into account is that no cases of CS between languages other 

than Hindi and English were considered in this thesis, so any deviances of Hindi-English 

CS from general CS norms were unidentifiable from the results of this study.   

  The analysis presented here is limited in its scope in that the data discussed all 

represent the linguistic situation in India at a particular moment in time. Although language 

change over time is a natural phenomenon, as Si (2010) discovered, linguistic trends in 

India have changed dramatically over the course of the past two decades—with the passing 

of time, Hindi-English CS has come to include a much higher ratio of complex 
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intrasentential switches, as opposed to the insertion of lexical items. The transitioning role 

of English in Indian society may continue to affect the type and frequency of CS in the 

subcontinent. A longitudinal approach to CS study such as Si’s could help to capture the 

changing nature of CS and potentially to facilitate predictions of future language use. 

  This study is also limited by its specificity—had data from other films of the same 

time period been considered, trends (or lack thereof) might have surfaced which could have 

either supported or contradicted the claims of Si and painted a more accurate picture of CS, 

as opposed to the current study, which relies heavily on the skill of the 3 Idiots scriptwriters 

to create an accurate approximation of real world speech. A wider data sample would have 

greatly benefitted this study, which, as it stands, cannot make any overarching claims or 

generalizations about Hindi-English CS due to data limitations. All findings and claims 

made in this study should be subjected to further investigation in the future in order to more 

decisively determine their validity. 

  The limitations of this study, however, can also be considered merits in some ways. 

The examination of Hindi-English CS at a single point in time within the dialogue of one 

film creates a case study of sorts, and produces a stepping stone for future research in the 

field. If nothing else, the data and background information presented here should raise 

awareness concerning the potential need for a synthesized, multifaceted approach to CS 

due to the interaction between structural and sociolinguistic aspects of analysis. The 

phenomena illustrated in the many excerpts from the 3 Idiots data serve to exemplify 

various qualities of Hindi-English CS and begin to provide this issue with the types of 

findings that could eventually lead to the formulation of a synthesized approach, which I 

believe to be a necessary development in future CS research.   
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  Within the realm of CS, Indian society provides a fascinating context in which to 

study linguistic phenomena. The data from 3 Idiots provide insight into the social 

positioning of code-switching individuals as well as a brief look into a multicultural world 

where English and Hindi are used side by side in an often systematic manner in order to 

accomplish a variety of purposes. Although the data and the individuals examined in this 

study are all fictional, I argue that the conclusions reached in this analysis are all accurate, 

based on my acceptance of the position of Si (2010), thus operating under the assumption 

that the data reflect speech similar to the natural speech of many Indians and that the 

majority of the language constructions in the film could also exist in the real world. 

  Many variables exist for CS within Indian Hindi-speaking society, and any new 

approach to CS should take these into account. Historical factors, such as India’s 

colonization by the British in conjunction with the role of English in society as dictated by 

the constitution, have contributed to increasingly hybridized speech in the subcontinent 

today. This “Hinglish” appears to be a fluid and transformational mixture of languages, 

having evolved significantly in the past few decades with no signs of slowing. This area of 

study is a promising one within the Indian context, provided that a suitable approach to the 

study of CS can be constructed from forthcoming ideas combined with the many valid, yet 

limited, available approaches in order to shed light on the many complexities of this 

fascinating phenomenon. 
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00:01:46 
Flight Attendant: Sir, kindly switch off 

your mobile phone.  

Farhan: Just one sec please, one sec 

please.  

Farhan: Excuse me. Excuse me.  

Flight Attendant: Sir, please sit down. 

Flight Attendant: Captain, there’s a 
medical emergency. A passenger has just 

fallen down in the aisle.  

 

 

Farhan: Ek minute! Nahi, me bilkul 

theek hu. Thank you. Aap logue jaiye, 

aap logue jaiye. Me chala jounga.  

Doctor: Gentleman, wait! 

 

00:04:23 

Farhan: Chatur ka phone tha… 
Remember him? 

Raju: Kon, “Silencer”? 

Farhan: Haan, bhai bhai. Bol raha hai 

ki Rancho aa raha hai.  

Raju: Kya bol raha hai? 

Farhan: Haan. Bola ki agar Rancho se 

milne hai to theek aat baje campus aaja. 

Tank hi pe. 

Raju: Oh shucks. 

Farhan: Arrey tu jeldi bahar aana yaar! 

Raju: Haan, theek hai, theek hai, okay. 

 

00:06:20 

Chatur: Welcome, idiots. Madeira pi 

hoge? Ye vo hai rum hai, na, ye tum 

logue yahaa pite the? Have a drink. 

Raju: Arrey Rancho kahaa hai, yaar? 

Chatur: Batata hu. Pehele ye dekho. 

Meri wife ko nahi, uski piche ka bungla 

dekho idiots. Three point five million. 

Swimming pool, heated. Living room, 

maple wood flooring. My new 

Lamborghini 6496 cc… Very fast.  
 

Farhan: Abey! Hamhe kyu dikha raha 

hai ye sab? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(In airport, Farhan jumps out of 

wheelchair.) 

Just a minute! I’m fine now, thank you. 
Please carry on. I will go. (Runs away.) 

 

 

 

 

Chatur called… Remember him? 

 

Who, “Silencer”? 

Yeah, bro. He said that Rancho is 

coming. 

He said what? 

Yes. He said that to meet Rancho, we 

should come to the campus at eight. On 

the tank. 

(looks at watch) 

Hey come outside quickly, man! 

Yes, okay, okay, okay. 

 

 

Welcome, idiots. Some “madeira” for 
you? This is the same rum that you 

drank back then, right? Have a drink. 

Where’s Rancho, man? 

I will tell you. First, look at this. (Shows 

pictures on phone). Not at my wife, 

idiots, at the mansion behind her. Three 

point five million. Swimming pool, 

heated. Living room, maple wood 

flooring. My new Lamborghini 6496 

cc… Very fast 
Hey! Why are you showing us all this? 
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Chatur: Bhul gaye? Ye kya hai? 

Raju: Panch September, aaj ka date, aur 

kya yaar? 

Chatur (flashback): Chal, laga bet. Das 

sal ke baad vapas aayenge. Yahi pe. Aaj 

hi ke din. Dekhenge, kon zyada 

successful hai. Hai himmat? Bol! 

Aayega? Aayega?  

Chatur: Kuch yaad aaya? Yahi pe us 

idiot se shart lagayi thi. I kept my 

promise. I’m back. 
Farhan: Sale, me havai jahaz chord ke 

aaya hu, ye apni pant chord ke aaya hai, 

sirf Rancho se milne ke liye. Panch sal  

se ham usko dund rahe hain. Zinda ya 

mar gaya nahi pata. Aur tujhe kya 

lagta hai, teri phuddu si shart ke liye vo 

yahi aayega? 

Chatur: Nahi aayega. Mujhe malum hai 

vo nahi aayega.  

Farhan: Yaar, tu uske dant todta hai ya 

me todou?  

Raju: Ek minute Farhan, ek minute. 

Abey sale to tune hame kyu bulaya? 

Chatur: Rancho se milne. Chal ke dekho 

vo kahaa rahe gaye aur me kahaa ponch 

gaye. 

Raju: Matlab tujhe malum hai Rancho 

kahaa hai? Eh? 

Chatur: Yes. 

Farhan: Kahaa hai Rancho? 

Chatur: He’s in Shimla! 
 

00:11:05 

Farhan: Hamare to bachpan se yahi 

suna thi ki life ek race hai, tez nahi 

bhaghoghe to lom tumhe kuchal kar 

aage nikal jayenge. Sala paida hone ke 

liye bhi tin so million sperm se race 

lagani pardi thi. Nineteen seventy-eight. 

Mera janim panch bajke pandra minute 

pe hua. Aur panch bajke sola minute par 

Abba ne kehe… 

Mr. Qureshi: Mera beta engineer 

banega.  

 

Forgot? What’s this? (shows calendar) 
September fifth, today’s date. What else, 
man? 

Come on, bet! In exactly ten years, we’ll 
come back to this place. We will see 

who is more successful. Have the 

courage? Say it! Will you come? Will 

you come? 

Remember? I challenged that idiot right 

here. I kept my promuse, I’m back. 
 

Man, I aborted a flight, he forgot his 

pants, just to meet Rancho. For five 

years we’ve searched for him. Don’t 
know if he’s dead. And you think he will 
show up here for your stupid bet? 

 

 

He won’t come. I know that he won’t 
come. 

Man, will you break his jaw or should I? 

 

One minute, Farhan, one minute. (To 

Chatur) So why did you call us here? 

To meet Rancho. Come and see where 

he rots and I’ve reached. 
 

You mean you know where Rancho is? 

Huh? 

 

Where’s Rancho? 

 

 

 

From birth we were taught—life is a 

race. Run fast or you’ll get trampled. 
Even to be born, one had to race 300 

million sperm. 1978. I was born at 5:15 

pm. At 5:16 pm, my father said…  
 

 

 

 

My son will be an engineer. 
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Aunt: Farhan Qureshi. B Tech engineer. 

Farhan: And my fate was sealed. 

 

00:12:12 

Millimeter: Room number bolo. 

Farhan: D-26 

Millimeter: Challo. Me Manmohan. 

MM. Ye sab engineers “Millimeter” 
bulate hain. Dudh, unda, bread, kapare 

dhona, isri karna, journals bharna, 

assignment copy karna… Koi bhi kaam 

hai, bolo. Fixed rate hai, no bargain. 

 

00:13:05 

Millimeter: Char rupaye do. Do rupaya 

per bag. 

Farhan: Ye le, panch rupaye. Change 

rakh le. 

Millimeter: Kya sahib. Tumne apne ko 

tip diya to aapun bhi tumko ek tip dega. 

Aaj raath ko underwear bina hole vale 

pehena. 

 

00:14:48 

Chatur: Take off your pants or they’re 
going to piss on you. 

Senior: Ey angrez! Hindi bolne me 

sharm aati hai? 

Chatur: Sorry sir, I was born in Uganda, 

studied in Pondicherry, so little slow in 

Hindi. 

Senior: To slowly samajha na isse. Jeldi 

kisko hai. 

 

00:17:57  

Farhan: Saltwater is a great conductor 

of electricity. Eighth standard physics. 

Humne parda tha, sale ne apply kiya. 

 

00:18:24 

Farhan: Virus was the most competitive 

man we had ever seen. Koi unse ek 

kadam bhi aage nikal jaye, unse bardash 

nahi hota tha.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tell me your room number. 

 

Let’s go. I’m Manmohan. MM. All the 
engineers call me “Millimeter.” Milk, 
eggs, bread, washing laundry, finishing 

journals, copying assignments… Any 
kind of work, just tell me. It’s a fixed 

rate, no bargaining. 

 

 

Give me four rupees. Two rupees per 

bag.  

Take this, five rupees. Keep the change. 

 

Thanks boss. You gave a tip so I will 

also give you a tip. Tonight wear 

underwear without any holes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Hey Englishman! Are you ashamed to 

speak Hindi? 

 

 

 

So explain to him slowly, no need to go 

fast. 

 

 

Saltwater is a great conductor of 

electricity. Eighth grade physics. We had 

studied it, he applied it. 

 

 

Virus was the most competitive man we 

had ever seen. He couldn’t bear anyone 
getting ahead of him.  
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Time bachane ke liye, shirt pe button 

nahi, Velcro lagate the, aur tie ne, hook. 

Mind ko esa trained kiya tha ki dono 

haatho se ek saath likh sakte the. Roz do 

baje, exactly sare saat minute ka power 

nap lete the, aur opera sunte the. Govind 

ko instructions the ke sare unproductive 

kaam, jese shaving karna, nakhou katna, 

inhi sare saat minute me kiye jayen. 

 

00:19:25 

V.S.: Ye kya hai? 

Chatur: Sir, nest. 

V.S.: Kiska? 

Chatur: Sir, koel bird ka nest.  

V.S.: Wrong. Koel apna ghosala kabhi 

nahi banathi. Vo apne unde dusro 

ghosale me rakhti hai. Aur jab uske 

bacche is duniya me aate hain, to sabse 

pehele kya karte hain? Vo bacche dusre 

undo ko thakka mar ke se ghira dete 

hain. Competition over. Their life begins 

with murder. That’s nature. Compete or 
die. You also are like the koel birds. Aur 

ye vo unde hain jisko bhakka mar ke tum 

logue ICE pahounche. Don’t forget ki 

her sal ICE me char lakh applications 

aati hain aur unme se aur sirf do so 

select hoti hai. You! Aur ye? Finished. 

Broken eggs. Mere khud ke bete ne tin 

sal apply kiya tha. Rejected every time. 

Remember, life is a race. Agar tez nahi 

bhaghoghe to koi tumhe kuchal ke aage 

nikal jayega.  

 

00:20:05 

V.S.: Let me tell you a very interesting 

story. Ye astronaut’s pen hai. Space me, 

fountain pen, ball pen, kuch nahi chalta. 

To lakho dollar kharch karne ke baad, 

scientist ne esa pen izad kiya—jisse koi 

bhi angle, koi bhi temperature, zero 

gravity me, ham likh sakte hain.  

 

 

To save time, his shirt didn’t have 
buttons, but Velcro, and his ties had 

hooks. He had trained his mind to write 

with both hands at the same time. Every 

day at two o clock, he took an exactly 

seven and a half minute power nap, and 

listened to opera. Govind’s instructions 
were to do all unproductive work, like 

shaving, trimming his moustache, all in 

these seven and a half minutes. 

 

What is this? 

 

Whose? 

Sir, a koel bird’s nest.  
Wrong. A koel bird never makes her 

own nest. She lays her eggs in other 

nests. And when they hatch, what do 

they do? They push the other eggs out of 

the nest. Competition over. Their life 

begins with murder. That’s nature. 
Compete or die. You also are like the 

koel birds. And these are the eggs you 

pushed to get into ICE. Don’t forget, 
ICE gets 400,000 applications a year and 

only two hundred are selected. You! 

And these? Finished. Broken eggs. My 

son tried for three years. Rejected every 

time. Remember, life is a race. If you 

don’t run fast, you’ll get trampled. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Let me tell you a very interesting story. 

This is an astronaut’s pen. In space, 
fountain pens, ballpoint pens, nothing 

works. So after millions of dollars of 

research, scientists invented this pen—
with this, at any angle, any temperature, 

in zero gravity, we can write. 
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One day when I was a student, the 

director of our institute called me. He 

said, ‘Viru Sahastrabuddhe!’ I said, ‘Yes 
sir.’ ‘Come here!’ Me dar gaya. He 

showed me this pen. He said, ‘This is a 
symbol of excellence. I give it to you.  

Aur jis din tumhare jesa koi 

extraordinary student mile, to ye pen 

usse pass on kar dena.’ Battis sal se Viru 

Sahastrabuddhe is waiting for the next 

Viru Sahastrabuddhe. But no luck. 

Anyone here who’ll strive to win this 
pen? 

 

00:22:50  

Rancho: Sun. School ke liye fees thori 

lagti hai. Uniform lagta, uniform. Rukh. 

Tujhe jo bhi school pasand hai na, 

school uniform karidh le. Aur chupchap 

jakhe class me bet ja. Itni abadi hai, 

kisko kya pata chalne vala hai? 

Millimeter: Aur pakare gaye to? 

Rancho: Pakare gaye to uniform 

change, school change.   

 

00:23:15  

Farhan: Ham sab to professors ke 

remote control pe chalne wale robost 

hai. Vo bas ek hi tha jo shayad machine 

nahi tha.  

 

00:23:40  

Professor: Machine ka definition bolo. 

Rancho: A machine is anything that 

reduces human effort, sir. 

Professor: Will you please elaborate? 

Rancho: Sir, her vo chiz jo insan ko 

kaam aasan kare ya vakt bachaye vo 

machine hai, sir. Garmi lag rahi hai? 

Button dabaya, hava chalu. Fan.  

Machine hai, sir. Milou dur aap apne 

dost ke saath baat kar sakte hain. 

Telephone. Machine hai, sir. Karoudo ka 

hisab chutki me karta hai. Calculator 

machine hai sir. Sir, actually  

ham machino se ghire hue hain sir.  

One day when I was a student, the 

director of our institute called me. He 

said, ‘Viru Sahastrabuddhe!’ I said, ‘Yes 
sir.’ ‘Come here!’ I was scared. He 

showed me this pen. He said, ‘This is a 
symbol of excellence. I give it to you. 

And on the day you find an 

extraordinary student, then pass this pen 

on to him.’ For thirty-two years Viru 

Sahastrabuddhe has been waiting for the 

next Viru Sahastrabuddhe. But no luck. 

Anyone here who’ll strive to win this 
pen? 

 

 

Listen. For school you don’t need 
money. You only wear a uniform, 

uniform. Wait. Whichever school you 

like, buy the uniform and slip into class. 

In such a crowd, who will notice?  

 

And if I get caught? 

If you get caught, change uniform and 

change school. 

 

 

We were all following the professors 

like remote controlled robots. He was 

the only one who was not a machine. 

 

 

 

Give the definition of “machine.” 

 

 

 

Sir, anything that simplifies work, or 

even time, is a machine. Feeling hot? 

Push a button, get a blast of air. A fan is 

a machine, sir. Speak to a friend miles 

away. A telephone is a machine, sir. 

Compute millions in a second. The 

calculator is a machine, sir. Sir, actually 

we are surrounded by machines, sir. 
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Pen ki nib se lekhe pant ki zip tak, sab  

machine hai, sir. Ek second me up, ek 

second me down, up, down, up, down. 

Professor: Definition kya hai? 

Rancho: Sir, vo hi to bata raha hu, sir. 

Professor: Exam me ye sab likhoge? Ye 

machine hai, up, down, up, down. Idiot. 

Anybody else? 

 

00:25:05  

Professor: Aapko agar simple bhasha 

pasand ho to arts and commerce college 

join kijiye.  

Rancho: Lekin sir, matlab bhi to samajh 

me aana chahiye. Ese, kitabi definition 

rat ke kya fayda? 

Professor: Aap kitabse zyada jante 

hain? Kitab me yahi definition hai, aur 

agar aapko pass hona ho to aap yahi 

likhenge. 

Rancho: Lekin sir, aur bhi to kitabe hain 

jisme… 

Professor: Get out! 

Rancho: Oh, why? 

Professor: Aasan bhasha me, bahar 

jaiye. Idiot. So we were discussing about 

the machine.  

 

00:27:22 

V.S.: In that case, aapke dad ko phone 

lagao please. Sun, please, please. Hurry 

up, don’t waste my time. 

Joy’s Father: Hello? 

Joy: Hello? Dad, director sahib aapse 

baat karenge. 

Joy’s Father: Joy! 

V.S.: Mister Lobo, is sal aapka beta 

graduate nahi ho gaya.  

Joy’s Father: Kya hua, sir? 

V.S.: He has violated all the deadlines. 

Unrealistic, Mr. Lobo, Mr. Lobo, 

unrealistic project hai, hamne pata hai 

kya, he is making some nonsense 

helicopter. Meri recommendation ye hai 

ke aap train ki reservation mat kijiye, I’m 
so sorry.  

From a pen’s nib to a pants’ zip, all are 
machines sir. Up and down, in a second. 

Up, down, up, down. 

What is the definition? 

I just gave it to you, sir. 

You will write this in the exam? This is 

a machine, up, down, up, down. Idiot. 

Anybody else? 

 

 

If you like simple language, please join 

an arts and commerce college. 

 

But sir, one must also understand the 

meaning. What is the point of cramming 

these bookish definitions? 

Do you know more than the book? This 

definition is in the book, and you will 

write it if you want to pass. 

 

But sir, there are other books… 

 

 

 

In simple language, get out. Idiot. So we 

were discussing the machine. 

 

 

 

In that case, call your dad please. Listen, 

please, please. Hurry up, don’t waste my 
time. 

(On phone) 

Hello? Dad, the director wants to speak 

to you. 

 

Mr. Lobo, your son won’t graduate this 
year. 

What happened, sir? 

He has violated all the deadlines. Mr. 

Lobo, Mr. Lobo, it’s an unrealistic 
project, do you know, he is making some 

nonsense helicopter. My 

recommendation is that you don’t make 
your train reservations, I’m so sorry. 
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Joy: Sir, I’m this close sir. 
V.S.: Is your project ready?  

Joy: I… 

V.S.: Is your project ready? 

Joy: Sir, aap ek dapha dekh lijiye sir, 

please. 

V.S.: Submit kar lo, to ham consider 

karenge. 

Joy: Sir, mujhe thora sa extension de 

dijiye. 

V.S.: Why? Why should I give you an 

extension? 

Joy: Sir, Dad ke stroke ke baad, me do 

mehine concentrate nahi kar paya, sir. 

Please. 

V.S.: Do mehine khana pina chord diya 

tha? 

Joy: Nahi. 

V.S.: Nahi. Nahana chord diya tha? 

Joy: No. 

V.S.: Nahi. To pardai kyu chord di? 

Joy: Sir, I’m very close. Sir aap ek 

dapha dekh do lijiye sir please. 

V.S.: Mister Lobo, Sunday afternoon ko 

mera beta train me se ghir ke mar gaya 

tha. Monday morning ko Viru 

Sahastrabuddhe ne issi college me 

lecture diya tha. So don’t give me that 
nonsense. Me aapko sympathy de sakta 

hu, extension nahi. I am sorry. 

 

00:30:19 

Rancho: Urdega kaise nahi. Ham 

urdayenge. Eh, Joy ko mat bolna. Usko 

surprise denge. Uski kirki ke bahar 

urdayenge, uska reaction record 

karenge. 

Raju: Arrey ham uska project karenge to 

hamare kon karega? Tests, viva, 

quizzes, mila ke her semester me forty-

two exams hai.  

 

00:36:20  

Rancho: Good news hai sir. Na police 

ko pata chala, na Joy ke bap ko. Sab 

soch rahe hain suicide hai sir. Post 

 

 

 

 

Sir, look at it once, please.  

 

Submit, and we will consider. 

 

Sir, please give me a small extension.  

 

 

 

Sir, after Dad’s stroke I couldn’t 
concentrate for two months sir. Please.  

 

Did you stop eating for two months? 

 

No. 

No. Stopped bathing? 

 

No. So why did you stop studying? 

Sir, I’m very close. See it once please. 
 

Mister Lobo, on a Sunday afternoon my 

son fell off a train and died. On a 

Monday morning, Viru Sahastrabuddhe 

gave a lecture in this college. So don’t 
give me that nonsense. I can give you 

sympathy, not an extension. I am sorry.  

 

 

 

It will fly. We’ll make it fly. Hey, don’t 
tell Joy. We’ll surprise him. We’ll fly it 
outside his window and record his 

reaction. 

 

Hey, if we do his project, then who will 

do ours? Tests, “vivas,” quizzes, every 
semester there are forty-two exams. 

 

 

 

Good news, sir. The police don’t know, 
neither does Joy’s father. Everyone 
thinks this is suicide sir. The post 
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mortem report me aaye, mode ka karan: 

intense pressure on windpipe resulting in 

choking. Vo bevokuf soch rahe hain ki 

iter pressure parne ki vaje se mar gaya. 

Aur pichle char sal se jo yahaa pressure 

par raha hai, uska kya? Vo to report me 

hai hi nahi sir. Ye engineers bare chalak 

hote hai sir, esi koi machine nahi banaye 

jo yahaa ka pressure naap sake. Banate 

to pata chal jaata ki ye, ye suicide nahi, 

murder hai sir. 

 

00:37:10  

V.S.: Joy ke suicide ke liye tum mujhe 

dosh de rahe ho? Ek student pressure 

nahi le pata to ham zimmedar kaise? 

Vese life me tere pressures ayenge, to 

hamesha tum dusre pe dosh daloge? 

Rancho: Sir, me aapko dosh nahi de 

raha hu sir. Sir me actually system ko 

dosh de raha hu. Sir, mere pas kuch 

statistics hai sir. Sir, suicides me, India 

number one hai. Har ded gunte me koi 

na koi student suicide ka attempt karta 

hai, sir. Yahaa pe student bimari se kam 

aur suicide se zyada marte hain. Kuch to 

galat ho raha hai na sir. 

V.S.: Me dusre colleges ke bare me nahi 

bata sakta, but this is one of the finest 

colleges in the country. Battis sal se me 

ye college chala raha hu aur twenty-

eighth position se number one tak lekar 

aaye hu me. 

Rancho: Sir, what number one sir, what 

number one? Sir, yahaa pe koi naye 

ideas ki baat hi nahi karta sir, inventions 

ki baat hi nahi karta. Baat karte hai to 

sirf marks ki—ya phir, USA me nokri ki. 

Sir, yahaa pe jhan nahi mil raha hai sir, 

yahaa pe sirf ye sikhaya ja raha hai ki 

marks kaise late hain.  

 

00:38:40  

V.S.: Vaidyanathan, please sit down. Aaj 

hamari beech ek ese leader hai. 

mortem report says, mode of death: 

intense pressure on windpipe, resulting 

in choking. Everyone thinks that this 

pressure killed him. But what about the 

mental pressure of the last four years? 

That’s not in the report sir. Engineers are 

very clever sir, they will never make a 

machine to measure mental pressure. If 

they had made it, then they would know 

that this, this is not suicide, it’s murder 
sir. 

 

 

You are blaming me for Joy’s suicide? 
How is it our fault if one student can’t 
handle the pressure? There are many 

pressures in life, will you always blame 

others? 

Sir, I’m not blaming you. Actually I am 
blaming the system. I have some 

statistics. In suicides, India is number 

one, sir. Every 90 minutes some student 

attempts suicide. Suicide is a bigger 

killer than disease. Something is very 

wrong, sir. 

 

 

I can’t speak about other colleges, but 
this is one of the finest colleges in the 

country. For thirty-two years I have run 

this college, and I have brought it from 

twenty-eighth position to number one. 

What’s the point, sir? Here they don’t 
talk about new ideas or inventions. They 

talk only about grades, and then jobs in 

the USA. Here you won’t find 
engineering sir, here they only teach 

now to earn marks. 

 

 

 

 

 

Vaidyanathan, please sit down. Today 

among us we have a leader.  
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Inka manana hai ki vo hamare highly 

qualified teachers se behtar parda sakte 

hai. To aaj “Professor” Ranchhoddas 
Chanchad hamhe engineering 

sikhayenge. We do not have all day! 

 

Rancho: Aapke pas this second hai. 

Board pe likhe hue shabdo ka matlab 

samajhana hai. Aap chahe to kitab ka 

istemal kar sakte hain. Jise javab milega 

vo haath upar karega. Dekhte hain kon 

first aata hai aur kon last. Your time 

starts… now. 
 

Rancho: Time up. Time up sir, time up. 

Kya? Kisi ko javab nahi mila? Ab apni 

life ka ek minute rewind karo aur socho. 

Jab mene ye saval pucha kisi ne ye 

socha ki aaj kuch naya sikhna ko milega, 

mazaa ayega? Anyone? Sir? Nahi. Sab 

race me lag gaya. Ese pard ke fikra aa 

bhi gaye, to kya phayda. Aap loguo ki 

knowledge bardegi? Nahi! Sirf pressure 

bardega. Aur ye college hai, pressure 

cooker nahi. Arrey chabuk ke dar se to 

circus ka sher bhi uchal ke kursi par 

betna sikh jata hai. Lekin ese sher ko 

ham ‘well-trained’ kehete hain, ‘well-
educated’ nahi. 

V.S.: Hello, this is not a philosophy 

class. Un do words ka matlab batao, bas. 

Rancho: Sir, ese koi words hai hi nahi 

sir. Ye to mere dosto ke nam hai. Farhan 

aur Raju.   

 

V.S.: Quiet! Nonsense! Kya ese pardoge 

engineering? 

 

00:44:35 

Farhan: Raju ka ghar 1950s ki black 

and white filmo ki yaad dilata tha. Ek 

chota sa kamara jisme ek paralyzed bap, 

ek khousti hui maa, aur ek vinadyahi 

behen. Sofe pe khile hue spring aur chat 

 

 

He thinks he can teach better than our 

highly qualified teachers. So today 

“Professor” Rancchoddas Chanchad will 
teach us engineering. (Sits in audience, 

long period of silence). We do not have 

all day! 

You have thirty seconds to define the 

terms written on the board. You may 

refer to your books. Raise your hand if 

you get the answer. Let’s see who comes 
first, who comes last. Your time starts… 
now.    

 

(30 seconds later) 

Time’s up. Time’s up sir, time’s up. 
What? No one got the answer? Now 

rewind your life by a minute and think. 

When I asked the question, were you 

excited? Curious? Thrilled to learn 

something new? Anyone? Sir? No. You 

all got into a race. What’s the use of 
such methods, even if you come in first? 

Will your knowledge increase?  

No! Only the pressure. And this is 

college, not a pressure cooker. Even a 

circus lion learns to sit on a chair in  

fear of a whip. But we call this lion 

‘well-trained,’ not ‘well-educated.’  
 

Hello, this is not a philosophy class. Just 

give the definition of the two words.  

Sir, these words do not exist. They are 

my friends’ names, Farhan and Raju. 

 

(Laughter from students) 

Quiet! Nonsense! Is this how you will 

teach engineering? 

 

 

Raju’s house was straight out of a 50s 
black and white film. A small, dingy 

room, a paralyzed father, a coughing 

mother, and an unwed sister. A sofa 

sprouting springs and a 24-hour water  
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sa twenty-four hours running water. Maa 

school se retired thi aur zyadatar tired 

reheti thi. Bap kisi zamane postmaster 

the, paralysis ke baad, body aadhi bund 

ho gayi aur salary puri.  

 

00:47:25 

Rancho: Tin large vodka. 

Farhan: Half soda, half paani. 

Raju: Yaar, marvaoge yaar tum logue. 

Rancho: Aur starters me kya hai? 

Farhan: Yaar jo bhi hai, do-do plate le 

aa.  

Rancho: Aur ye chord de. Aur music 

change kar yaar. Kuch ghazal vazal 

laga.  

 

00:47:36  

Suhas: Pia, what the hell is this? Ye kya 

pehena hai? Bloody eighteenth century 

ki watch. Pia, logue kya bolenge, Suhas 

ki fiancée ko dekho, doctor banne vali 

hai, par do so rupaye ki ghadi pehenti 

hai. Please take it off. Thank you. 

Woman: Hi, handsome. 

Suhas: Hey, auntie, you’re looking 
good! 

Woman: Don’t miss my set darling! 
Suhas: Rubies? 

Woman: Mandalay se hain. 

Suhas: Mandalay, wow! 

Woman: Hey, let’s go meet David. 
Chalo, tumhe milati hu. 

Suhas: Of course, of course.  

 

00:48:08  

Rancho: Excuse me 

Pia: Yes? 

Rancho: Flowers. 

Uh, ye glass me lelou? 

Pia: Kyu? 

Rancho: Aap glass pe ke marenge mera 

sar par jayega.  

Pia: Me kyunki maroungi? 

 

supply from the leaking roof. His mother 

was a retired schoolteacher and a tireless 

complainer. His father was once a 

postmaster. Paralysis shut down his body 

partially and his salary completely. 

 

 

Three large vodkas.  

Half soda, half water.  

If we’re caught, we’re dead man. 
(To waiter) And what’s for starters? 

Get double portions, man.  

 

Leave this one. And change the music, 

man. Something peppier. 

 

 

 

Pia, what the hell is this? What are you 

wearing? Bloody eighteenth century 

watch. Pia, people will say, “Look at 

Suhas’s fiancée, she’s about to be a 
doctor, but she’s wearing a two hundred 
rupee watch.” Please take it off. Thank 
you. 

 

 

 

 

They’re from Mandalay. 
 

Hey, let’s go meet David. Come on, I’ll 
introduce you. 

 

 

 

 

 

(Hands Pia flowers)  

Uh, can I take this glass? 

Why? 

So you don’t break it over my head. 
 

Why would I break it? 
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Rancho: Kyunki me aapko thori si free 

advice dene vala hu. 

Pia: Kya? 

Rancho: Us ghade se kabhi shaadi mat 

kariye. 

Pia: Excuse me? 

Rancho: Vo aadmi nahi. Vo price tag 

hai, price tag.  

Pia: Listen… 

Rancho: Zindagi bhar aapko alag ke 

products ke dam bata bata ke paka dega.  

Pia: Hello! 

Rancho: Aapki life babard ho jayegi, 

your future will be finished. Demo 

doun?  

 

00:49:33 

Rancho: Ye chole bahut acche lag rahe 

hain yaar. Smelling very good.  

Farhan: Abey, puri ke liye jagah nahi 

hai. 

Rancho: Adjust kar le na, side me. 

Farhan: Accha!  

 

00:49:42 

Pia: Aapne mere ankhe khul di. Thank 

you so much. 

Rancho: Arrey. Esi kya baat hai, vo to 

mera farz tha. 

Pia: Can I ask you for a little more help? 

Rancho: Yeah, yeah. 

Pia: Mere dad Suhas ke saath ye 

engagement thodna nahi denge.  

Rancho: Oh! 

Pia: Aap itna accha explain karte hain, 

agar aap unko bhi ek demo de den, to… 

Rancho: Haan, kyu nahi, kyu nahi, 

demo denge. Raju, chutney de. 

Pia: You’re really sweet.  

 

00:51:31 

Rancho: Sir, actually, design chordiye 

na sir. Sir me aapko direct inverter bana 

ke dikhata hu.  

 

 

Because of the free advice I am about to 

give you. 

What? 

Don’t marry that ass. 
 

 

He’s not a man. He’s a price tag. 
 

 

Your life will become a nightmare of 

products and prices. 

 

Your life will be ruined, your future will 

be finished. Shall I give a demo? 

 

 

 

These chickpeas seem very good man. 

Smelling very good. 

Oh, there’s no space [on the plate] for 
puri. 

Adjust it, on the side. 

Okay! 

 

 

You opened my eyes. Thank you so 

much. 

(Laughs) Oh, that’s great, it was my 
moral responsibility. 

 

 

My dad won’t let me break off the 
engagement with Suhas. 

 

You explain so well, if you could give 

him a demo too, then… 

Yeah, why not, why not, we’ll give the 
demo. Raju, pass the chutney. 

 

 

 

Actually, forget the design sir. I will 

make the inverter and show it directly to 

you. 
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V.S.: Tum sirf bevokuf bana sakte ho. 

Inverter nahi. 

Rancho: Nahi sir. Sir me aapko inverter 

zarur bana ke dikhounga, sir. I promise. 

Aur, aur usko aapka nam dounga sir. 

Kyunki, after all, aapki beti ki shaadi me 

invent hue, to it’ll be an honor… 

V.S.: Farhan, Raju. Aap dono se kal me 

office me milna chahounga. 

 

Raju: Sir, aapka per plate cost kitna tha 

sir? Ham logue bhar denge sir, 

installments me sir. 

Farhan: Aur aage se ham kisi shaadi me 

nahi ghusenge sir. 

Raju: Haan sir, me to apni shaadi me 

bhi nahi ghusounga sir.  

Farhan: In fact sir, me shaadi nahi 

karounga. Aur ye bhi nahi karega sir. 

Raju: Haan, haan, haan sir, me bhi nahi 

karounga sir. 

 

00:52:29 

V.S.: Sit! Pay attention. Ye hai 

Ranchhoddas ke father ki monthly 

income. Dhai crore rupaye. Ab isme se 

ek ya do zero nikal do to usse koi farka 

nahi pardta. Lekin ek aur zero kam ho 

jaiye, to I would worry a little. Ye 

tumhari father ki mehine ki income hai 

Mister Farhan? 

Farhan: Ya, ya, yes sir. 

V.S.: Aur ab ek aur zero kam kar do, to 

ye tumhari family hai, Mister Raju 

Rastogi. Big reason to worry. Viru 

Sahastrabuddhe ki baat mano aur apna 

kamara change karo. Chatur 

Ramalingam ke saath shift ho jaiye. 

Exams aa rahe hain. Us Chanchad ke 

saath rahoge to kabhi pass nahi hoga. 

 

00:54:15 

V.S.: Shave karani hai? 

Farhan: Nahi sir. 

V.S.: Then get lost. 

You can only invent stories. Not an 

inverter. 

No sir. I will definitely make the inverter 

and show you sir. I promise. And, and I 

will name it after you sir. Because, after 

all, it was invented at your daughter’s 
wedding, so it’ll be an honor… 

Farhan, Raju. I will meet both of you 

tomorrow in my office. 

(Flash forward to next day, in office) 

Sir, what was the cost per plate, sir? We 

will reimburse you sir, in installments, 

sir. 

And we will never crash another 

wedding sir. 

Yes sir, I won’t even crash my own 
wedding. 

In fact sir, I won’t get married. And 
neither will he [Raju] sir. 

Yes, yes, yes sir, I won’t get married 
either. 

 

 

Sit! Pay attention. This is Ranchhodas’s 
father’s monthly income. One or two 
less zeros and you still don’t need to 
worry. But take away one more zero and 

I would worry a little. This is your 

father’s monthly income, right Farhan? 

 

 

 

And now take away one more zero. This 

is your family income, Mister Raju 

Rastogi. Big reason to worry. Take Viru 

Sahastrabuddhe’s advice and move in 
with Chatur Ramalingam. Exams are 

coming. If you stay with that Chanchad 

you will never pass. 

 

 

 

Want a shave? 

No, sir. 
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00:54:44  

Raju: Ye jo bolega ham vo hi karenge 

kya? “All is well, all is well.” Tu hoga 

chamcha iska, me nahi. 

Farhan: Eh ab tu line cross kar rahe 

hai. 

Raju: Nahi, me beech me line bana raha 

hu. Kyunki mujhe family ko support 

karna hai. Maa ki adhi salary baba ki 

davaye me jati hai.  Kammo ki shaadi 

nahi ho rahi hai, kyunki larkevalon ko 

maruti eight hundred chahiye. Pichle 

panch salo me, maa ne ek sari tak nahi 

karidi.  

Farhan: Yaar ab tu argument me maa ki 

sari ghusiega to ham logue kya bol sakte 

hain? 

Rancho: Yaar vese ek sal me kitne 

sariya reasonable hoti hain? 

Raju: Maa ko leke mazak nahi, haan. 

Rancho: Arrey Raju, ham logue 

pardenge. Ji laga ke pardenge. Lekin sirf 

exam pass ke liye nahi. Kisi mehapurush 

ne kehe hai ki kamayab hone ke liye 

nahi, kabil hone ke liye pardo. Success 

ke piche mat bhagho. Excellence, 

excellence ka picha karo. Success jhak 

marke hamare piche aayegi. 

Raju: Kis mehapurush ne kehe hai? 

Baba Ranchhoddas na? Maro tum logue. 

Farhan: Arrey, arrey yaar, Raju, tension 

mat karo, yaar. Ham logue top karenge 

na yaar. Nothing is impossible. 

Raju: Nothing is impossible, na? Le 

dhal de isko vapas undar.  

 

00:56:02 

Farhan: Raju ne train ka dikka badal 

diya. Ab vo Chatur ke saath safar karne 

nikal parda. Hindi ka “safar” nahi, 
Angrezi ka safar. S-U-F-F-E-R. Chatur 

ko sab “Silencer” bulate the. Mind ko 

sharp karne ke liye koi Bengali baba ka 

churan khata tha, phir silently garam 

havai chodta tha. 

 

 

Must we do whatever he says? “All is 

well, all is well.” You can be his flunky, 
I won’t. 
Hey now you’re crossing the line. 
 

No, I’m drawing the line. Because I have 
to support my family. Mom’s entire 
pension goes to Dad’s medicines. 
Kammo’s wedding isn’t happening 
because the groom’s family wants eight 

hundred. For the past five years, Mom 

hasn’t bought one new sari. 
 

Man, what can we say now that you’ve 
brought your mom’s saris into the 
argument? 

By the way, how many saris per year is 

reasonable? 

Don’t make fun of Mom. 
Raju, we will study with all our hearts, 

but not just for grades. To quote a Wise 

One, “Study to be accomplished, not 
affluent. Follow excellence, and success 

will chase you, pants down.” 

 

 

 

What Wise One says this? Guru 

Ranchhoddas? Go die. 

Whoa, whoa man, Raju, don’t stress, 

man. We will top the class, man. 

Nothing is impossible. 

Nothing is impossible, huh? Shove this 

[toothpaste] back inside [the tube]. 

 

 

Raju got onto another train. His travails 

with Chatur began. Yes, not travels, 

travails. Everyone called Chatur 

“Silencer.” To sharpen his mind he 
popped pills from a local Bengali quack, 

then silently let out lethal farts. 
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Chatur: I didn’t do it… Raju? 

 

00:57:08 

Dubey: “Chamatkar” ka matlab hai… 

Chatur: Matlab nahi chahiye, Dubey ji. 

Me yaad kar lenge, I’ll memorize it! 

 

00:58:53 

Rancho: Ah, hello ji, haan ji, me kahaa 

tha? 

Chatur: Aapne bola ki gate ke bahar… 
Mere maut… 

Rancho: Haan. Dekho jab tum gate ke 

bahar nikaloge, tab samne tumhe ek 

signal dikhega. Traffic signal. 

Chatur: Traffic signal. Haan, ok, ok. 

Rancho: Jab vo signal lal ho jayega, 

yani ki red, tab sari ghariya rukh jayegi. 

Chatur: Ok, ok, phir? 

Rancho: Tum dhyan se road cross 

karna. Vo kya hai na beta, aajkal traffic 

bahut zyada hai. To kabhi ghari-vari se 

takra gaye to maut bhi ho sakti hai. 

Chatur: What nonsense! I know that! 

Rancho: Ah, you know that? Very good 

beta. Tab to tum safe ho. Shabash 

shabash! 

 

01:04:25 

Farhan: Unbelievable! Tu to poet hai 

yaar, Rancho. How did you think of this, 

man? 

Rancho: Kya mazaa aaya yaar. Bichare 

ko kuch idea nahi tha. 

Chatur: You swines! Mene tumhara kya 

bigharde hai? 

Rancho: Arrey, sorry yaar. Personally 

mat le yaar. 

Chatur: Personally lounga. Chatur 

Ramalingam ye insult nahi bhulega. I’ll 
think of it every minute, every second of 

my life.  

Rancho: Yaar, chord na yaar, actually 

kya hai, ham logue Raju ko demo de 

rahe the—ki ratta mar ke mat pardo. 

 

 

 

 

“Chamatkar” means… 

I don’t want the meaning, Mister Dubey. 
I’ll memorize it! 
 

 

Ah, hello, yes, where was I? 

 

You said that outside the gate… I might 
die… 

Yes. As you come out of the gate, you 

will see a traffic signal in front of you.  

 

Traffic signal. Yes, ok, ok. 

When that signal turns red, then all the 

cars will stop. 

Ok, ok, then? 

Then cross the road with caution. 

Because son, these days traffic is very 

heavy. If some car hit you, you could 

die. 

 

Ah, you know that? Very good son. 

Then you’re safe. Well done! 
 

 

 

Unbelievable! You’re a poet Rancho. 
How did you think of this, man? 

 

That was so fun man. He didn’t know 
what hit him. 

You swines! What did I ever do to you? 

 

Sorry man, don’t take it personally. 
 

I will take it personally. Chatur 

Ramalingam will never forget this insult. 

I’ll think of it every minute, every 
second of my life.  

Let it go, man, we were giving Raju a 

demo—don’t cram blindly.  
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Kuch samajh ke pardo yaar. Science ke 

mazaa luto yaar.  

 

01:05:24 

Rancho: Success ke piche mat bagh. 

Itna accha engineer ban ki success tere 

piche baghe, yaar. 

Chatur: These ideals don’t work in the 
real world, Chanchad. Tu teri train 

pakard, me meri train pakardta hu. Das 

sal ke baad isi station pe vapas ayenge. 

Aaj hi ke din. Dekhenge, kon zyada 

successful hu. Tum ya me.  

 

01:06:28  

Pia: Ese expensive gifts ki mujhe aadat 

nahi hai, Suhas. 

Suhas: Aadat dal do, Pia. You’re gonna 
be Suhas Tandon’s wife. Where’s the 
bill, man? 

 

01:07:10 

Rancho: Kyunki vo college nahi, factory 

chala raha hai. Jisse her sal “ghade” 
manufacture hote hai. Vo dekho, vo, 

tumhara ghada. 

Pia: How dare you call him a ghada! 

Rancho: To aur kya boloun? Pehele 

engineering ki, uske baad MBA kiya, 

uske baad America jaake, bank pe nokri 

kar raha hai. Agar bank me nokri karni 

thi, to engineering kehe ke liye kiya. Ese 

ghado ke liye life sirf ek profit aur loss 

statement hota hai. Tumme profit nazar 

aa raha hai. Director ki beti ho, doctor 

banne vali ho, uski image ke liye accha 

hai, vagera vagera. Usko tumse koi 

lagav nahi hai. 

Pia: Tum samajhte kya ho apne aapko? 

Kya matlab Suhas ko mujhme interest 

nahi hai, huh?  

Rancho: Arrey! Oh, nayi ghadi hai? Ek 

minute. Demo dikhana parta hai. Hey 

Suhas! 

Suhas: Kahaan thi? I’ve been looking 
for you. 

Understand and enjoy the wonders of 

science. 

 

 

Don’t chase success. Become a good 
engineer and then success will chase 

you. 

These ideals don’t work in the real 
world, [Rancho] Chanchad. You take 

your train, I’ll take my train. In ten 

years, we will come back to this station. 

On this very day. We will see who is 

more successful, you or me. 

 

 

I’m not used to such expensive gifts, 
Suhas. 

Get used to it, Pia. You’re gonna be 
Suhas Tandon’s wife. Where’s the bill, 
man? 

 

 

Because it’s not a college, he’s running a 
factory. Every year he manufactures 

asses. Look at that, it’s your ass [Suhas]. 
 

How dare you call him an ass! 

What more can I say? First engineering, 

after that MBA, then he becomes a 

banker in the USA because it makes 

more money. Life is just a profit-loss 

statement to this ass. He sees profit in 

you, so he’s with you. You’re a 
director’s daughter, going to be a doctor, 
it’s good for his image, etc. It’s not you 
he cares for. 

 

 

You think you understand everything? 

What do you mean, Suhas has no interest 

in me? 

A new watch? One minute. I will give 

you a demo. Hey Suhas!  

 

Where were you? I’ve been looking for  
for you. 
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Rancho: Ghadi ghum gayi uski yaar. 

Durd rahi hai bechari. 

Suhas: What? You lost the watch? 

Rancho: Arrey koi nahi yaar. Nayi le 

lena. 

Suhas: Arrey char lakh ki thi! 

Rancho: Sha! Char lakh! Meri to dhai 

so ki hai yaar, lekin time vahi batati hai. 

Suhas: Shut up. How could you be so 

careless, Pia? This callous attitude is 

disgusting, it’s disrespectful. That was a 
limited edition watch you just lost. Free 

me mili to bas! Ab dinner pe pehena apni 

vo eighteenth century ki ghadi! Kya? 

Kya ghur rahi ho? Haan, lo, lo, ab rona 

shuru. Real mature, Pia. I can’t handle 
this. Ab rona bund karo aur durd do! 

 

01:09:05 

Pia: Get lost! 

Rancho: Yaar, bahut shor ho raha hai 

yahaa pe? Yaar ye mujhe “thank you” 
bol rahi hai, mujhe “get lost” sunayi de 

raha hai. 

Pia: Me hi “get lost” bol rahi hu. 

Rancho: Arrey, itna kya bhardak rahi 

ho! Tumhe pata hai actually tujhe bhi 

uske saath pyaar tha hi nahi. 

Pia: What do you mean? 

Rancho: Matlab ye ki jab vo tumhare 

samne aata hai tumhe kabhi esa laga ki 

havai chalne lagi, slow motion me 

dupatta urdne laga hai, ya asman me 

chand kuch zyada bara ho gaya? 

Pia: Ese sirf filmo me hota hai, real life 

me nahi. 

Rancho: Arrey nahi, nahi, real life me 

bhi hota hai. Insano ke saath pyaar 

karegi to hoga. Ghado ke saath nahi 

hota hai. 

 Hello? Kya? Oh god. Ok, ok.  

Me aata hu. Yeah, bye, bye. Hey! Tum 

medical student na? Mujhe tumhari help 

chahiye, it’s an emergency, please, 

please. 

 

She lost her watch, man. She’s looking 
for it. 

 

Oh it’s nothing man. Get a new one. 
 

It was 400,000 [rupees]! 

Whoa! 400,000! Mine is 250 [rupees] 

but it keeps the same time. 

Shut up. How could you be so careless, 

Pia? This callous attitude is disgusting, 

it’s disrespectful. That was a limited 
edition watch you just lost. Now wear 

your ancient piece of junk at dinner. 

What are you staring at? Here come the 

tears. Real mature, Pia. I can’t handle 
this. Stop crying and look! 

 

 

 

 

Is it loud here, man? She’s saying “thank 
you” and I hear “get lost.” 

 

 

I am saying, “get lost.” 

Don’t get so uptight! You know that you 

never actually loved him.  

 

 

When you see him, do the winds whisper 

a melody? Does your scarf fly in slow 

motion? Does the moon appear very big? 

 

 

This only happens in films, not in real 

life. 

Oh no, no, it also happens in real life. It 

will happen if you love a person. It 

won’t happen with asses. (Answers 

phone)  

Hello? What? Oh god. Ok, ok.  

I’m coming. Yeah, bye, bye. (To Pia) 
Hey! You’re a medical student, right? I 
need your help, please, it’s an 
emergency. 
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Pia: What? 

Rancho: Meri saath challo, please. 

Arrey yaar, tum doctor logue kya kasam 

khate ho… Ki kabhi patient ko na nahi 

bolenge… Vo kya bolte hain usko… 

Hippocratic Oath… Haan? Meri help 

karo yaar, it’s an emergency, please. 
 

Pia: To meri behen ki shaadi me 

ghusaye, meri engagement todh di, Dad 

tumhari vaje se B.P. ki gholiya kha rahe 

hain, aur me yahaa tumhari help kar 

rahi hu! Unbelievable! Ye Hippocrates ki 

to me… sale ne laga di doctoro ki. 

 

01:10:37 

Raju’s Mother: Ambulance ko do gunte 

pehele phone kiya tha. Aajib desh hai 

hamara, pizza this minute me ponch me 

guarantee hai. Lekin ambulance? 

Pia: Hospitalize karna parega. Urgently. 

 

01:11:26 

Raju: Kamine, Baba ko scooter pe le 

aaya? 

Rancho: To kya speed post se bhejta? 

Raju: Ey! Baba ke profession me nahi 

jaane ka! Kahaa hai? 

Rancho: Arrey! Doctor se puch. 

Doctor: It was a close call, Pia. Do dhai 

minute aur deri ho jaati, we would have 

lost him. Accha kiya jo ambulance ke 

liye be nahi kiya, scooter pe hi le aaye. 

Accha me ab chalna hu, kuch problem 

ho to mujhe phone karna, ok? 

 

Pia: Okay. 

Doctor: Bye. 

Raju: Rancho… Thank you yaar. 

 

01:13:21 

Rancho: Hey! Happy Independence 

Day, yaar! 

 

 

 

 

Come with me, please. Come on man, 

what is that oath you doctors take… 
That you will never say no to a patient… 
What is it called… Hippocratic Oath… 
Right? Help me, it’s an emergency, 
please.  

(On the scooter) 

You crashed my sister’s wedding, ruined 
my engagement, Dad is popping blood 

pressure pills because of you, and here I 

am helping you! Unbelievable! This 

Hippocrates has really done us doctors 

in. 

 

 

He called the ambulance two hours ago. 

In this country of ours, pizza is 

guaranteed to arrive in thirty minutes. 

But an ambulance? 

He needs hospitalization. Urgently. 

 

 

What the hell, you brought Dad on a 

scooter? 

Should I have sent him by courier? 

Hey! No jokes about Dad’s profession. 
Where is he? 

Ask the doctor. 

(Walking by, to Pia) It was a close call, 

Pia. Two or three minutes more and we 

would have lost him. It’s good that you 
didn’t wait for an ambulance and 
brought him on the scooter. Alright I’m 
going, call me if there’s any problem, 
ok? 

 

 

Rancho… Thank you, man. 
 

 

Hey! Happy Independence Day, man! 
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Pia: Lekin aaj pandra August nahi hai. 

Rancho: Tumhari liye to hai. Ab tum jab 

chaho apni maa ki ghadi pehen sakti ho. 

Koi nahi bolega ke eighteenth century ke 

ghadi kyu peheni hai and all that. Bye! 

Pia: Hey… Tumne kaise pata ki vo meri 

maa ki ghadi thi? 

Rancho: Behen ki shaadi me ladki upar 

se niche tak ban-tan ke ho. Sirf haath me 

ghadi purani ho, kya matlab hota hai? 

Us din tum apni maa ko bahut miss kar 

rahi thi, na? 

Pia: Haan. 

Rancho: Tumhari maa bahut khubsurat 

rahi hongi, na? 

Pia: Haan. Tumhe kaise pata? 

Rancho: Aapne bap ko dekha hai? “Life 
is a race. If you don’t run fast, you’ll be 
like a broken unda. Like a cuckoo bird.” 

 

01:18:48  

Farhan: Arrey yaar, unko yahaa akele 

chord ke kaise ja sakte hain? 

Pia: Me hu, yahaa doctors hain, tin 

gunte ki to baat hai. Challo, mera  

scooter le to jao. Come on, it’s getting 
late! 

 

01:19:45 

Rancho: Sir, panch minute, sir. Ham 

aadha gunte late aaye the. It was an 

emergency sir, please, please.  

Farhan: Examiner ne hame ese dekha 

jese hamne uski dono kidneys mang li 

ho. Ham phir bhi likhta rahe, aur vo 

papers ko roll number se arrange karne 

me, busy ho gaya. 

Rancho: Okay, sir. 

Examiner: Aap late ho gaye. Me nahi le 

sakta hai. 

Farhan: Sir, please sir! 

Rancho: Sir, aap jante hai ham kon hai? 

Examiner: Prime Minister ka bete ho to 

bhi, I will not accept your paper. 
 

 

But today isn’t August fifteenth.  
For you it is. Now you are free to wear 

your mother’s watch. Nobody can ask 
why you are wearing an eighteenth 

century watch and all that. Bye! 

Hey… How do you know that it was my 
mother’s watch? 

At your sister’s wedding, you were 
dressed head to toe in nice clothes. Only 

the watch on your hand was old, what 

could it mean? You really missed your 

mother that day, didn’t you? 

Yes. 

Your mother was very beautiful, wasn’t 
she? 

Yes. How do you know? 

Seen your dad? (Mimicking V.S.) Life is 

a race, if you don’t run fast you’ll be like 
a broken egg. Like a cuckoo bird. 

 

 

How can we leave him [Raju’s father] 
alone here? 

I’m here, doctors are here, it’s a matter 
of three hours. Come on, take my 

scooter. Come on, it’s getting late! 
 

 

 

Sir, five minutes. We started half an 

hour late. It was an emergency sir, 

please. 

The examiner looked at us like we had 

asked for both of his kidneys. We kept 

writing, and he continued arranging the 

answer papers by roll number. 

 

(Hands in paper). 

You are late. I can’t accept these 
[exams]. 

 

Sir, do you know who we are? 

Even if you are the Prime Minister’s 
son, I will not accept your paper. 
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Rancho: Sir, aap ko hamara nam aur 

roll number pata hai? 

Examiner: Nahi… kon ho tum logue? 

Rancho: Nahi pata hai. Bagh, bagh, 

bagh, bagh! 

Examiner: Hey! Tumhara roll number 

kya hai? 

 

01:22:53 

Rancho: Sir, ye rank ke hisab se betna 

zaruri hai sir? 

V.S.: Kya tumhe koi problem hai? 

Rancho: Sir mujhe to pure grading 

system se hi problem hai sir. Esa lagta 

koi caste system hai. A-grade students: 

badshah, C-grade students: gulam. It’s 
not nice sir.  

V.S.: Tumhare pas koi behtar upay hai? 

Rancho: Haan. Hai na, sir. Sir result jo 

hai na, vo notice board pe lagana hi nahi 

chahiye sir. Kisi ki kamiya, kisi ki 

khaamiya, ham kyu khule aam sabke 

samne pesh karen? Abhi sir, agar aapke 

blood test me, hemoglobin kam nikale, to 

doctor aapko tonic dega, ya aapke report 

TV pe dikhayega? You see sir? 

V.S.: So basically what you are saying 

is, ki me one by one sabke room me 

jaon, aur kaan me result boloun? 

“You’ve come first!” “Aap second 

aaye.” “Oh, I’m so sorry, you have 
failed ho gaye.” 

Rancho: Nahi sir, mera matlab vo nahi 

tha lekin, kya hai, grade creates divide 

sir, divide. Abhi dekhiye me first aaya 

hu, me aapke saath me beta hu. Mere 

dost pichare aaya last hain, to unko 

piche to dal diya hai, kone me.  

V.S.: Kam se kam kone me bete hai. 

Tumhari saath rehenge, to next time 

photo se bahar hi ho jayenge. Na pass 

hounge, na koi company unhe jobs degi. 

Rancho: Job to mil jayega sir. Koi to 

company hogi jo machino ko nahi, 

insano ko nokri de. Esa nahi hai sir, job 

mil jayega sir. I guarantee. 

Sir, do you know our names and roll 

numbers? 

No… who are you? 

He doesn’t know. (Scrambles all exams). 
Run, run, run, run! 

Hey! What’s your roll number? 

 

 

 

Sir, is this seating according to rank 

necessary? 

Do you have a problem with it? 

Sir, I think the whole grading system is a 

problem. It’s like a caste system. A 
students masters, C students slaves. It’s 
not nice sir. 

 

Do you have a better idea? 

Yes, I have one sir. The results should 

not be displayed on the notice board. 

Why do we publicize everyone’s flaws? 
If, in your blood test, your hemoglobin is 

low, will the doctor give you medicine 

or air your report on TV? You see sir? 

 

 

So basically what you are saying is that 

one by one I should go to every room 

and whisper the result in their ears? 

“You’ve come first!” “You’ve come 
second.” “Oh, I’m so sorry, you have 
failed.” 

No sir, that wasn’t what I meant, it’s that 
grades create a divide sir. Look, I have 

come first, so I am sitting next to you. 

My friends have come last, so they are 

sitting in the back, in the corner. 

At least they’re in the corner. If they stay 
with you, then next time they will be out 

of the photo. They won’t pass, nor will 
any company give them jobs. 

 

They will get jobs, sir. There must be 

some company that gives jobs to men 

instead of machines. This won’t 
happen sir, they will find jobs. I 
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V.S.: You guarantee it? You guarantee 

it? 

Rancho: Bet, sir? Bet? 

V.S.: Govind! 

Govind: Ji sir. 

V.S.: Un dono me se ek ko bhi campus 

interview me job mile na… 

Govind: Haan… 

V.S.: To mere mujh kat de. 

Rancho: Sha…  
Govind: Theek hai, sir. 

Rancho: Sir! 

V.S.: Happy? 

Photographer: Ready? Smile please! 

Rancho: Happy, sir. 

 

01:24:50  

Farhan: Sale septic tank! Phir churan 

khaya tune? 

Chatur: I didn’t do it… 

Farhan/Raju/Chatur: Raju? 

Farhan: Ay, bahut purani pehechan hai 

in garam havao se. 

Raju: Global warming ke liye yahi 

kamina responsible hai. Ooh I can’t take 
it! 

 

01:26:11 

Raju: Hey Chatur, tera churan ka 

dabba.  

Chatur: Oh thanks, kahaa mile? 

Raju: Pocket me tha.  

Chatur: Hey how dare you! That’s my 
pant!  

Raju: Abey kya tera aur kya mera. Gita 

me likha hai sab sabka hai. 

 

Chatur: Hey shut up! Pant uttaro!  

 

Raju: Kya kar raha hai yaar? Logue 

galat interpret karenge, pagal sale! Ey! 

 

Chatur: I want it now! 

 

 

guarantee. 

 

 

 

 

Yes, sir. 

If even one of them gets a job during the 

campus interviews… 

Yes… 

Then shave off my mustache. 

Whoa… 

Ok, sir. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Septic tank! Are you popping pills 

again? 

 

 

Oh, this fart is a familiar old stink. 

 

He is responsible for global warming. 

Ooh I can’t take it! 
 

 

 

Hey Chatur, your pills. (Throws pills to 

Chatur) 

Oh thanks, where did you find them? 

In the pocket [of the pants]. 

Hey how dare you! Those are my pants! 

 

Hey, what’s yours is mine. The 
[Bhagavad] Gita says that everything 

belongs to everyone. 

Hey shut up! Take off the pants! (pulls 

on pants) 

What are you doing man? People will 

take this the wrong way, you’re crazy! 
Hey! 

I want them now! 
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01:29:01 

Chatur: Hey! How dare you open this! I 

got this from San Francisco! Handmade 

biscuit hai. Specially for Mister 

Phunsukh Wangdu. 

Raju: Phunsukh Bangdu. Arrey ye kon 

hai? 

Chatur: Arrey, not Bangdu. Wangdu. 

W, W. Phunsukh Wangdu. Do you know 

who that is? He’s a great scientist. Four 
hundred patents. The world wants him. 

Ek sal se chase kar raha hu ab jakhe 

meeting fix hue hai. You know, once he 

signs the deal with my company, I’ll be 
huge. Huge! 

Raju: Abey Wangdu ki aarthi utarna 

band kar aur ye bata ki tere ko Rancho 

ka ye address mila kahaa se? 

Chatur: You should be thanking 

Phunsukh Wangdu. Usse ki vaje se 

Rancho ka clue mila. Ye dekho. Meri 

secretary Tracy last month yahaa aayi 

thi Mister Wangdu se meeting karne. 

Tracy ko Phunsukh ka appointment to 

nahi mila, par mujhe Rancho mil gaya. 

Mene Shimla ki phone directory check 

ki, usme nam tha Chanchad, 

Ranchhoddas.  

 

01:30:12  

Real Rancho: I’m sorry Papa. Me aapki 

akhri iccha puri nahi kar paya. Aap 

bolte rahe Haridwar le chalo, Haridwar 

le chalo, aur me highway ka tender 

khulna ka wait karta raha. Vahaa tender 

khula, aur yahaa aapne ankhe bund kar 

li. I am so sorry Papa. I could not be a 

good son. 

Farhan: Arrey kya bol rahe hai yaar tu? 

Tu itna bara engineer bana. Degree 

divar par latki hai. You were a very 

good son! 

 

01:31:20  

Real Rancho: Der so acre ki property 

hai. Bheja ura ke kahi kone me dafna  

 

Hey! How dare you open this! I got this 

from San Francisco! They’re handmade 

cookies. Special for Mister Phunsukh 

Wangdu. 

Phunsukh Bangdu? Who’s that? 

 

Not Bangdu, Wangdu. W, W. Phunsukh 

Wangdo. Do you know who that is? 

He’s a great scientist. Four hundred 
patents. The world wants him. I had to 

chase him for a year to get an 

appointment. You know, once he signs 

the deal with my company, I’ll be huge. 
Huge! 

Forget Wandgu and tell where you found 

Rancho’s address. 
 

You should be thanking Phunsukh 

Wangdu. He led me to Rancho. Look at 

this. Last month my secretary Tracy 

came here to set up meeting with Mister 

Wangdu. Tracy didn’t get the 
appointment with Phunsukh, but I found 

Rancho. I checked the Shimla directory 

and found the name Chanchad, 

Ranchhoddas. 

 

 

 

I’m sorry Papa. I couldn’t fulfill your 
last wish. You kept saying, “Let’s go to 
Haridwar, let’s go to Haridwar,” and I 
waited until the highway tender opened. 

When the tender opened, then you 

closed your eyes. I am so sorry Papa. I 

could not be a good son.  

 

Hey what are you saying, man? You 

became such a great engineer. Your 

degree is on the wall. You were a very 

good son! 

 

 

This is a 150 acre property. If I shoot 

and bury you in some corner, no one  
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dounga, kisi ko pata bhi nahi chalega. 

Get the point? Now get lost.  

 

01:32:47  

Farhan: Khali kar denge, khali kar 

denge, me kehe raha hu, khali kar 

denge! 

Real Rancho: Nahi! Nahi, nahi, hands 

up. 

 

01:35:43 

Chatur: Hey what the hell is going on? 

Ye gun wala aadmi kon hai? 

Raju: Bahut complicated story hai bina 

subtitle kiya. Tere ko nahi samajh 

aayegi. 

Farhan: Ignore karo.  

Chatur: Ham kahaa ja rahe hain? 

Farhan: Ladakh. 

Chatur: Ladakh? Why? 

Farhan: Rancho se milne. 

Chatur: Vo Ladakh me hai? Vahaa kya 

kar rahe hai? 

Farhan: Pata nahi. Lekin ye koi school 

ka address hai. 

Chatur: School teacher? Master ji. I’m 
vice president of Rockledge 

Corporation, aur vo, “A for apple, B for 
ball.” 

Raju: “D for Donkey,” man.  
Chatur: Next week me Phunsukh 

Wangdu ke saath multimillion-dollar 

deal sign karounga, aur vo, “A for 
Apple, B for Ball.” 

 

01:36:51 

V.S.: Moon pe kadam rakhne vala 

pehele insan kon tha? Obviously it is 

Neil Armstrong, we all know it. Lekin 

dusra kon tha? Don’t waste your time, 
it’s not important. Nobody remembers 
the man who ever came in second. Do 

mehine baad, chabbis companyan is 

campus me ayenge, aapko jobs offer 

karne ke liye. Uska matlab hai ki aapko 

final exams ke pehele aapke haath me  

will notice. Get the point? Now get lost. 

 

 

 

We will empty it, we will empty it, I’m 
telling you, we will empty it! 

 

No! No, no, hands up. 

 

 

 

Hey, what the hell is going on? Who was 

that man with the gun? 

It’s a very complicated story, and 
without subtitles. You won’t understand. 
 

Ignore. 

Where are we going? 

 

 

To meet Rancho. 

He’s in Ladakh? What is he doing there? 

 

I don’t know. But this is the address of a 
school. 

School teacher? Master sir. I’m vice 
president of Rockledge Corporation, and 

he, “A for apple, B for ball.” 

 

 

Next week I will sign a multimillion-

dollar deal with Phunsukh Wangdu, and 

he, “A for Apple, B for Ball.” 

 

 

 

Who was the first man on the moon? 

Obviously it’s Neil Armstrong, we all 
know it. But who was second? Don’t 
waste your time, it’s not important. 
Nobody ever remembers the man who 

came in second. In two months, twenty-

six companies will come to this campus 

to offer jobs to you. This means that 

before your final exams, you will have 

jobs in your hands. This is your last lap, 
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jobs hounge. This is your last lap, my 

friends. Put the metal on the petal.  

Accelerate dabao, go out there and make 

history. Any questions? Yes? 

Raju: Sir, ah, suppose kisi student ko job 

mil jaye, aur, ah, vo finals me ek do 

marks se fail ho jaye, to kya, job rehegi, 

ya… 

V.S.: Very good question. Aur koi hai 

jiske man me ye saval utta hai? As 

expected. Please come on stage, 

everybody give them a big hand, come 

on stage. Aiye, aiye, don’t waste my 
time. Pichle char sal se ye ICE ke sabse 

consistent student rehe hai, kyunki hai 

consistently her exam me last aaye. 

Come, my geniuses, come. In do 

geniuses ke brains ko nikal ke ham 

bazaar le bhejenge to bahut accha price 

ayega, kyunki ye unused brains hai, 

kabhi istemal hi nahi kiye. And to 

answer their question, inke pass ya fail 

hone se inke jobs pe koi asar nahi parne 

vala. Kyunki unko jobs mile vale nahi. I 

guarantee it. Unka nam gold me likha 

jayega, “Farhanitrate” and 
“Prerajulisation.” Give them a big hand 
please, everybody. 

 

01:39:07  

Farhan: Sale ne pura balatkar kar diya. 

Samuhik balatkar, you know? In front of 

sab ke samne.  

Raju: Bhagvan! Me non-veg chord 

dounga. Hazaro agarbattiya jalounga, 

bas ek kaam kar de—Virus ko is duniya 

se utale. 

 

01:39:47  

Rancho: Ey, pata hai me first kyu aata 

hu?  

Farhan: Kyu? 

Rancho: Kyunki mujhe machino se 

pyaar hai. Engineering mera passion 

hai, passion. Tera passion pata hai kya 

hai? 

my friends. Put the metal on the petal. 

Accelerate! Go out there and make 

history. Any questions? Yes? 

 

Sir, suppose some student gets a job, and 

fails the finals by one or two points? 

Would he keep the job, or… 

 

Very good question. Does anyone else 

have the same question? (Farhan raises 

hand). As expected. Please come on 

stage, everybody give them a big hand, 

come on stage. Come, come, don’t waste 
my time. For the past four years these 

have been ICE’s most consistent 

students, because they are consistently 

last in every exam. Come, my geniuses, 

come. These two geniuses’ brains would 
sell for a very good price at the market, 

because they are unused brains. And to 

answer their question, whether they pass 

or fail won’t affect their jobs. Because 

they won’t get jobs. I guarantee it. Their 
names will be written in gold, 

“Farhanitrate” and “Prerajulisation.” 
Give them a big hand please, everybody. 

 

 

 

 

He screwed us. Completely screwed us, 

you know? In front of everyone. 

 

God! I will become vegetarian! I will 

light a thousand incense sticks, just do 

one thing—delete Virus from the world. 

 

 

 

Hey, do you know why I come in first? 

 

Why? 

Because I love machines. Engineering is 

my passion. Do you know what your 

passion is? (Grabs Farhan’s bag) 
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Farhan: Ab vo mera bag hai. 

Rancho: Ey, chup rahe. 

Farhan: Tu kya kar raha hai, Rancho? 

Abey, arrey! 

Rancho: Tera passion ye hai, ye, ye, ye. 

Ye letter jakhe post kar.  

Raju: Arrey lekin hai kya vo? 

Farhan: Arrey! 

Rancho: Panch sal pehele usne ye khat 

likha tha. Apne favorite wildlife 

photographer ko. Andre… 

Farhan: Istvan. 

Rancho: Haan, Istvan. Uske pas jakhe, 

Hungary jakhe kaam sikhna chahata tha 

vo. Lekin apne bap, Hitler Qureshi ko, 

dar se usne kabhi ye letter post hi nahi 

kiya… Arrey, engineering chord, aur 

wildlife photographer ban. Vo kaam kar 

jisme tera talent hai. Agar Lata 

Mangeshkar ke father ne usko bola hota 

ki tu fast bowler ban ja, ya Sachin 

Tendulkar ke father ne usko bola hota ki 

tu singer ban ja, to soch aaj vo kahaa 

hote.  

 

01:42:11 

Rancho: Kya tum logue kahaa ka kahaa 

connection join kar rahe ho, yaar? 

Raju: Full connection hai baba! 

 

 

01:44:05 

Rancho: Tumhare saath scooter pe 

bitaiye vo bais minute… meri zindagi ke 

sabse khubsurat bais minute the. Me 

apni puri life tumhare saath scooter pe 

bita sakta hu. 

Mona: Wow. 

Rancho: Pata hai, tum roz dulhan ke 

costume me scooter par bet kar meri 

sapno me aati ho. Ghunghat ki jagah 

apna helmet utati ho, aur mujhe kiss 

karne meri pas aati ho, lekin vo kiss ho 

nahi pati yaar. 

Mona: Kyu? 

 

That’s my bag. 
Hey, shut up. 

What are you doing Rancho. Hey! 

 

This is your passion, this. Go post this 

letter. 

Hey, what’s that? 

Hey! 

Five years ago he wrote this letter. To 

his favorite wildlife photographer. 

Andre… 

 

Yes, Istvan. He wanted to go and train 

with him in Hungary. But in fear of his 

dad, Hitler Qureshi, he never sent the 

letter… Quit engineering, and become a 
wildlife photographer. Do the work 

you’re talented at. If Lata Mangeshkar’s 
father had said, “you will become a fast 
[cricket] bowler,” or Sachin Tendulkar’s 
father had said, “you will be a singer,” 
just think about where they would be. 

 

 

 

 

From where are you connecting these 

things, man? 

There’s a deep connection, Your 
Holiness. 

 

 

Those twenty-two minutes on the 

scooter with you… They were the most 

enchanting twenty-two minutes of my 

life. I could spend my whole life with 

you on the scooter. 

 

Do you know, every night you ride into 

my dreams on your scooter, dressed as a 

bride. Instead of a veil, you lift your 

helmet and come close to kiss me. But 

that kiss doesn’t happen. 
 

Why? 
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Rancho: Kyunki nakh beech me aa 

jaate, aur phir me jag jaata hu. 

Mona: Nakh beech me nahi aati hai, 

stupid! 

 

01:45:17 

Mona: Pia, isse kiss karke bata ki nakh 

beech me nahi aati hai! Meri permission 

hai tujhe, kiss him yaar, he’s so cute! 
 

01:45:37 

Mona: Pata hai jab tum baat kare the, 

na, he kicked! First time! 

Rancho: He? Tumne kisi malum ke vo 

he hai ya she? 

Mona: Papa ne jyotish se puccha tha, he 

wanted to know ki ghar me engineer aa 

raha hai, ya doctor. 

Rancho: Matlab? 

Pia: Matlab, larka vo hai to engineer, 

larki bhi to doctor. 

Rancho: Ohey Champ, tu undar hi rahe 

bhai. Bahar bahut circus hai. Koi circus 

ka ringmaster hai tere nana. Vo hunter 

ghumayega aur bolega, “Bagho, life is a 

race. Bagho, engineer bano.” Lekin tu 

vohi banana jo tera dil bole. Zyada 

darayega, na, apne dil pe rakhna, aur 

bola, “all is well.”  
Mona: He kicked! Phir se bolo, “all is 
well.”  
Rancho, Mona, Pia: All is well. 

Mona: Mara, mara! 

 

01:48:20 

V.S.: Raju Rastogi kahaa hai? 

Raju: Present, sir. Ohhh Hi! Everybody 

is here. Good morning, sir.  

V.S.: Kal raath tum kahaa the? 

Rancho: Sir, pardai karta tha sir. Full 

night pardai karta tha sir.  

Raju: Accha? 

V.S.: Really? 

Farhan: Haan sir, do raath se soya 

nahi, isliye esa dikh raha hai, sir. 

 

Because the noses collide, and then I 

wake up. 

The noses don’t collide, stupid! 
 

 

 

Pia, kiss him to show that the noses 

don’t collide! You have my permission. 
Kiss him, he’s so cute! 
 

 

Do you know that when you were 

talking, he kicked! For the first time! 

He? How do you know if it’s a “he” or a 
“she”? 

Papa asked the astrologer, he wanted to 

know if an engineer or a doctor is 

coming into the house. 

What does that mean? 

It means a boy becomes an engineer, a 

girl becomes a doctor. 

(To baby) Hey Champ, stay inside there, 

brother. Out here it’s a circus, and your 
grandfather is the ringmaster. He will 

crack his whip and say, “Run, life is a 
race! Run, become an engineer!” But 
you should do exactly what your heart 

says. When you are very afraid, cover 

your heart and say, “all is well.” 

He kicked! Say it again, “all is well.” 

 

 

He kicked, he kicked! 

 

 

Where is Raju Rastogi? 

(Stands up, stumbles). 

 

Where were you last night? 

Sir, he was studying. He was studying 

all night, sir. 

Really? 

 

Yes sir, he hasn’t slept in two nights, 
that’s why he looks like this, sir. 
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Raju: Kya baat kar rahe ho? 

V.S.: Kya pardai kar rahe the? 

Raju: Umm… 

Rancho: Induction motor, sir. Induction 

motor. Uhh, full pard liye sir induction 

motor. 

Raju: Full pard? 

V.S.: In that case, Mister Raju Rastogi… 

Raju: Yes sir! 

V.S.: Can you tell us how an induction 

motor starts? 

Raju: (Bilabial vocalizations) 

V.S.: Stop it! 

 

Chatur: Sir, rum! 

V.S.: Mister Rastogi, let’s have a cup of 
tea in my office. 

 

Raju: Sir… 

V.S.: Close the door. Type karne aate 

hai? 

Raju: Haan, sir.  

V.S.: Mere liye letter type karoge? 

Raju: Definitely, sir. 

V.S.: Come sit. 

Raju: Sir, I’m sorry, sir. 
V.S.: Please type. Dear Sir, it is my 

painful duty to inform you that your son 

is rusticated… No, no, sorry, delete 
karo. Go back, go back. Your son, 

Mister Raju Rastogi, is rusticated from 

the Imperial College of Engineering. 

Come on, type, type, come on, go on. 

Raju: Papa mar jayenge, sir.  

V.S.: Please type! 

Raju: Sir, please, sir. 

V.S.: My decision is final and 

irrevocable. 

Raju: Vo zinda sirf isliye hai ki mujhe 

engineer banta dekh saken, sir. 

V.S.: Ye baat meri darvaze pe susu 

karne se pehele sochne chahiye the. 

 

01:53:00 

Pia: Rancho, us monitor ko dekh lo.  

 

What are you saying? 

What did you study? 

 

Induction motor, sir. Induction motor. 

Uhh, studied all about the induction 

motor. 

Studied it all? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Bottle clinks and rolls down steps) 

 

 

 

(In office) 

 

Close the door. Do you know how to 

type? 

Yes, sir. 

Will you type a letter for me? 

 

 

 

Please type. Dear Sir, it is my painful 

duty to inform you that your son is 

rusticated… No, no, sorry, delete. Go 
back, go back. Your son, Mister Raju 

Rastogi, is rusticated from the Imperial 

College of Engineering. Come on, type, 

type, come on, go on. 

It will kill Papa, sir. 

 

 

 

 

He lives only to see me become an 

engineer, sir. 

You should have thought of that before 

peeing on my door. 

 

 

Rancho, look at this monitor. Raju. His  
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Raju. Body shock ke vaje se paralyzed 

hai, par mind alert hai. Vo hamhe dekh 

sakta hai, sun sakta hai. Please auntie, 

uske samne rona nahi. Usse normally 

bate karo, motivate karo, joke sunao, 

kush rakho. 

 

01:53:55 

Rancho: Ey Raju, Farhan tujhse kuch 

bolna chata hai, webcam par, live. 

Hostel se. 

Farhan: Ye dekh. Virus ne tera 

suspension cancel kar diya hai. Problem 

solved. Chal ab to jag ja.  

Rancho: Ab sab solve ho gaya! Ohey, 

sun raha hai? 

 

01:58:05  

Nurse: Aapne taxi bulaiye hai?  

Raju: Mene bulaiye. 

Nurse: It’s waiting. 
Farhan: Thank you. Kyu? 

Raju: Job interview ke liye jaane. 

 

01:59:03 

Rancho: Tere photos usse bahut pasand 

aaya. Pagala gaya sala. Tujhe assistant 

banana chata hai.  

Pia: Ek sal ke liye Brazilian rainforest 

me kaam karne ke liye bulaya hai.  

Rancho: Kehete hai tujhe salary bhi 

dega.  

 

02:00:27 

Interviewer: Kya ho gaya, you had an 

accident? 

Raju: Sir, samne jo building hai na sir, 

me uske third floor se kud gaya tha, sir. 

Interviewer: Why? 

Raju: Kyunki mujhe rusticate kar di 

gaya tha. 

Interviewer: Kyu? 

Raju: Sir, mene nashe me director ke 

darvaze pe peshap kiya tha. 

 

 

body is paralyzed with shock, but his 

mind is alert. He can see and hear us. 

Please don’t cry in front of him, auntie. 

Speak to him normally, motivate him, 

joke around, stay happy. 

 

 

 

Hey Raju, Farhan has something to tell 

you, on the webcam, live, fom the 

hostel. 

Look at this. Virus cancelled your 

suspension. Problem solved. Come on, 

wake up now. 

Now everything is solved! Hey, are you 

listening? 

 

 

(To Farhan) Did you call a taxi? 

I called it. 

 

(To nurse) Thank you. (To Raju) Kyu? 

To go to the job interview. 

 

 

He liked your photos very much. He 

wants to make you his assistant. 

 

He has called you to work in the 

Brazilian rainforest for one year. 

He says he will even pay you a salary. 

 

 

 

What happened, you had an accident? 

 

Sir, see that building over there? I 

jumped from its third floor. 

 

Because I was expelled. 

 

Why? 

Sir, drunk, I urinated on the director’s 
door. 
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02:03:02  

Farhan: Abba, me aapko convince 

karna chata hu, par ye suicide ki talvar 

aapke sar pe latka kar nahi. Kya hoga, 

huh? Agar me photographer ban gaya. 

To kam paise kamounga na. Ghar chota 

hoga, ghari choti hogi. Par Abba, me 

kush rahounga. I will be really happy. 

Aap ke liye jo bhi karounga, dil se 

karounga. Aaj tak mene aapki her baat 

suni hai. Aaj bas ek baar mujhe apne dil 

ki baat sunane dijiye, na. Please Abba. 

Abba, Abba jaiye mat na, please! 

 

Mr. Qureshi: Isse vapas kar dena. Beta, 

tumhara vo professional camera kitne ka 

aayega? Is laptop ke against aa jayega, 

na? 

 

02:04:24 

Interviewer: Aapke marks consistently 

poor hain. Koi khas vaje? 

Raju: Dar, sir. Bachpan se bright 

student tha. Maa-Bap ko laga ye hamari 

gharibi mitaega. Me darne laga. Yahaa 

aaya to dekha race lagi hui hai. First 

nahi aaoge to koi janega bhi nahi. Me 

aur darne laga. Fear is not good for 

grades, sir. Puja karne laga. Puja kya, 

bhagvan se bhikh mangane laga. Ye de 

do, vo de do. Sola haridayo tuti, do 

mehine sochne ka moka mila. Tab baat 

samajh aayi. Sir, aaj mene bhagvan se 

nahi kehe ki mujhe ye job dena, mene 

sirf haath jore aur is life ke liye ‘thank 
you’ bola. Agar aap logue aaj mujhe 

reject kar dena, sir, to koi aqbas nahi. 

Kyunki me apni life ke saath kuch na 

kuch dang ka to kar hi lounga, sir.  

Interviewer: Dekhiye, aapka itna frank 

behavior hamari company ke liye theek 

nahi hai. Clients ko handle karne ke liye 

hum ek diplomatic aadmi ki zarurat hai, 

aap kuch zyada hi straightforward hai. 

But agar aap humhe bharosa dilayen ki 

 

 

Dad, I want to convince you, but not by 

putting a suicide threat on your head. 

What will happen, huh? If I become a 

wildlife photographer. I will earn less 

money. My house will be small, my car 

will be small. But dad, I will be happy. I 

will be really happy. What I do for you, I 

will do out of love. Until today I have 

listened to everything you have said. Just 

once, please let me listen to my heart. 

Please, Dad. (Father get up, walks 

away). Dad, Dad, don’t go, please!  
 

(Closes laptop) Return this. Son, how 

much is your professional camera? This 

laptop can be exchanged for it, right? 

 

 

 

Your marks are consistently poor. Any 

reason? 

Fear, sir. Since childhood I was a bright 

student. My parents hoped I’d end their 
poverty. That scared me. Here I saw the 

race. You don’t count if you’re not first. 
My fear grew. Fear is not good for 

grades, sir. I prayed to God for favors… 
No, begged for favors. Give me this, 

give me that. Sixteen broken bones gave 

me two months to think and reflect. 

Finally, I understood. Today I didn’t beg 
God for this job, just thanked him for 

this life. If you reject me, no regrets, I 

will still do something worthwhile with 

my life. 

 

 

 

Look, such frank behavior is not good 

for our company. We need someone 

diplomatic to handle clients. You’re too 
straightforward. But if you assure us that 

you’ll control this attitude, then we may 
consider you. 
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 aap apne is attitude ko control kar sakte 

hai, to kuch ho sakta hai. 

Raju: Dono tange turva ke apne puro pe 

khara hona sikha hai, sir. Bari mushkil 

se aaye hai ye attitude. Nahi hoga, sir. 

Aap apni nokri rakh lijiye, ah, me apna 

attitude rakh leta hu. I’m sorry, don’t 
mind sir.  

 

02:08:50 

Pia: Dad, that’s not fair. 
V.S.: Everything is fair in love and war! 

And this is World War… Three. Rastogi 

tu to gaya. 

 

02:09:30 

Rancho: Ye kya hai? 

Pia: Virus ki office ki duplicate chabi. 

Lal seal ke envelope me question papers 

hai. Jo Dad ne khud set kiya hai, Raju ko 

fail karne ke liye. Nikal lao! 

Rancho: Mad or what? Cheating hai 

yaar, hat. 

Pia: Everything’s fair in love and war. 
Accha ek baat batao. Do you really feel 

kiss karne me nakh beech me aati hai? 

 

02:11:07 

Rancho: Pia, hamari shaadi nahi ho 

sakti. 

Pia: Kyu? Kisi aur ko chati ho? 

Rancho: Nahi. 

Pia: Gay ho? 

Rancho: Nahi. 

Pia: Phir mujhe propose nahi karte? 

Impotent ho? Then prove it. Prove it! 

 

02:11:44  

Chatur: Oh stop now, my bladders are 

bursting! 

Farhan: Oh shut up yaar.  

Raju: Arrey tu touch me uske? 

Farhan: Nahi yaar. Lekin uska ghar ka 

number meri pas hai. 

 

 

 

 

It took two broken legs to get me up on 

my feet, sir. It was very difficult to get 

this attitude. I can’t change it, sir. You 
keep your job, and I’ll keep my attitude. 

I’m sorry, no offense, sir. 

 

 

 

 

Everything is fair in love and war! And 

this is World War… Three. Rastogi, 
you’re done for. 
 

 

What’s this? 

The duplicate key to Virus’s office! The 

test is in the envelope with a red seal. 

Dad set it, to fail Raju. Go get it! 

 

Are you mad or what? That’s cheating, 
man. 

Everything’s fair in love and war. Tell 
me one thing. Do you really feel that the 

noses get in the way while kissing? 

 

 

Pia, we can’t get married. 
 

Why? Is there someone else? 

No. 

Are you gay? 

No. 

Then why won’t you propose to me? Are 
you impotent? Then prove it. Prove it! 

 

 

 

 

Oh shut up, man. 

Hey, are you in touch with her? 

No, man. But I have her home phone 

number. 
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Raju: Arrey tu laga na, me rukhta hu. 

Farhan: Haan, rukh, rukh, rukh. 

Farhan: (on phone) Hello? 

Chatur: Ooh, no place for mutra 

visarjan in this country! 

 

02:12:30 

Farhan: Ab jab soch hi liya hai partner 

to mar u-turn. 

Chatur: Hey, no u-turn! Straight to 

Ladakh. Rancho se milenge aur vapas. 

Friday ko mera Phunsukh Wangdu se 

meeting hai. Chal, chal, ghari me beto. 

Miss ho gayi to pata hai kya hoga? The 

Japanese will get him. They’re offering 
him a first name in the company. 

 

 

02:14:31 

Farhan: Arrey! Rancho mil chuka hai. 

Ab bhi is ghade se shaadi karoge? 

Pia: You’re mad, Farhan. 
Farhan: Don’t fool yourself, Pia. Tum 

ab bhi Rancho ko chati ho. Aur uske 

yaad me aaj bhi ye dhokle kha rahi ho. 

 

 

Farhan: Kutte ki dum hai vo. Bara sal 

nali me dal ke rakho, jab nikaloge teri ki 

teri. 

Pia: Shut up, Farhan. Suhas is a changed 

man. Ab vo brands aur prices ki bilkul 

baat nahi karta. 

 

02:17:38  

Farhan: Yaar Pia, ek thora sa minor sa 

tension hai. 

Pia: Kya? 

Farhan: Rancho ki shaadi hui ki nahi, 

ye nahi pata.  

Pia: What? 

Raju: Arrey nahi hui hogi, yaar! Nahi 

hui hogi.  

Pia: Aur gayi hogi to? 

Raju: To tum ko aapas drop kar denge. 

Tension mat lo. Ye biscuit kao.  

Okay you call it, I’m stopping. 
Yes, stop, stop, stop. 

 

Ooh, no place for urine-expulsion in this 

country! 

 

 

It’s a no-brainer, partner, we should turn 

back. 

Hey, no u-turn! Straight to Ladakh. 

We’ll meet Rancho and return. Friday is 
my meeting with Phunsukh Wangdu. 

Go, go, get in the car. Do you know 

what will happen if I miss the meeting? 

The Japanese will get him! They’re 
offering him a first name in the 

company. 

 

 

Hey! We found Rancho. You are still 

going to marry this ass? 

 

Don’t fool yourself, Pia. You still love 
Rancho. And you are still eating his 

“dhokla.” 

(Flash to Suhas dancing and Raju 

ruining his coat.) 

He’s incorrigible. Once a price tag, 
always a price tag. 

 

Shut up, Farhan. Suhas is a changed 

man. Now he doesn’t speak of brands or 
prices at all.  

 

 

Pia, one minor problem. 

 

What? 

We don’t know if Rancho is married. 

 

 

He won’t be married, man! He won’t be. 
 

And if he is? 

Then we’ll drop you back. Relax. Eat 
this biscuit. 
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Handmade hai from San Francisco! 

 

02:18:07  

Farhan: Kal tak me is desh ka ek sharif 

nagarik tha. Par pichle chobis gunte me, 

mene havai jahaz ki emergency landing 

karvayi thi, Shamaldas ki aatma almost 

gutter me pahunchayi thi, aur ek dulhan 

ko shaadi se kidnap kiya tha. Sab uska 

mina Rancho ke liye. 

 

02:18:26 

Rancho: Lal seal vala envelope dund. 

Farhan: Usse bahut dar tha ki agar 

Raju fail ho gaya, to phir se sala high 

jump marne nikal parega. Lekin ham bhi 

bare usulo vale chor the. Kasam li thi ki 

paper sirf Raju ke liye chorayenge. Khud 

dekhenge bhi nahi. 

Rancho: Arrey yaar, kahaa chupaya ye 

usne? 

Farhan: Yaar, dundte dundte “good 
morning” ho jayengi. Rancho, Pia se 

puche na. 

 

02:21:55  

V.S.: System change karne aaye the. 

Mere darvaze pe su su karege! Su su 

karege mere darvaze par! Bloody 

rascals.  

Farhan: Sorry sir, sorry sir! 

V.S.: You are rusticated! Kal subah tak 

tum logue yahaa se nilal nahi gaye to I 

will call the police! I will call the police! 

Rascals! Rascals, all of you! Uske pas 

mere office ki chabi kahaa se aayi? 

Pia: Chabi mene usko di thi, Dad. I wish 

ye chabi bhaiyyo ko di hoti. Aaj vo zinda 

hote. 

Mona: Stop it, Pia. 

Pia: Aapko kya lagta hai? Ki bhaiyya 

train se ghir ke mare the? 

Mona: Shut up Pia. 

Pia: Aapne decide kar liya ki vo 

engineer banenge. Kabhi unse  

 

It’s handmade from San Francisco! 
 

 

Until yesterday I was a law-abiding 

citizen. But in the past twenty-four 

hours, I had caused an aircraft to make 

an emergency landing, almost sent 

Shamaldas’s ashes to the gutter, and 
kidnapped a bride from her wedding. All 

for Rancho. 

 

 

Envelope with the red seal. 

He feared that if Raju failed, there would 

be another high jump. We were 

principled thieves, stealing the paper 

only for Raju. We wouldn’t even take a 
peek. 

 

Man, where’s it hidden? 

 

Man, we’ll be looking until it’s time to 
say good morning. Rancho, ask Pia. 

 

 

 

Wanted to change the system. You will 

pee on my door! You will pee on my 

door! Bloody rascals. 

 

 

You are rusticated! If you are not out of 

here by tomorrow morning, I will call 

the police! I will call the police! Rascals! 

Rascals, all of you! Where did he get my 

office key! 

I gave him the key, Dad. I wish I had 

given the key to my brother. He would 

be alive today. 

 

What do you think? That my brother fell 

off a train and died? 

 

You decided that he would be an 

engineer. Did you ever ask him  
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puncha ki vo kya banana chata ha? 

Kitna pressure dana bhaiyya pe, Dad, 

entrance exam dene se mar jana unhe 

aasan laga. 

V.S.: Ye kya kehe rahi hai? 

Mona: Dad, aap apne kamare me jaiye. 

Aap apne kamare me jaiye. Pia, stop it. 

Kya kar rahi hai, Pia? Mene kehe na… 

Pia: Bhaiyya literature pardna chate the. 

Writer banana chate the. Par is suicide 

note se zyada kuch likh nahi paye, Dad. 

 

Mona: Pia, vapas rakh de vo letter, 

please! 

Pia: Kab tak chupa ke rakhogi, didi? Ek 

baar… bas ek baar, aap usse kehe dete 

ki nahi hoti engineering to chod de. Jo 

pasand hai, vo kar. To aaj bhaiyya zinda 

hote, Dad. 

V.S.: Vo suicide nahi kar sakta. 

Pia: You’re right, Dad. Vo suicide nahi. 

Murder tha.  

 

02:24:44  

V.S.: Please help, we are desperate here. 

Kya sare sheher me ek hi ambulance 

hai? Kisi aur se hospital se ambulance 

mangao.  

Ambulance Driver: Pure sheher me 

paani bhara hua hai, janab. Ham kuch 

nahi kar sakte. 

Mona: Nahi, Pia vo… 

Rancho: Ey, Mona? Kya hua? 

Mona: Rancho, Pia. 

Rancho: Hello? 

Pia: Rancho, yahaa ponchna impossible 

hai. Ab me jesa keheti hu, vesa karo. 

V.S.: Aap samajh nahi rahe hai, the 

water bag has burst! Aap logue samajh 

nahi… disconnect kar diya! Mona! 

Mona! 

 

02:25:37 

Pia: Raju, web camera on karo. 

Raju: Haan. Haan, Pia.   

 

what he wanted to be? You put so much 

pressure on my brother, Dad, that he 

chose death over the entrance exam. 

 

What is she saying? 

Dad, go to your room. Go to your room. 

Pia, stop it. What are you doing, Pia? 

I’m telling you… 

My brother wanted to study literature. 

He wanted to be a writer. But this 

suicide note is the the only thing he ever 

wrote, Dad. 

Pia, put away that letter, please! 

 

How long will we cover it up, sister? 

One time… just one time, if you had told 
him, “Don’t do engineering if you don’t 
want to.” Do what you like. Then my 
brother would be alive today, Dad.  

He couldn’t commit suicide. 
You’re right, Dad. It wasn’t suicide. It 
was murder. 

 

 

Please help, we are desperate here. Is 

there even one ambulance in the city? 

Send an ambulance from another 

hospital. 

The whole city is underwater, sir. There 

is nothing we can do. 

 

(On phone) No, Pia, he… 

Hey, Mona? What happened? 

 

 

Rancho, it is impossible to reach here. 

Do exactly what I tell you. 

You aren’t understanding, the water bag 
has burst! You people don’t 
understand… disconnected! Mona! 

Mona! 

 

 

Raju, turn on the webcam. 

Yes. (Turns on webcam.) Yes, Pia.  
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Pia: Raju, didi kahaa hai? Show me. 

Raju: Haan, haan. Hold on, hold on. 

Don’t worry, hold on. 
Farhan: Ye lo, Pia. 

Pia: Didi, sab theek ho jayega. Me hu 

tumhare pas, ok? 

Mona: Pia, I’m dying! 
Pia: Rancho, jab duniya me hospitals 

aur doctors nahi the, tab bhi bacche 

peda hote the.  

Rancho: Haan. 

Pia: Didi ki delivery tum logue karoge. 

Mona: (Screams) 

Rancho: All is well, all is well. 

 

02:26:09  

V.S.: How dare you? Tum logue kar kya 

rahe ho? 

Pia: Dad, beech me mat aao. Please stay 

out of this, okay? 

 

02:26:51  

Pia: Come on, Rancho, jeldi! 

Mona: Go! 

Raju: Jao, jao, jao. Jao, Rancho, jao. 

Come on. 

Rancho: Nahi! Nahi, no, no crowning, 

nahi aa raha hai. 

Pia: Didi, please push karo. 

 

02:27:21 

Nurse: Vacuum cup lagana pardega na, 

Pia. 

Pia: Vahaa kahaa milega vacuum cup? 

 

Rancho: Vacuum cup kya hota hai? 

Kaisa hota hai? Kya karte hain usse? 

Pia: I’ll show you. Agar maa thak jaiye 

aur push nahi kar paye to ye cup baby ke 

sar pe lagate hain. Suction pump 

vacuum create karta hai, aur ye cup 

baby ke sar pe chipak jaata hai. Phir 

baby ko bahar khinch lete hai. 

Rancho: Me ye bana sakta hu. I can 

make it. 

V.S.: Kaise? 

Raju, where is my sister? Show me. 

Yes, yes. Hold on, hold on. Don’t worry, 
hold on. 

Here, Pia. 

Sister, everything will be okay. I am 

with you, okay? 

 

Rancho, when there were no hospitals 

and doctors in the world, babies were 

still delivered. 

Yes. 

You all will deliver my sister’s baby. 
 

 

 

 

How dare you! What are you doing? 

 

Dad, don’t get in the way. Please stay 

out of this, okay? 

 

 

Come on Rancho, fast! 

 

Go, go, go. Go, Rancho, go. Come on. 

 

No! No, no, no crowning, it’s not 
coming. 

Sister, please push. 

 

 

They need a vacuum cup, Pia. 

 

Where will they find a vacuum cup 

there? 

What is a vacuum cup? How is it used? 

I’ll show you. If the mother is too 
fatigued to push, a cup is placed on the 

baby’s head. Suction makes the cup stick 

to the head and the baby is pulled out. 

 

 

 

I can make it. I can make it. 

 

How? 
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Rancho: Vacuum cleaner se. 

V.S.: Vacuum cleaner se? 

Rancho: Yes sir, vacuum cleaner. 

Pia: Par vacuum cleaner ka pressure 

bahut zyada hota hai. 

Rancho: Pressure me control kar 

lounga. 

 

02:28:39 

Rancho: Raju. 

Raju: Haan. 

Rancho: Hostel me sabko jaga aur unko 

bol ke, car batteries chahiye, wires 

chahiye, tool kit chahiye, aur vacuum 

gauge. Come on! 

 

02:29:20 

V.S.: Rancho kahaa hai? 

Rancho: Sir, sir, sir. Here, sir. Sab logue 

apni batteries yahi rakho. Come on. And 

the wires. 

 

02:30:46 

Rancho: Farhan, on kar do. 

Farhan: Haan! 

Rancho: Pia, suction kitna hona 

chahiye? 

Pia: Point five se zyada nahi ki Rancho. 

Rancho: Farhan, point five! 

Farhan: Cover kar. 

Rancho: Haan! 

Farhan: Point five! 

Nurse: Vacuum cleaner se delivery? Bis 

sal ke career me me aaj tak nahi dekhi. 

 

Rancho: Farhan, off kar. 

Pia: Raju, get on the table. Mujhe dekho, 

baby ko ese niche push karo. Ese.  

 

Raju: Haan, haan. 

Rancho: Farhan, on kar. 

Farhan: Haan! 

Pia: Come on didi, push kar lo, you can 

do it! 

 

 

With a vacuum cleaner. 

With a vacuum cleaner? 

 

But the pressure of a vacuum cleaner is 

too strong. 

I will control the pressure. 

 

 

 

 

Yes. 

Wake up everyone in the hostel and tell 

them we need car batteries, wires, a tool 

kit, and a vacuum gauge. Come on! 

 

 

 

Where is Rancho? 

Sir, sir, sir. Here, sir. Everyone, put your 

batteries here. Come on. And the wires. 

 

 

 

Farhan, turn it on. 

Ok! 

Pia, how much suction does it need? 

 

Not more than point five, Rancho. 

 

Cover it. 

Ok! 

 

Delivery by vacuum cleaner? In my 

twenty year career I have never seen 

this. 

Farhan, turn it off. 

Raju, get on the table. Look at me. Push 

the baby down, like this.  

(Demonstrates) 

Ok, ok. 

Farhan, turn it on. 

Ok! 

Come on sister, push, you can do it! 
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02:31:42  

Pia: Champ ke bare me socho, come on, 

for Champ! 

 

Farhan: Come on, Mona, come on, 

Mona! Mona, push! 

Rancho: Aa raha hai! 

Pia: Come on didi, you can do it, you 

can do it.   

 

02:35:24  

V.S.: Rukho! Kahaa ja rahe ho? I am 

not finished with you. College ke pehele 

din tumne mujhe ek saval pucha tha, 

yaad hai? Ki space me, pencil kyu nahi 

use karte. Agar space me, pencil ki tip 

tut jati hai, to zero gravity me ghumte 

rehegi. Kisi ke ankh me ja sakti hai, kisi 

ke nakh me ja sakti hai, instrument panel 

me ja sakte hai. You were wrong. You 

were wrong! You cannot be right all the 

time. You understand? 

Rancho: Yes, sir. 

V.S.: Ye bahut hi important invention 

tha. You understand? 

Rancho: Yes, sir. 

V.S.: Mere director ne kehe tha ki jab 

koi extraordinary student aaye… Go! Go 
study! Exam me pass hoke yahaa se 

nikal jao. 

 

02:39:08 

Child 1: Ohey, iti chichi mantka. 

Chatur: Go away creatures! Ja!  

Child 2: Arrey! Yahaa susu mat karo! 

Chatur: You want mar, huh? 

 

02:41:52 

Pia: Bol ke nahi ja sakta the? 

 

Rancho: Nahi… Sorry. 
Pia: Shaadi ki? 

Rancho: Kya? Kya? Ahh, nahi. Aur 

tumne? 

Pia: Almost. Idiot. To? 

Rancho: To what? 

 

Think about Champ, come on, for  

Champ! 

 

 

 

He’s coming! 
Come on sister, you can do it, you can 

do it. 

 

 

Wait!  Where are you going? I am not 

finished with you. On the first day of 

college you asked me a question, 

remember? Why don’t they use pencils 
in space? If a pencil tip breaks in space, 

then it will float around in zero gravity. 

It could get in eyes, noses, the 

instrument panel. You were wrong. You 

were wrong! You cannot be right all the 

time. You understand? 

 

 

This was a very important invention! 

You understand? 

 

My director said that when an 

extraordinary student comes… (Gives 
pen to Rancho). Go! Go study! Pass your 

exams and get out of here. 

 

 

Don’t pee here. 
Go away creatures! Go! 

Hey! Don’t pee here! 
You want a slap, huh? 

 

 

You couldn’t say anything before 
leaving? 

No… Sorry. 
Did you marry? 

What? What? Ahh, no. And you? 

 

Almost. Idiot. So? 

So what? 
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Pia: Kisi se pyaar karte ho? 

Rancho: Hmm… Yeah. 
Pia: Who? 

Rancho: You. 

 

Pia: Dekha, nakh beech me nahi aate 

hai, stupid! 

Rancho: Yeah, that’s right, yeah. 
 

02:44:25 

Chatur: Namaste, Master ji, aap kahao 

punch gaye, gaon me teacher ban gaye 

huh? “A for Apple, B for Ball.” Ham 

dono ek saath train pakarte the na? Par 

tere train reverse me chali gayi, engineer 

se sidha primary teacher. Hey, salary 

kitne hai Chanchad? Bol? Panch hazar? 

For me that’s like a hundred dollars! 
Mere bete ka pocket money tumhare 

salary se zyada hai. 

 

2:45:18 

Chatur: Sign kar yahaa. Accept kar, ke 

tu hara, me jita.  

Rancho: “Declaration of Defeat!” 
Unbelievable yaar. Arrey pagal hai kyu? 

Chatur: Hey! Ye to Virus ka pen hai. 

Tere pas kaisa aaya? Tu ne choraya? 

Rancho: Uhh, kya bataon yaar? 

Chatur: This is for winners, not losers. 

Koi baat nahi. Kabhi school me taklif ho 

aur donation chahiye, tu call my 

assistant, huh? “A for Apple, B for 
Ball…” 

 

02:46:32 

Raju: Matlab tu THE Phunsukh 

Wangdu hai? 

 

02:46:53 

Chatur: Mister Wangdu, I can’t believe 

apne phone ki! 

Rancho: I’m sorry Mister Chatur, lekin 

aapki company ke saath me deal nahi 

sign karounga. 

 

Do you love someone? 

 

 

 

(Pia kisses Rancho.) 

Look, the noses don’t get in the way, 
stupid! 

 

 

 

Hello, Teacher, look where you ended 

up, you became a teacher in a village, 

huh? A for apple, B for ball. We both 

took our trains, right? But yours traveled 

in reverse, from an engineer straight to a 

primary teacher. What’s your salary, 
Chanchad? Five thousand? For me that’s 
like $100. My son’s pocket money is 

more than your salary. 

 

 

 

Sign here. Accept it, that you lost, I won. 

 

“Declaration of Defeat!” Unbelievable, 
man. You’re crazy. 
 

Hey! This is Virus’s pen. How did you 
get it? Did you steal it? 

Uhh, what can I say, man? 

This is for winners, not losers. Oh well. 

If your school ever needs help, call my 

assistant for a donation. “A for Apple, B 
for Ball…” 

 

 

You mean you’re THE Phunsukh 
Wangdu? 

 

 

Mister Wangdu, I can’t believe you 
called! I’m sorry Mister Chatur, but I can’t 
sign the deal with your company. 
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Chatur: What, sir? Kya hui, sir? 

Rancho: Arrey kaise sign karoun yaar?  

Meri pen to tut le gayi! 

 

02:47:35 

Chatur: You got me Rancho—I mean 

Mister Wangdu. Totally floored me, 

good one. I hope hamare personal 

problem is deal ko kuch faraq nahi 

parega. 

 

02:47:52  

Chatur: Hey, hey I was just joking yaar. 

Under se malum tha tu life me kuch 

karega.  

Friends: Aaah!  

Rancho: Nahi, jut bol rahe hai… 

Chatur: No, no, no, I’m telling you, 
shapath! Rancho one hundred, Chatur 

zero. You win, I lose. You don’t believe 

me?  

Friends: Arrey! 

Chatur: Jahanpanah, tussi great ho! 

Tofu kabul karo! 

Pia: Ek free advice hai, Mister 

Wangdu—bagh lo.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What, sir? What happened, sir? 

How can I sign man? You took my pen! 

 

 

 

You got me Rancho—I mean Mister 

Wangdu. Totally floored me, good one. I 

hope our personal problems won’t affect 
this deal. 

 

 

 

Hey, hey I was just joking, man. Inside I 

knew tha you would do great things in 

life. 

Aaah! 

No, you’re telling a lie… 

No, no, no, I’m telling you, really! 
Rancho one hundred, Chatur zero. You 

win, I lose. You don’t believe me? (Pulls 
down his pants.) 

Oh God! 

Your Majesty, you are great! Accept this 

humble offering! 

Free advice, Mister Wangdu—run.  

(They all run away)
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